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"UFOs are the Fifth Horseman.of the Apocalypse."

--- Dr. Lincoln La Paz

"Supplemental Notes" consist of material under
consideration for any revision of the original
UFO history volume covering this time period.

Preliminary remarks:
The authorities try to avoid what it considers undue excitement over UFO sightings, and it
would seem men in high places, whatever their motives, use "tricks" to achieve this, if one may
utilize that loaded expression. The aim is to "reduce the size of the problem," to trim details, to
simplify. The result is a false image. That done, the UFO mystery "goes away".
There are different ways to achieve this goal. The Air Force has omitted foreign UFO reports
at times from consideration by insisting that UFOs were purely a "domestic aberration" (By
1950 this assertion became hard to defend). Another method of "reduction" (and a big one)
was to exclude from its database UFO reports not "officially reported" (This excluded a vast
number of media reports). Still another way was to spend so many words on cases with prosaic
explanations that any truly mysterious incidents are only briefly entertained, thus hoping to
give the impression a solution to the perplexing sighting was only a matter of a more complete
investigation (As scientists like Dr. James McDonald found out, just the opposite was often the
reality). Furthermore, in keeping with this theme, anti-UFO pronouncements by scientists,
government officials, and military chiefs have had an effect on many people too busy to study
the subject (Comments often suspected to be official inspired). It is natural to assume such
persons are well informed and are making sound judgements. Unfortunately, too often the
self-appointed UFO expert is ignorant to a shocking degree (What comes to mind is Carl Sagan
authoring an article about UFOs for an encyclopedia and saying Kenneth Arnold was a
resident of Seattle). Outright sins of omission have occurred but they have been blamed on
individuals, lack of funds, or departmental inefficiency-not
official policy (Private industry
is no stranger to such tactics).
In any case, UFO excitement can be contained in large part by such efforts. In the spring
and early summer of 1952, however, there were deviations in official behavior that spread
confusion and mistrust. Most of the story is detailed in my UFO history monograph covering
July 2151_3151 published in 1986. This 2002 supplement, contrary to any attempt to "reduce the
size of the problem," supplies still more data to the over all picture and confirms earlier conclusions, especially evidence in the form of many newly discovered UFO reports along the eastern
seaboard that suggest solid bodies were indeed moving about in the atmosphere.
-L.E.

Gross

"They were very careful to discount anything that we had to say, so we just kept quiet.

As I recall, we saw several things that night but made no mention of them because they

just kept laughing at us. We didn't particularly care for it."

-Howard Cocklin, assistant chief of Washington National Airport's control tower,
commenting on the eAA' s investigation of the July 191h graveyard shift detection
of UFOs over the nation's capital.*

* Gilgoff,

Dan. "Saucers Full of Secrets." City Paper. Washington D.C.
14 December 2001. p.7.
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The TV interference story. All the details.

(See clipping below)

21 July. Medicine Lake area of Minnesota. (2: 15 a.m.)
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CUMBERLAND, Md., July 23 (il'!....:...l\Iaybe
.it's Washington's flying saucers that played
hob with Virgil Ruppenthal's
television sets.
There seems to be some tie-in between the
way they acted and the mysterious objects.
spotted in the sky around Washington over
the weekend.
Ruppenthal
is a television bug. He has a,
,TV shack atop Dan's Rock about 10 miles
southwest of Cumberland.
It is about 2900
'feet high, one of the highest spots in the
Western Maryland mountains.
Ruppenthal
has it decked out with some of the best TV
receivers money can buy, plus gadgets to,
step up incoming signals, plus a dozen different aerial layouts. He brings in perfect
pictures from Washington, 112 miles to the,
southeast,
and Pittsburgh,
71 miles to the
northwest.
.'
At 7:15 Sunday night, a strong electronic~
interference
crossed off Ruppenthal's
picture from WTOP Channel 9 in Washington.
Ruppenthal
has been tinkering with television for six years. He can identify ordinary,
kinds of signal interference. He'd never seen'
anything like this before, never seen anything so powerful. He turned off his special
amplifiers.
Still there was a bright wire
fence across his screen.
He tried all his aerials. Same thing. He
tried other sets. Same thing. He climbed
the Dan's Rock fire tower with a portable
TV. The interference came in strongest at an
altitude of 2940 feet.
,
He called a friend who has a TV set high
on Savage Mountain. Same thing. He called
Marshall Wolpert, who has a set on Martin's
Mountain. Wolpert got the bright pattern.
Then his set blew out. As suddenly as it had
corne, the phenomenon
disappeared
at 7:30
Tuesday morning.
,
It was shortly after midnight
Sunday:
morning
that control tower' operators
at'
Washington
National
Airport
picked up:
strange blips on their radar scoops ... The'
blips marked eight objects of some kind
flying in the sky near Andrews Air Force
base, just east -of Washington. '
, !
The control tower contacted a comrnereial
air liner flying northwest from Washington;
The pilot, Capt. S. C. Pierman of Detrolt,'
a veteran of 17 years with Capital Airlines,~
saw seven unidentified
lights-falling
s~arsl
without tail~-in
the sky between waShmg"l
ton and Martinsburg, W. Va.
Martinsburg
is almost on a direct line
between Washington and Cumberland.
Ruppenthal
reported
he also saw the,
strange interference
pattern
between 6:15,
p. m. on July 8 and 1:30 a. m. on July 91
when he was watching a TV prograrµ 1~~
PIttsburgh.
"
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(See clipping below)
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21 July. Dobbins AFB, Georgia.

(10:30 a.m.)

Radar target at 50,000 feet. (See clipping below)
21 July. "Russian Fireballs?"
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21 July. Reading, Kansas. (no time)
Plate-shaped object goes into rapid climb.

(See clipping below)

21 July. Roanoke Rapids, North Caroli~a (8:45 p.m.)
Orange, "very beautiful," falling "star" fails to "fall."
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21 July.

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

(9:24 p.m.)

Ex-RAF aircraft observer spots flying disc.

(See clipping below)
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21 July.

Washington D.C. (9:30 p.m.)

. UFO report telephoned to authorities by a Mr. Dick Calhoun who lived on Massachusetts
Avenue in the nation' capital. For about 20 minutes a Mr. Calhoun watched a possible UFO
with the naked eye the evening of the 21 st. This is one of many visual sightings that indicate the
existence of objects in the atmosphere that night that may not have been conventional air traffic.
The telephone log of the OIN-2a2 states:
"Round, clearly defined circle of light. Object moved slowly (35-40 mph)
then speed accelerated to '100 mph.' from 500 to 10,000 ft. altitude. No moon
nor illumination that night. 90 degree turn made. Thought it was a 'blimp.'

6
'Light' moved toward West to stand still then South when speed increased.
propulsion. Sound not loud but muffed hum." (xx.)
(xx.)

Record Group 341. Director ofIntelligence,
Intelligence UFO files. Summer 1952,

HQ USAF.

No

U.S. Air Force

"No follow up was made."
In regards to UFO reports phoned in to the military like the one quoted above, Air Force
Intelligence records tell us:
"Inclosed are summary reports of observations as telephoned to AFOIN2A2 during the past two weeks plus a report of radar observations at Washington
National Airport on the night of 26/27 July 1952. In all cases, the outline specified or electrical messages in paragraph 7c of AFL 200-5 has been utilized for
the sake of expediency with appropriate notations as necessary.
"No attempt has been made to follow up on any telephone reports taken by
Estimates Duty Officer nor was any attempt made to obtain great detail in the
other telephone reports. Wherever possible, a general statement of werather
conditions, usually as reported by observer, has been included. In all cases
where are? [photocopy not clear] forms are omitted, [missing word due to unclear photocopy] are negative.
''No further action is contemplated on any of these incidents." (xx.)

..

(xx.)

Ibid. (Uncl) Material for Project Blue Book. Chief, Air Technical Intelligence
Center, Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio. Dept. of the Air Force. Hq. USAF
-AFOIN-2A2 11 August 52.

This collection of summary reports amounted to 26 sightings.
to provide data of value.
21 July. Pomona, California,

Most were too limited in detail

(about 12:40 p.m.)

According to the Pomona newspaper:
"Pomona's ground observer corps has reported its first 'flying saucer' to the
Pasadena filter center since going on the 24-hour-a-day Operation Sky Watch.
"About 12:40 p.m. Monday a strange red and aluminum-colored object was
•sighted 'flopping' in a northeasterly direction across the northern part of Pomona
about 2,000 feet high, according to the report.
"It appeared to be about equal in size to a four-engine plane but was oval in
shape without any wings, engine or tail assembly, said Mrs. Lola Hill, Mrs. Irene
Redmond and Stan Lawson, who all were on duty at the time.
"The trio added that it wasn't flying in a straight line but rather was making
small loops as it traveled at an estimated speed of about 200 miles an hour." (xx.)
(xx.)

Pomona, California. Progress-Bulletin.

22 July 52.

7
Dr. James McDonald checks the New York Times.
"All the news that's fit to print."
McDonald wrote:
"The New York Times for Sunday, July 20 [1952], appears to have no article
at all on the Washington National sightings of July 19-20. The convention and the
Korean War have a lot of attention and a ship accident off Montauk Point in which
four were killed was headline news, but nothing on UFOs. Even as minor a matter as Lt. Col. Joseph O. Fletcher denying existence of radar bases on Arctic ice
islands made page 9, but nothing on UFOs. I found nothing in the Monday, July
21, issue either.
"Also checked Tuesday, July 22, issue of The New York Times, and I don't
find anything there either. Hence it seems that the Times simply did not cover the
first Washington sighting.
"In one of the issues that I was scanning, there was a long story about the development of the Ground Observer Corps and the need for 225,000 observers

throughout the U.S. There were also a number of articles about radar, air defense

tests carried out jointly between the u.s. and Canada. The general tension of the
Korean War, which was still underway, and the problems of air attack may have had
something to do with deterring the Times from reporting the July 19 incident. Or it
may be simply that their policy against discussing flying saucers operated until the
second main Washington sighting on July 26-27." (xx.)
(xx.)

Dr. James McDonald's papers. University of Arizona at Tucson Library,
Tucson, Arizona. Special Collections Division. July 1952 Washington D.C.
Folder.

22 July. Nahant Coast Guard Station. (2:00 a.m.)
"I thought people were imagining things."
Telephone interview with the Telegram-News:
"Seaman Henry Arnpriester, 22, of California, on duty at the Nahant Coast
Guard Station, saw two of the 'discs' shortly after 2 this morning.
"In a telephone interview with the Telegram-News this afternoon, Seaman
Ampriester said:
" 'I never believed any of those stories I've read about flying discs. I always
thought the people who saw them were just imagining things.
" 'But at 2: 15 this morning I saw two strange objects which were certainly
something new. I had never seen anything like them before.
" 'They appeared to be about five feet in diameter and were a light, hazy
blue. I first saw them coming in from the southeast at an altitude of about 2,000
feet. They were traveling at great speed and appeared to be only a few feet apart,
They circled low off Egg Rock, dropping down to an altitude of a few hundred

8
feet, and then climbed rapidly again and sped off in the same southeast direction
from which they had come.'
"Seaman Ampriester said he was positive that the objects he saw were not
'birds, pInes or anything like that.' If they were, he said, he would have reported
them as such.
" 'I'm convinced nowe there is something to those flying disc stories,' he
said." (xx.)
(xx.)

Lynn, Massachusetts.

Telegram-News.

22 July. Hazlehurst, Georgia.

23 July 52.

(2:15 a.m.)

24 feet across and shaped like a pancake.
This report of UFO activity originally appeared in a county weekly,
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.haped
bright object. It was
about the slze of a big room,
fluhlng
from side to side but
moving In a Circle.
"\\'ht'elt'r
SAid
he got hi!!
fl~ld glu!lt'l lind he and Mr!l.
Whet'ler
took II closer loolt.
They figured the thing WAS lit
leaB't 24 leet seross and shaped

like a pancake.
or

"The

they

previoul

more

w.~
times

laW

week, say IIlx

Hazlehurst

people,

what they concluded

a saucer, It was four
all luge II the blggellt

atar appears

from the earth, .
llk~ • yellow light and
btrh In the sky. It appeared
.
tc head toward the Altamaha
"'III

river,"

,

I
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22 July. Lane County, Oregon.

(between 11:00 and noon)

"Flew in a fairly geometrical circle."
.......

A group of neighbors informed the press of a series of sightings. The best report was printed
by the Register-Guard:
"The first report came to the Register-Guard late Tuesday morning. Mrs.
William Brock and a group of neighbors along Dilley Lane east of Goshen
spotted first one, then two, then three, and finally eight white, roundish objects
'like bits of fluff,' but much bigger, circling and maneuvering in the sky. The
group watched them for more than an hour. At one time all eight flew in a fairly
geometrical circle. It was between 11 a.m. and noon, The sky was clear and
bright. " (xx.)
(xx.)

Eugene, Oregon. Register-Guard.

25 July 52.

A local newspaper editor was skeptical and exclaimed, "Bah, they're just drifting milkweed,"
but Mrs. William Brock, a spokesman for the witnesses, replied, "Well, he's wrong, they're too
big." (xx.)
Thil CUwmg From

(xx.)

Eugene, Oregon,

Register-Guard.

22 July 52.

. ~ ~~,\;_,

~
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22 July. Cleveland, Ohio.
Air Traffic controller tells saucer stories.
22 July. Uvalde, Texas.

SANTA ANA, CALIF,
.....•..REGISTER ..

(See clipping)

(2:46 p.rn.)

"Appeared to climb higher every second."

'1

:

- .tlying ~,@Y~.~er~~',
\/ Trackecrover ;,'
Cleveland Field
CLEVELA:-;O

III"-A l'onlrul
III".
todnv
"g"lden
Ji.I:hls"
have
bven
sljlhlNI
,)\'<,,'
CI~\'('ilind.
lind on one occ as iun ho
.~nt
an alrllnor
to look lor something
that
IIppeRI·ed'.';on
a radar

",. operntor:

This report might have been blamed on a meteor except
for the statement about the object being on an apparent
rising course. The official military file states:
"The report of the sighting of an unidentified
flying object by Mr. Don Epperly, weather observer
and station manager for Trans-Texas Airlines,
Uvalde, Texas, was relayed to this headquarters by
Mr. Ralph Desmond, U.S. Weather Bureau, Municipal Airport, San Antonio, Texas. This Headquarters
contacted Mr. Epperly by electrical means and he reported the following information.
"The observer described the object as being
large and round, of silver color. The object was estimated to be approximately 50 feet in diameter and
at an altitude of20,000 feet.

~:'; :','

19?~

I<:I'een,

i

loin

. '.1tti!;

.;

:'

George
Beers, '.entor
operator
on
the mldnlghl
.hilt
or the contr-ol
toward at Cleveln nri Hopkin s Ail"
pOI·I. said
"one
night
si x of
watched
from
the darken en I(J\\'N
r-oom while"
Ii!:ht hover-ed north
of the !leJd. We do..n.'t:. know whn~l:
It was but all ai)c·,OC u .• saw
it

u,

"Another time l<personnlly 8111'
a light making
a-clrcular ratteril

Ol'el'.
n ea.rby.. ElY..r.la
.. '.';•1..i"P.IC..k...e.d it .U.
on the.radnr
screen,;and,watche
II
,o::¥ .. ~.""
,,',.:,'

'''t

a., .,
'nhr nn: 1~cTh'm'ln~':alrYln;
lo·tako
a look lind II", thin

ever
dlsappeared
II'0m lh~ ~crCt'n."
~
On another, oeeualon
II tower
/ PI'alor and all incumilll-: pll"l bOI <
r.ported"';le~illg
'a,.","lIght" "lha1j
"climbed .-'and traveled
In an ell~(i
1'1'ly direction much Iaster
thnn Ih~:

or '

alrel'll!t'
known
to be In. thi., vlctn
norm.al." o.p.erntio ...•
"a ..I...•.S.•...
p.Cl'...d
... "'.f.. ' ,.a,n...~.
i

Ity. ". said. Beers, .:~~<;,:" :~:-~i~"
ThiJ';;)nCld~nt
.•~M~f,fqultl!;!.om

tim. aioi'and

..wali'reportcd

W· a

. thO,rttl~.· .t,::the .~m~:.:.:,. '~:r'

10
"The object had a very bright after-glow. No aerodynamic features were
visible. The object had tremendous speed, estimated as being well over 1,000
miles per hour; propulsion system was not visible and no sound was audible to
the observer. The movement of the object was described as 'gyrating.' The object was traveling from East, about 40 degrees from the horizon, to Southwest.
The object seemed to climb higher every second and was observed for approximately 45 seconds before it disappeared behind a large cumulus cloud. The observer did not see the object again." (xx.)
(xx.)

Air Intelligence Information Report. IR~18-52. Prepared by Lt. Louis
Kistler, Jr. Chief. Intel. Div, Lackland AFB, Texas. 28 July 52. U.S.
Air Force BLUE BOOK files.

Mr. Epperly submitted two drawings and made the following comments for the record:
"I have studied aviation for the last 15 years. I was Flight Engineer MOS
747 skilled and Aircraft Engineering Technician MOS 925 in the Air Force. I
now hold a commercial Pilot's Rating, I can name any aircraft by sight or

sound but I will say that this object was not an aircraft and was not a weather

or winds aloft balloon."

(See drawings below)

(xx.)

(xx.) Ibid. Tentative Observers Questionnaire.
24.

Draw a pinture that will show the motion that the objeot made. Plaoe
an "A" at the beginning of i;~s path and a "B" at the end o~~s
th

~~t·
J J"J

c_.-,?:'.II-;Z.."~
'l'';'''-i-Yf'

p.o

.o

tf\..;·
.<:)

~

'()

'0-0 -0

p

f74.;f

AB

~

.A off
-!-I

o/( 12. " ,._/
(µIJ

25.

~

T

Draw a pioture that will show the shape of the objeot. Label and include
in your sketch nny details of the object that you saw, and place an arrO'W
beside the drawing to shaw the direction the object was moving.
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22 July. Boston, Massachusetts.

(6:00 p.m.)

Air Force professional plane spotter.

.

A Boston paper discussing the outbreak of "saucer" sightings had this to say:
"Adding weight to the spectacle was a professional plane spotter in the employ of the Air Force who saw a 'silver flying disc,' from his spotting perch at the
Wollaston Observatory on Forbes Hill road in that town, about 6 p.m. yesterday.
"Robert Hoxie, 27, of 77 Granite place, Milton, said he saw the disc 'arching around in the east at least two miles in the air and three miles from the station,'
" 'It looked kind of funny,' he said, 'and I thought it was a plane and I reported it. But then, after looking closer I saw that it couldn't be a plane because it was
perfectly round and was going around in circles.'
" 'I could see it good because the sun was shining on it. I never saw anything
like it in my life. I was really frightened.'
"Hoxie said that his father, Warren Hoxie, of the same address, was also on
duty at the time, The younger Hoxie is an Army veteran who was a plane spotter
during the previous war.
" 'I know all my planes,' he said, 'and this wasn't one for sure. This was a
flying saucer.'
"Hoxie was not on duty later in the evening when other citizens reported
seeing them." (xx.)
(xx.) Boston, Massachusetts.

Evening Globe,

22 July. Near Millville, Pennsylvania.
"Dark object."

23 July 52.

(night)

(See clipping)

Mofe'RepoHs'~OifT~"",
'Flying Saucers' ..

'F~'

<lIT., HoLLY,

N. J.• July 23_·
reporta of f1yin, .. u-

IlNS)-Three
cera today we1'ebelniliven acriolll
'Itud7 b, officers at 'M~ulre I'-lr
Force B.... at .Fort Dlx.\;~.
"''f
Ralph, Curio •. aaddo!U1eld, ,~
ported .1,hUn. teat· tlllhtt ill dn:u-

lar .dark object Ooat1Dl· 1ft the atr

about 20 mllH louth of MlIlvtlle.
It dJlplayed 110 IIChti .• nd altered
It•• peed .everal Om... Curio .alel.
. A Trenton woman Ibort17 alter"ant.
reported .1,bUn, • brl&ht
object atreaJdn. a~
tJ!t .!E1 te.ward ~~d.lphta
from Nw York.
''l'h1'M more Trenton !'Hldeotlt.ttt
reported
.tlll.,another
&lrt.htl7
lI,hled o~~
tile ,.me
,dlrec:UOD.
. e,
..:r,.' __
''''I'''''~

~&1Jt

Ii
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22 July. Huntsville, Alabama.
"Dark disc.)

(about 6:45 p.m.)

(See clipping)

220W,19!hSt.t~EWYORKll.N.Y.
Tel. CHelsea 3-8860

ci-.

(0 15,169) (S 15,471)

Thl. Cllpp1:n.gF,.om

HUNTSVILLE, ALA.

\

TIMES

JUl 24 1952

/'FI' yma S- aHEer. ,
een Above
, Four Local Residents
On McCullough Avenu
See Fcst-Movlnq Disk
Another
"flying
saucer".
thl!
one In the riayll!:ht,
has been observed
passing
over the city
by
[our McCullough
avenue residents.
Herman
H.
King, 909 McCul·
Iough avenue, today gave a vivid
desct iptlon of an 0 b j e c t which
llrAt appeared
over the northwest
,lei,. of town lind proceeded
In Irre gular Iashlon f'utward
and out
of light over Monte Sano At about
6:45 p,m. Tuesday.
AI~o wltne~~(ng the tra"l!l oftlie
"saucer" were Mr~. K!ng, Miss
Mona Kin!: and Woodrow
Garner, who resides At 907 McCullough
avenue,
The object was described
15 appearing
bl rck when first slghteci,
Ind also having sorne resemblance
to two cones
placed
mouth
to
mouth. Later,
as It moved more
nearly overhead,
the appearance
.11 more
than of a dark disk. It
did not reflect the sunllzht.
It moved (int up In a sharp vcrtJcal climb. then took An angular
turn to head due east, and appear.
ed to paA! overhead
at a terrlCic
.~ed.
It pas~ed
lower
than
the

IUmmer clnudA In the sky at the

time.
Mr. Klru; s a ld he ~t (\r~t thought
of a weather
balloon. but that the
speed of the object in pa,~~lng was
too great to have resulted from air
currents. The obJcc.1 r.ave decided
Indications
of ~In~
powered,
but
It left no vapor trail or exhaust.
The "saucer"
was most dctinItely not an airplane,
"If. Kin!!
states,
There
were no wtnzs, anri
the pattern
of movement
was entlrely different.
He described
the move rne nt .:cn·
eully
as one which was vertical.
with . ncc~donal
lev~lInJ: off. No
nolle could bo heard from It.
One or the «trange points about
the observation
to Mr, Kin,!
.....15
that he had IIIld only a few days
earlier that all the "saucers" seemed to be seen at night, and that
~e would like til lee one_.~ ~ay.

I

,light. He has too many wltnc5se1
to be accused of Imagination,
however.
In 'act, he adds now that
he
wana to 8ee one At night. and thaI
his neighbors
may see him doing a
lot or porch sitting hencr-torth.
Mr, King II a fireman
at necl·
stone Arsenal,
Mr. Garner
15 ern, ployed with the post engineers dlviiion and Mlu King 15 In the rn an-

l

lal!l!,mrnt
,'L.

Improvement
orncr. _.~.
,__ ~
._._~__
__
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22 July. River Vale, New Jersey. (9:45 p.m.)
"Flying oranges."

(See clipping)

IRiver

22 July. Cartierville, Quebec,
Canada. (no time)

I

Vale Sees FJYi~g!''Or~~ges;
Viewer's To.le f He's Sun-Kissed

, • River Vale-Pl;!nl
saucers h-m appeared to ~ u distant u the
been reported erer many
.tan.
Berlm County' but the~'
The flying oranae wu first seen
.
. a~ 11:45p, M. by one of t)"e WII80n
today had the cUsttncUon of bf:
Court realdenta, who raced Into
the t1nt community In the c-Iifi the home of hll neighbor to reo
over which realdenta reported ".;
port on It. The nelrhbor, reportlnl,
InC flyIng oranrea.
"ahe
wu from M1asoar1 and only beTwo Wilson Court nel,hbors'
'lle'l'ed what ahe RaW With her own
ported}y spotted the objecta hlch'fft eyea, retorted he mUAt have been
the alty TUesday nleM. They UJd In the hot sun too lor.,.
the f1ytne object. were perfectly ! About M minutes later the .netlth·
round, (1'1'ln, ott an orange ,law bor aguln rushed In. repottlng anand movtnc at a hleh Ilpeed.
other f1ylnr \)bJect.. and th", time
'"
the woman too saw eorr.ethln"

.oni'tt

"Round orange,"
A Canadian newspaper printed:
" 'It was round, orange in
color' and very high up in the
sky. It looked like flying saucer. ..
but I really don't know what it was.'

'id

"That was the way Jonh Leves-

que of Toronto described something
he saw in the sky over Cartierville yesterday.
" 'It was traveling west very fast, he said. 'Moments
later my girl friend and I, she was in the car with me, heard
an eerie noise ... it was all very peculiar.'
"Mr. Levesque told a Gazette reporter about the heavenly sight. He too, thought it was peculiar."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Montreal, Quebec, Canada, The Gazette. 23 July 52.

22 July.

Pawtucket, Rhode Island.

*

ortnre nytna tnrourb Ille Ilr.

i"n didn't loolt IIlte a aaueer: Ihel
.. Id. ~n waA round IIlte an ')ranp,
and roln, at a terrific speed. rr I~
hadn't seen It With my own eye. t
wouldn't haYe bel;eved u, Rut It
wu real aU rlahl"
t PubliCation of the ~
II ex~
to brine en a ruh C1( claims
from othen In the Pueack v ..ney
that t·hey too han seen the 'flying
ObJecta. aa haa been the cue ,.tth
fl)1nr Aaucer reports. Howe'I'er. the
~
• two WUaon Court reatdent& In.lJlt
What they I&W '""
real. and not
'~lmac1nary. and IJ'1I u anxlOllA &A
l &he nan one to learn what thJ
!
reall" arP

~'eeta

(night)

Four orange/pink objects.
According to the Pawtucket Times:
"Four 'flying saucers' were reported over Pawtucket last night.
"They were traveling southwest at tremendous speed, according to Alfred
Medeiros of 182 High street. He and Mrs. Medeiros and her sister, Miss Yvonne
Was burn of Taunton, all said they saw the mysterious objects.
"All four objects were illuminated, he said. Their light seemed to be an orange
or pink. They were traveling at such tremendous speed that they 'were out of sight
in almost no time,' Mr. Medeiros declared.
"The saucers were first reported 'very high' in the sky, coming from the direction of Attleboro. They seemed to be weaving about, 'flying in and around
each other,' Mr. Medeiros reported." (xx.)
(xx.)

Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Times.

23 July 52.

14
22 July. Near? Monroe, Louisiana. (about 10:00 p.m.)

--.

"I never had such an eerie feeling."

(gee clipping)

22 July. Worcester, Massachusetts.

(10:00 p.m.)

"Like planes in attack formation."

LAWRENCE, MASS.
EAGLE

JUt 23 J952

Stran_gc Objects
In Worecstcr Sky

!

22 July.

.

~'7"

No. 2

hAd

.-,:it..

IUIwl

I

I

l

sight at 5,()()(). (~t ·011 So )'OU .
t lOme Idt'a of how fut
It t.,
1nr. Those thlngll were ftylnr

E

rour;h a much l{T'Cater Ire: at a'
height and gO~~r mUCh~

:£!~.~~tl.'r

Boston, Massachusetts.

(night)

Spheres sweep downward.
A press report states:
"The clearest observation n Boston came from a
Marine Master Sergeant.
"The non-commissioned officer, who asked that
his name he withheld, is a former combat-comrade in
the Pacific of the [Boston] Globe's Hy Hurwitz, and
Hurwitz vouches that his pal is a good observer and a
strictly soher character.

r

.-._,

I
I

A r'cport of a C1ylnlt .au("('r land. ,
I'd In tho !IIornlng \\'orlel orllcI! la.t i
night when A. D. Hank •• 808 K i
~trt'et, notJflcd • reporter
1ti.1 he
had sighted
one 01 the "thlnga"
III.t Tuuday
night.
IIlnks aald: "I didn't repctt thh
IMMI' because
I lholl~hl folks
\\oul~ think 1 II'U crazy;"
Here I~ his story:
"Last
Tueftday
about 10
I
was flyln,
to Monroe from Little
Rock. When I neared tho Arkllnlas border. 1 saw what appeared
10 be a blood red ~tar IIbOI\1 2.000
Iect overhead.
11 waa trave in& III I
4.000·feet
Itt a speed oC over 100
mill!! per hour,
"When I first noticed the object.
It \\,111 traveling
In a gent'rally
~""thwestem
dlrcctton.
• Then.
whlltf I wu watching
Ihe blot of
red light. Jt changed course and
started
Collo\\1n& me, flying 2,000
(crt overhead,
"I thought al nrftlit was lin 1111110Ion. To test my theory. I made a
110 degr(.'t' rl&ht turn. The "flylng
lIIucer" did tho same. The Ihlnl:
(ollowed
my course
for about 10
minutes,
then IlIddenly
swooped
down approXimately
2,000 feel below my plano.
"At f1rsti~1 bclle\'pd It to be II
Jet.
Aftl!r:~.that
swirl
drop,
I
changed my tine o{ thlnklnlt."
The brlRbt I'M spot still ~JO"'t'd
my course underneath
me,
Cow
minutes 'later· It seemed to bou
back. 2,000 :;!;feet' o\·erhead. Then.

p.m.

,

t,our

~

I

swerved off al-' .

Holdt'"."
; Th,. other couple aald tht'y
'.U1e ohJrcts from Lake Plrk, near
jLake Qulnal«amond,
and alao .. w
pne turn t>.ck toward Grafton,
If, Wright,
de'CIlnlnR' to estimate
'he lI{lrt'd or httlght of the ob-I
• offered thiA explanatton:
. en you let' a Jet plane fiylnc
,.hfOUgh
an ,ordinary arc wlthln

.-

,'fL YIWiJAUCER
~ IS REPORTED BY
" MONROE FLIER

tlurnl.'d back In the dlrectlon
i...rll rt on. The ohloct Cllml! OV I'
.thl, city W8I I't'ally IOmethl ft'
:tn see, Thtre wa,\ II hlulsh II
~In front of it and A reddish tint',
,behind.
The red wasn't that of
a plane I.'XhIUAt. It clreled thp!
;'~It~ vrry rapidly and di.ap~ared

;OVPl'

N£WS-ST All

, ~~\:JUl"

(See clipping)

aftl.'r

CUp.,btg,"!!"

:-MONRO£, LA.
,iii,',.

"Thry \\,(',.,' likl" plane. In Allack
forma lion,"
hI! .Ald.
"Whlll!
I
IVAI' cal!tnl
m) wifl.' to 5(,1.' them
th!' No. 2 object
circled
to starboard tow~,'d Boylston,
"The ;r-'ld"r carne Ilrlllght
over
the city.
I looked
at the TV
llCrt'f'n. Th, II' wasn't II nicker on
It. Plllnc~ I!lway~ make It n1ck('r.
M~. ROJ~{ \TIl was ~p"akinlt
at
the tim e.
"The
t hird
~j('('t
."
\"righ t
said,
"broke
forma non shortly

ThU Cli1'f7bttl From

" A
. WI )H('~:."T~:R Julv 23 ,''''.
l"Ullnll'
(Ii!!hl (\nl.!in~,.r "II"
111(1
:-"r\'f'lIlh
Ai" Force in thr PAC'illc
I~"id hI' saw thj"~1' ~II\'('I'Y objt'Ctll
w hiz lIC'rn~~ til"
Wor(,l'~tl'r/ ~k)'
,t'l)rlly hrforl' 10 p. m. I EST) iI'~t
n'thl
"llk~ plan"" In attack torma tlon."
T 1" report.
from
Eubrrt
~.
\\', I~,·f.
\\'a~ connrrned
hy his wlf!'
11'111 h. another
man IInel wlft! who
Irl( d""ri to hi' 1!l"ntIOrd.
I
WII.~hl said 11('"never ~IIW any1.1;:n>:lik(' II all through the Will'," II
'j If!' t nir] rr-port crs for the Wor""S:"I'
T.'I,'),!IlIn' he WIIS ~itting on,
Iltl' pO"I'h of hl~ hom!'
w~lchlnl:'
Ihl' Drnw"rllli('
Nlltionlll
Convent ion on tclevislon
lind chance-d to
I.:I"n('r HI 1111' sk)'.
Out of the
""'lh(,R~'
over Grafton,
he lIald,
nB~h('d tl1rl'l' objects ftyinjt In line
toward
the city,'

~1""

,

I

"It" .witehtd .blck to Its original
'ocr at a tremeDd~

i courtlt aDc!,COOk
'OU~ rate oC.peed."

.
Hank. has been a flyer {or about

2S years,and,.be said be had never
hid sudt .. g;eerfc tl.'Cllina or seen
IUcb .,,·,fIMatural
Il,ht,
"
:,10~__ , '.A..

15
" 'I was in bed unable to sleep for the heat, looking out the window, when
I saw these two luminous globes, roughly over the Navy Yard,' said the sergeant.
" 'I'd say they appeared larger than-the planet Venus, say to the naked eye
on a bright starry night.
"'Well, all ofa sudden, one of these globes moved rapidly downward.
Then it came sweeping through the sky in the direction of Newton. A few secconds later, the second globe performed the same maneuver.
" 'Itell you, I came right up, sitting, craning to follow those moving objects,
Iknew they were not stars,
"It's for Uncle Sam to say what they are, when he wants; but Ithink people
who see them, should report them." (xx.)
(xx.)

Boston, Massachusetts.

Evening Globe.

22? July. Boston, Massachusetts.

23 July 52.

(evening)

Visions at the Fresh Pond Drive-in.

The newspaper Evening Globe published;
"A Globe employee, Nicholas Jacobson of 44 Churchill St., Newton, glimpsed
the 'flying saucers' from the Fresh Pond Drive-in. He said they appeared to be
coming from the direction
.. of Worcester, and he counted 'four, possibly more-bright
as the stars in the Big Dipper.
" 'What got me about them was that after watching them pass in a straight line,
'just parallel to my vision, to the line of the picture screen against the sky, two of
them slowed down, turned and shot up out of sight.
" 'It's a peculiar thing to see, You can hardly believe it when it is happening,'
ended Jacobson." (xx.)
(xx.)

Boston, Massachusetts.
Evening Globe. 23 July 52.

22 July. Dunellen, New Jersey.
(10:10 p.m.)
Orange saucers fly. (See clipping)

rrw~,Orange 'Sa~cers1Fly
lOver Dunellen Area, ~Say

Dunellen-Two
!Iyil\i saucers were reported over Dunellen J\st
night, at 10:10 p. m. a"1f It 10.36 p. til. The orange colored disks were
seen by seven persons from two households.
.~~
In St,hl Three Minutes
~.
Frank
Hlederle
oC 322 O.k minski, both of 327 . ale Pkwy ..
Pkwy., one of the group, Illd the who summoned the iI'ou~;All .aid
Blueers wert In sight for about they' SaW' the oblects.
three mlnutu each time. He had Noiseless Flight
',..
time to ,et';out a 3o.power teleMr. Niederle said ther .travsled
scope. but ~Id
not fotul It on'without
noise.
He IIld he b
the objects. ~'
I"pretty convinced" they .were reall
He uid the lirst traveled from, objeets, not Illusions: The elder
north to south' .nd the later one l Humlnski, who did not believe in,
'east to Wl'st.·:: He could nol deter-ithe disks, also became pretty eon-:
mine the hel,ht nor the speed.
,vinced. The sight WAS reported to:
Pius Humin.lt! first spotted the' the pollee and w ill he followed up
dilkl in~id(' the Bil Dil'lPl'r. He hy the Air Corps in a rouUne In·
called his It'a,:,ciaon, Robert Hu.; velti,alion.
.......

,I",;,

TAU Cli""mg From

PLAINFIELD, N. J.
iiCOURIER.NEWS

1"", _.

'UL 23 1952 .
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22 July. Tampa, Florida.

(10:15 p.m.)

Yellow-orange objects ''twice as fast as -any jet I have ever seen."
(See clipping)
22 July.

Stamford, Connecticut,

(about 10:30 p.rn.)

The High Ridge boys see bright orange balls of light.
A press report states:
"Two 13-year-old boys from High Ridge Park reported yesterday they saw what they believe to have been flying saucers
Tuesday night.
"George Callahan of3 Meadowpark Ave. North and Andy
Ranhowski of22 Meadowpark Ave. West said they saw two
'balls oflight, bright orange' in color, speed across the sky near
their homes.

"They were sitting on the porch of Mrs, Alphonse Malizia's

home, 9 Meadowpark Ave. North, when the first bright object
came into sight about 10:30 p.m. Tuesday. It was followed onehalf hour later by a similar object.
"Mrs. Malizia said ..she looked up too late to see either of the
objects.
"Andy and George both discounted theories that what they
saw were 'shooting stars.'
" 'At first I thought they were rockets (fireworks),' Andy
said, 'but when they did not burst I knew they were something
else. One zig-zagged through the air and both were very high.
But it was no shooting star,' he said.
"Both objects quickly whizzed out of sight, they said."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Stamford, Connecticut. Advocate. 24 July 52.

22 July. New York City, New York.

(10:30 p.m.)

Round, reddish-orange object.
Three astounded housewives see one:
"Mrs. [Florence] Carver spotted her flying saucer-the
first seen over the borough [Queens']-while
trying to get
some cooling breezes on the roofofthe apartment house
where she lives.
"Mrs. Emily Stone and Mrs. May Curbs, who also live
in the same apartment building, were also on the roof trying
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to beat the heat last night and bear witness to the strange flying
disc.
" 'We saw it first in the northeast." Mrs. Carver said today,
'and right away we knew it wasn't a plane or a shooting star.
"The Astoria housewives all agreed that the strange object
was a round disc, larger than any star but not as bright as a star.
" 'It had a reddish-orange color,' Mrs, Carver explained.
'Something like the color of Mars when it first rises in the evening.'
"The three women watched the glowing disc for almost two
full minutes until it disappeared over the horizon in the southwest.
" 'It sort of glided along without any effort, but it was going
quite fast, 'Mrs. Carver said.
"Mrs. Carver, Mrs. Stone and Mrs. Curbs all flatly rejected
any suggestion that the strange object in the sky was just an airplane seen from an odd angle.
" 'It couldn't possibibly be a plane,' Mrs. Carver said somewhat indignantly. 'We certainly know what a plane looks like

here in Astoria.

" 'But this thing was far too high for any plane, and it was
going too fast.
And it was easy to see that it was perfectly round. There weren't
any wings or a tailor motors sticking out of it. '" (xx.)
(xx.)

Long Island, New York. Star-Journal.

22 July.

Sioux City, Iowa.

23 July 52.

(10:35 p.m.)

"Object of an uncertain character."

(See clipping)

22 July. Tampa, Florida (MacDill AFB)

(10:45 p.m.)

"What it was has not been determined."
In light of the sighting by Mr. Cleve Hamm mentioned in the
clipping to the right, we find some interest in a UFO report in
the official history of the 6th Air Division:
th

"Major Frederick G, Terrell of the 364 Bomb
Squadron of the 305th Bomb Wing, took off on 22
July at 1955 hours in plane # 7273, with Captain
Wallace G. Hynds Jr., flying as co-pilot for the operation of a normal proficiency flight, At 2245
hours the Macfrill Tower reported unidentified flying objects at high altitude and requested an investigation. Major Terrell climbed to 20,000 feet circling the MacDill area for an hour and a half, when
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an object was sighted approximately 20,000 feet above his aircraft, flying at high
speed. Under existing directives the report pfthe object was filed with AOD and the
object itself was tracked at 41,000 feet flying at approximately 400 knots per hour.
What it was has not been determined. Since it is not a normal operation for aircraft
of the division to do anything other than to attempt to track high altitude objects, no
official cognizance is taken of the popular notion of the flying saucers." (xx.)
(xx.)

History of the 6th Air Division 1952.
MacDill AFB, Florida. p.2. Photocopy in author's files.

22 July. Boston, Massachusetts.

(11: 15-11 :26 p.m.)

Weather observer sees strange thing in sky.
The press reported:
"At the United States Weather Bureau station on Logan

Airport, a really scientific observation was made with instru-

ments by G.M. Bailey, observer on duty last night.
" 'I was watching my observation balloon,' said Bailey,
'and at about 23,000 feet, the balloon suddenly went out of
sight and instead, in my..theodolite, I saw a luminous object
over Boston Harbor.'
" 'With my instrument, I was able to keep it in sight
while it made three complete revolutions in a great ellipse.
The elevation angle I noted at 201/2 to 23 degrees and the
azimuth reading was 118 to 130 degrees.
" 'When, in its circling, the object was headed towards
me, it appeared of a dazzling bluish-white; but when it slowed for the turns, I could see beautiful tints of red, green and
blue in it.
"'I observed it continuously from 11:15 p.m, to 11:26
p.m. At that time, it became necessary for me to take my
weather observations. I called another man to watch the
strange object. He saw it all right, but was not accustomed
to the theodolite and lost the object when it moved away
through the sky." (xx.)
(xx.)

Boston, Massachusetts.

Evening Globe. 23 July 52.

22/23 July. Tampa, Florida. (10:00 p.m.-3:30 a.m.)
"Stopped as if it hit a wall."

(See clipping)
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A rash -of reporl.ll that 8trnngoe
were
se en
~ailing
throuah
the sky OVer Tampa
between
10 p. m. 'I'uesday
and 3 ::10 R. rn. Wednesday '
reacher!
MacDill
Air
Force
Base officials and Tampa news-I
papers,
,
One of the observe rs was,
a Bartow
man-Cleve
Hamm.
jr., who this month was named
all!l~tant
state .news editor
of
tho Tnmpa
Tribune.
Hamm
told The Dcmocrat
that he was driving
out the
Bayshor'e Drive In Tampa about
11 !l, m. Tueadav
when
he
saw II "glowing
object"
In the
sky.
He pulled off the road to
watch.
The elliptically
shaped
object
had an "eery
Irrldescent glow,"
Hamm
said.
A newspaper.
reporter
by
professlon,
and therefore
skep-]
tical! Hamm tried to find some:
nearbY
source
of the lirht.1
But It wasn't
II reflection,
or:
,anythln2 else Hamm had ever I
!leen before.
He ,watched
for
three
or,
" four' minutes
as the glowing
object sped horizontally
acrosa
the sky, then stopped
"as If
It had hit. a wall.'
It. hullit'
mctlonless
for
awhile.
then
zoomed
Itralght
up at "teru rifle tpeed,"
Hamm laid.
The't<!bjeet was "faIrly high"
when;Hamm
!int saw, It, and:
when rilt Ihot upward
went 10
high
"I,Ollt track, of It.
'
W· 'It one of the famolll
"f1)'in t~', laueen"?
'R • m m
doeln't~Jmow. and MaeDIII offlelal.;lt:if
they· know,
aren't
talklnr.';l\ .
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23 July. Near Marshfield, Wisconsin.
"Orange-hued metal in a blue haze."
23 July. Gordonsville, Virginia.

(2:30 a.m.)
(See clipping)

(3:00 a.m.)

"Orange with a bluish tinge."
The story of 14-year-old John Kumler as told by newspaperman
David A. Maurer:
"It was the sweltering heat, not the fear of an alien
peeking its head through his bedroom window, that was
keeping 14-year-old John Kumler awake.
"The hot spell that had lingered over the East Coast
for days was more troubling than the news story that had
broken the day before.
"On July 22, 1952, national news services reported

that the Air Force had acknowledged they were seriously

investigating reports that several 'flying saucers' had
been spotted by radar on the outskirts of the nation's
capital. Not only were the unidentified flying objects seen
on radar-indicating
actual substance and not mere lights
-but two airline pilots said they had sighted seven UFOs
between Washington and Martinsburg, W. Va.
"Capt. S.c. (Casey) Pierman of Detroit, piloting
Capital Airlines Flight 807, said the objects changed pace,
sometimes moved at tremendous speed, and at other times
hung almost motionless in the sky. During the same period another airline pilot reported that a light had followed
the plane from Herndon to within four miles of Washington.
"As unsettling as the reported sightings might have
been, they had occurred a considerable distance from the
Gordonsville farmhouse [about 90 miles] where the teenager lived with his parents. The temperature, nudging 80
degrees at 3 a.m., was a lot more troubling than any UFO.
"Unable to sleep, the boy decided to go downstairs
for a glass of ice water. After getting his drink, he went
into the living room to see if he could catch a cool breeze
by an open window.
"He looked out at the clear night sky as he sipped
the water. When he saw three objects 'about the color of
a candle flame' streaking across the sky in a westerly direction, he didn't think much about it. But moments later
he was startled when four 'flame-like shapes' flying in
diamond formation came streaking in from the west.
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"The boy, whose father had 20 years flying experience with the Army, had been
around airplanes all his life. He was familiar with aircraft of all types, including jets,
and he knew that no jet in the world could do what he saw the UFOs do next.
"Without slowing, the objects 'veered sharply upward and disappeared.' They
or others, then reappeared several miles to the west and made a new flight eastward
before vanishing. The boy said they made no sound.
"He noted the time-3:12 a.m.-and immediately drew diagrams to illustrate
exactly what he had seen. He said the objects looked like 'candle flames turned on
their sides, and they were orange with bluish tinges, or about the same color as a gas
flame.'
"He went on to say that they traveled much faster than a jet plane. The boy was
convinced that what he saw warranted reporting, After telling his parents about the
incident, he told James Ingles, chief of the Gordonsville aeronautics radio tower,
what he had seen. Ingles, in turn, reported the incident to the Air Forces Information
Center at Middletown, Pa.
"That afternoon Army officials arrived at the farmhouse to get a full report. It

was apparent that the government and military officials were taking the sightings
seriously."
(xx.)

23 July.

(xx.)

Maurer, David A. "Yesteryears."
12 July 92.
Warren, Ohio.

Charlottesville, Virginia.

Daily Progress.

(early morning)

Orange-colored lights cause jet scramble.
Eastern Defense Command alert makes news:
"U.S. jet fighter-interceptors from an unidentified area Air Force Base were sent
into this vicinity early this morning to investigate the presence of flying saucers reported by spotters of the Warren Post of the Ground Observer Corps.
"Alerted by the Eastern Defense Command about 3 a.m, to be on the lookout for
strange orange-color lighted objects sighted in this area, the spotters reported to the
Canton Filter Center about 10 minutes later the presence of 'orange-colored lights'
over Warren and vicinity which 'looked close, moved slowly, hovered overhead, and
then moved on again. '
"The three spotters on duty, Gene Regier, Ronald Westfall, and George Adams,
were instructed to maker reports to the filter center every five minutes while the ob-jects were in sight. The objects remained in the area for about 15 minutes, the spotters reported.
"Officials at the Brookfield Radar Station contacted today said there was nothing
on the report of flying saucers that they were able to make public at this time." (xx.)
(xx.)

Warren, Ohio. Tribune-Chronicle.

23 July 52,"

21
23 July. Abilene, Texas.

(9:25 a.m.)

50 foot disc?
An Abilene family reports saucer.
~1\,it
'~l'~'

(See clipping)
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Abilene J:-amily Sights .: ~l
Mysteri~i~s Flyina Obj,ect . .1
'I.
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1952. No day, no month.

Culver City, California.

:

I

(3:30 p.m.)

UFO watches Hollywood filmmaking?
The following story is from Coral Lorenzen's APRO files. Since only the year is given, its
placement as to day and month is subject to guesswork. There was UFO sightings in the Los
Angeles area in late July, so the case is being mentioned in that time period. (See the author's
UFO history volume covering July 21 st_31st, 1952, p.70. For another possibility, see the volume covering the months of September-October 1952, p.91). As with any story without collaboration, the incident may well be total balderdash. However, since so many details are provided,
there may be a chance the account may someday be confirmed, Here the contents of a letter sent
to Coral. Coral's comment written on the margin: "Interesting." The letter said:
"In 1952, I was a secretary in the Music Department at M,G.M, Culver City.
Our offices were located on Lot One, which has the huge indoor stages; the adjoining area, known as Lot Two is for outdoor shooting and contains city streets,

22
cottages, colonial mansions, lake, bridges and such fixtures,
"It was an unusual work day, one in which I may have been the only secretary
in the office-such as Friday following Thanksgiving would be. There was a picture being made on Lot Two and so some personnel had to be on duty.
"Around 3:30 p.m., a Music Assistant rushed in. 'Are you finished already?'
I said, because I had expected them to work all day! 'We "broke [stopped filming]."
'We had a flying saucer come down right over us!' The way he described it, the
company was ready to shoot a scene when someone pointed out the saucer overhead.
As they watched it, the saucer came down to about 200 feet as though it were watching them. Since the camera was loaded with film, the cameramen turned it skyward
and filmed the saucer until it left. The Music Assistant said it was still visible.
"Three of us stood in the street and watched the saucer, pointed out to us by
the Music Assistant. It reminded me of a distant sighting I had had of a Japanese
balloon in 1945. Just a shining pinhead in the sky, with washes of blue, distance
shimmering between us as it shrunk to pinpoint size and was gone,
"Two other Music Assistants returned :from Lot Two and reported that the Air

Force had been contacted and the film taken to be developed, All of the company

were to meet with the Air Force at 2 p.m. Monday, and I think an auditorium on Lot
One was mentioned as the meeting place.
"I was always curious to know if the film turned out. There was some idea at
that time that a saucer magnetized motors and blanked out photo film.
"After Monday. I was brushed aside by the Music Assistants whenever I asked
any questions. Finally about Friday, the first Music Assistant said, 'Jean, will you
stop bugging me? I not only do not know how the film turned out, if(did I couldn't
tell you! The Air Force has asked us not to discuss this incident with anyone, So
just forget it, will you?'" (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Coral Lorenzen Ck: Signet Books. 1301 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 1009. From: Jean Vierre, 9712 Culver Blvd., Culver City,
California. 9 December 1966. APRO files.

One can have fun with this alleged incident. Just suppose the "saucer" was an alien craft.
What would the crew think of the odd "ghost town" ofMGM's backlot?
23 July. Los Angeles, California.

(7:00 p.m.)

"They sort of flipped before shooting off"
. Due to the uncertain date of the MGM case, this report may, or may not, have a connection
with Jean Vierre's story:
"Now its flying saucers over Los Angeles' International Airport.
"Three control tower operators reported they saw 'three unidentified objects'
in the sky for a full five minutes, although the radar equipment failed to detect
them last night.
"According to the tower's official log, the men saw the object about 7 p.m.
"Two of the operators looked at them through binoculars and described them
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as round.
"After remaining stationary for five minutes, the objects 'flew away' leaving
vapor trails, the log entry stated.
"Edwin e. Johnson, owner of an airplane part manufacturing concern, said
he and several others have seen 'two flying saucers' over Hawthorne for four consective nights.
"At least 25 eye witness have seen the objects, Johnson said.
"One of his employes, Jack Swinburn, said the objects resemb1ed pulsating
stars and were high in the clear evening sky,
" 'But they weren't stars,' he said. 'They stood still for a while and then
streaked off. They were controlled by something.'
"Swinburn described them as having platter-like shapes with one side glowing and the other dark. 'They sort of flipped over on their dark sides before they
shot off,' he explained," (xx.)
(xx.)

North Hollywood, California.

23 July.

Moundsville, West Virginia.

Valley Times. 24 July 52.
(dusk)

"Four startling creations, brilliant yellow with a diffused orange rim."
Community excited by strange astral lights:
"Weird astral spectacles which have mystified the U.S. Air Force and scientists
generally became visible over the Moundsville community last night.
"Four startling creations, brilliant yellow with a diffused orange rim, moved at
a fairly swift pace from east to west through the sky last night, and were viewed by
Big Grave creek folks.
"The lights, moving at the same time that some airplanes were coursing by,
but in opposite directions, first were sighted by Arthur Games and family. The
George Marple family, residing nearby, also viewed the strange sight.
"Mr. Games, a Moundsville taxi driver, said that it was not yet completely
dark, but clouds were gathering and the lights were thrown into clear focus. The
spectacle appeared just before an electrical storm, accompanied by a brisk shower.
"The discs, differing .from the formation of 'flying saucers' as described from
time to time by observers moved align, but were not uniformly spaced. The first
flashed by then a minute or two later two more appeared, only a few seconds apart .
. The fourth came a minute or two later.
"The flight of the orbs seemed to be in the general direction of New Martinsville, Games said.
"Similar phenomena have been viewed in the east and midwest within the
past couple of weeks, including the area over the national capital, Washington D,
c., where government plane pilots observed lights." ,(xx.)
(xx.)

Moundsville, West Virginia. Echo.

24 July 52.

24
23 July.

York, Pennsylvania.

(about 10:00 p.m.)

Two orange objects.
A brief press account states:
"Two York men have reported they sighted what they believe may have been
flying saucers-the term applied to a variety of real or imaginary celestial visions
-Wednesday night about 10 o'clock. Oscar Moberg and Stuart W, Senft said
they were in Senft's yard at 2900 East Market street, York, when they saw 'two
of them, one above and to the side of the other.' Moberg said the objects were
orange and appeared to be about fifteen feet in diameter. In answer to a question,
he said they were at least twice as large as a full moon." (xx.)
(xx.)

Hanover, Pennsylvania.

Sun. 26 July 52.

24 July. Near Redlands, California. (2:30 a.m.)
"Zig -Zag flight."
The assistant director of civil defense for the Redland area, Sidney J. Conner, sees "saucer."
The press printed:

..

"Those 'flying saucers' have visited Redlands too, according to a report today.
"An assistant director of civil defense, Sidney 1. Conner, reported that he saw
two luminous circular objects last Thursday morning about 2:30 a.m.
" 'I didn't tell anyone until now because I thought nobody would believe it,'
Conner explained.
" 'But after reading newspaper reports, I'm convinced they were real and not
my imagination,' he said.
"Describing the happening, Conner said he was working the midnight to 3 a.
m. air observer shift at the observation post on a peak near Edgemont Drive in the
Sunset Drive area.
"Shortly after 2:30 a.m., he tracked the lights of an eastbound airliner with his
binoculars. As he lowered the glasses, they picked up a luminescent, round object,
amber in color, traveling west.
"The saucer-which might have been a sphere-traveled
slowly west, but in
a zig-zag or saw-tooth up-and-down flight, he said.
"A few seconds later, another object of the same description moved across the
same path.
''Not until Monday, when similar reports came from other cities, did Conner
notify authorities," (xx.)
(xx.) Riverside, California. Press. 30 July 52.
24 July, Lewiston, Idaho.

(5:00 a.m.)

25
"It was traveling on its edge."
The local newspaper published:
"A 'flying saucer' was seen in the air 5 miles east of Lewiston yesterday by Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Wilson, 1216 5th St., Clarkston, as the couple was traveling to Lapwai
by car.
"Mr. and Mrs. Wilson said they saw 'a silver object seemingly about 3 inches
in diameter from our distance traveling at a very fast rate of speed into the sun. '
" 'It was traveling on its edge in an upright position and was twirling as it went
east. It was going into the sun and would be very bright when its flat side was toward us, then it would be narrow and dark as it twirled,' Mrs. Wilson reported.
"The object was seen at 5 a.m. for only a few seconds, she said. Both she and
her husband lost sight of the object when the car turned on a curve of the road,
"She estimated the distance from the object to their car at about one mile. It
was traveling up and to the right of their car as they traveled east on Highway 95."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Lewiston, Idaho. Tribune.

25 July 52.

Summer 1952, Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey.

(afternoon)

"Things were getting pretty hairy."
Hollywood actor Ed Asner, known to most people as Mary Tyler Moore's boss on a popular
TV series, made some interesting claims concerning UFOs. Successful at his chosen profession
and active in political causes, Asner had no need to fabricate stories, especially ones that could
hurt his credibility. It is interesting to note that Asner's assertions concerning military pressure
on UFO witnesses is similar to Jean Vierre's in the Culver City case. Here is Asner's story:
"The incident took place in the summer of 1952, while the actor was on duty
at Ft. Monmouth, NJ., Asner insists that many of his army buddies in the Signal
Corps were seeing UFOs on a regular basis-almost every day. In addition to the
visual observations, the unknowns were also being picked up on radar.
" 'I remember one particular sunny afternoon, just after 12 0' clock, the base
was in an uproar. One of the enlisted men had come running in and started telling
everyone that there was a formation of flying saucers overhead. At first they
thought he was crazy, but fmally a number of the company engineers went outside
. and, sure enough, there they were! The men were kept busy for several days tracking these strange discs through binoculars and calculating their speeds-which I
was told was astronomical-with
sophisticated scientific instrumentation,'
"At the height of the UFO flap, Asner says, an emergency call was placed by
a high-ranking officer at Ft. Monmouth to a nearby Air Force base. 'A request
was made that pursuit planes be sent to chase the objects. I don't believe they were
ever able to get very close. The UFOs apparently outdistanced them with ease.' It
was at this point that the enlisted personnel at the base were told to keep quiet.
" 'Things were getting pretty hairy,' Asner recalled. 'Just about everyone had
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seen them, when one day all the men, during class, were formally told, 'If you
went home yesterday and told your wife that you saw a UFO, you will go home
today and tell her that you didn't!' The, implication of such a statement was made
perfectly clear. I guess they didn't want us to know too much. After all, we were
just a bunch of Army slobs-privates-and
probably weren't suppose to be kept
abreast of such matters. It wasn't our business!'" (xx.)
(xx.)

Beckley, Timothy Green.
Among the Stars.

24 July.

Weiser, Idaho.

"elosj Encounters of the Famous."

UFOs

i

(night)

"I've never seen anything like it in my life."
Airport owner sees flying disc:
" 'I've been in the aviation game for 15 years and I've never seen anything
like that in my life.'

"John Pennington, owner of the Weiser Flying Service, said that this week

as he described the strange object which he saw hurtling through the skies over
the airport last Thursday night.
"Whether it was a 'flying saucer' or just what it was. Pennington says he
doesn't know, but he said one thing for sure-'it wasn't an optical illusion.'
"Pennington said he was just preparing to put some spraying dust in the
hopper on his plane, prior to flying over the Oregon side to dust some onions,
when he looked up and saw the strange object in the sky,
"Pennington said his wife also saw the strange object, which he described
as neither round or crescent-shaped, but more oblong than anything else.
"The airport man said the object had a bright metal color and was at about
15,000 feet. It was traveling in a southwesterly direction, he said at a high rate
of speed.
"The object was flying a zig-zag course and was visible for about three
minutes, he said. Pennington said as the object went out of sight it took on a
transparent color and then all of a sudden it disappeared as if someone had
turned off an electric light switch." (xx.)
(xx.)

Weiser, Idaho.

Signal.

31 July 52.

24 July. Over the Atlantic Ocean near Key West, Florida. (about 10:30 p.m.)
"Six strange fiery balls."
Testimony of Key Western Alexander B. Romero.

(about 10:30 p.m.)

"Romero said that about 10:30 last night when he was driving home from
the airport, he sighted about six strange fiery 'balls' circling the sky out over the
ocean. They had the same color as the tip of a lit cigarette, he added. Travelling
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in a circular orbit, the objects cavorted about the heavens for four or five minutes,
Romero said. "I knew it wasn't lightning and I know a jet airplane when I see one,
Romero averred." (xx.)
(xx.)

Key West, Florida.

Citizen. 25 July 52.

July 25. Coffeyville, Kansas.

(about 6:20 a.m.)

Flat on the bottom, curved on top,
A newspaper employee reported:
"Homer H, Blass reported he saw a flying saucer Friday while enroute from
Independence to his job as a Linotype operator for the Coffeyville Journal.
"He said the thing was flat on bottom, curved on top, and about the size of a
stock watering tank, some 12 feet in diameter. Blass said he sighted the object
while driving on the io" Strett road four miles south of Independence at about
6:20 a.m.
"The object appeared to be moving slowly in a south-southeasterly direction,
Blass reported. All at once, he said, it stopped completely and then went west at
a high rate of speed." (xx.)
(xx.)

Parsons, Kansas -, Sun. 26 July 52.

25 July. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. (about 8:00 a.m.)
V-formation.
A report from the files of Canada's Department of Transport: "At about 8:00 a.m. E.D.T.,
seven bright objects were seen in V-formation in the west and traveling south. They appeared
bright, bluish and self luminous, round and about one half size of the moon. Again at about
11:45 a.m., E.D.T., two more similar objects were seen north and travelling east." (xx.)
(xx.)

Bray, Arther. The UFO Connection.
p.188.

26 July. Chippewa township, Pennsylvania.

Jupiter Publishing: Ottawa, Canada, 1979.
(after 9:00 a.m.)

"Certainly looked like a flying saucer."
A press account said:
"What spotter Albert Howard described as 'a disc that certainly looked like it
might have been one of those flying saucers' was spied over the Chippewa township 'Skywatch' post shortly after 9 o'clock this morning. Roy Jewell head of the
observation unit reported.
"The aluminum-appearing object was high in the cloudless sky and when
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"The OSU astronomer acknowledged that there are other planets in outer
space similar to earth. But one can only turn to the planet-launched saucer
theory if 'other type of reasoning fails,'," (xx.)
(xx.)

Columbus, Ohio. Citizen. 25 July 52.

The article also mentioned this: "As for another story about a mysterious object which supposedly crashed in New Mexico, Dr. Hynek called it a hoax. The former Air Force investigator
said it was merely an excellently-fabricated yarn [He must be referring to the Frank Scully
story]." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

More speculation. The secret weapon theory.
Scripps-Howard Science Editor David Dietz took issue with the secret weapon theory making
the rounds. He felt there were two reasons to reject the idea. On was the array of plausible
official denials and the other was the present state of technology:
"Exponents of the secret weapon theory like to call attention to the wartime development of the atomic bomb and radar. The situation is not in the least comparable.
"The possibility of both these developments was well known prior to Pearl Harbor and had been commented upon many times by the nation's science writers including myself." (xx.)
(xx.)

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Tribune.

25 August 52.

Are UFOs Navy craft?
Dietz's reasoning was sound, which makes one wonder why there was gossip about the Navy.
The science editor wrote:
"The gossip around Washington is that until Samford made his sweeping
statement [in late July], many Air Force officers suspected that the flying saucers
were a Navy development.
"It would be a neat trick to let the Navy work on flying saucers while the Air
Force quite honestly protested its ignorance of them." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

27 July. Eastham, Massachusetts.

(about 3:00 p.m.)

News report:
"Several 'silver discs' the size of plates were reported flying high over the
Camp Wellfleet firing range about 3:00 p.m. yesterday by Mr. and Mrs. William
Warren of West Harwich and Mrs. Frederick L. Loucks of Dennis port Beach.
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"The disc-like objects came toward the land from the water and were observed for
a minute or more, Mrs. Warren said, when they vanished into the heat haze.
"Mr. Loucks was the only member of the foursome who saw nothing, they said."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Eastham, Massschusetts. (Clipping only on file. No newspaper or news service
source data available) 26 July 52.

25 July, Spray Beach, Long Island, New York. (7:30 p.m.)
Firey thing 100 feet long ..
In a letter to the editor businessman Edward Wolfman wrote:
"I was standing outside the back of my house at Spray Beach when my son, Roger,
called my attention to it. He thought it was an airplane engaged in sky writing.
"Above the mainland, about one mile up, there was a yellow, fiery light standing
still. The light seemed almost 100 feet long. It stayed in one position for about five
minutes. Then it changed its position for another five minutes. (I timed it.) First it was
in a vertical position, then on a horizontal plane. Then it took off with a speed that no
jet-or any thing else we have--could have caught up with it." (xx.)
(xx.)

Beach Haven, New Jersey. Letter to the Editor. Beach Haven Times. 5 August 52.

25 July. Inglewood, California.

(7:50 p.m.,7:45 p.m.)

Large disc and four smaller ones?
According to the Inglewood News:
"Mysterious silvery objects high up in the sky were observed by two Inglewood
firemen and a physician last night shortly before sunset.
"Dick Pfeiffer said that 'flying saucer' type discs were seen by him and Cliff
Freeman and Dr. Howard Goldin and two ambulance drivers while they were standing in the infield of Carrell Speedway in Gardena.
"The strange 'thing' appeared stationary high in the sky northeast of the racing
oval located at 174th Street and Vermont Avenue, the fireman said.
"'After a while the 'saucer' banked, and at the same time we could see four
smaller discs slip off [?] asd all five flew in formation, one behind the other for a
short while until all of them moved higher in the sky and disappeared,' Pfeiffer
said.

"He explained that the 'saucers' were suspended at very high altitudes and that
two planes flew underneath them much closer to the ground.
" 'At first I thought the object was a star,' Pfeiffer recounted, Then I took
another look and knew it wasn't.'
"He stated that he and his companions, who were all working as an emergency
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crew during the races, observed the saucers for approximately four to five minutes,
and were concentrating so hard on the mystery objects that they failed to notice a
motorcycle spill,
.
"He said he first noticed the apparition at 7:50 p.m.
"Mrs. Elizabeth Trombetta, of537-e East 99th Street and Mrs. Anna Johanson,
302 East Ellis Street, saw the 'saucers' from the Hawthorne City Park for between
five and 10 minutes, it was reported by the former's daughter, Mrs. Lloyd Latterman.
The pair stated that one saucer went north and the other south after a while and the
three others just disappeared. The two women also said they saw several planes flying underneath the mystery objects they at first took for stars.
"The local flying saucer fever broke out Thursday when Edwin C, Johnson,
Hawthorne manufacturer said he had observed the discs on four successive nights
over Northrop Aircraft. He said his observation had disclosed that the saucers stood
still for a while before they were whisked away as if being controlled." (xx.)
(xx.) Inglewood, California. News. 26 July 52.
25 July. Gadsden, Alabama. (about 8:00 p.m.)
UFO, round in the middle with a flat ring around it, hovers over steel plant.
Press report:

..

"Gadsden had another visit last night by a flying saucer.
"At least, that's what two teenage youths claimed today.
"Horace Brannon, 14, of806 Wanonah Street, said he saw a disk at about 8:00 p.m.,
over Republic Steel plant.
"He and A.L. Gowens, Jr., 1409 Gardner Street, saw the mysterious object while
riding motorcycles.
" 'It was stopped over when we first saw it. It stayed that way and then went toward
Attalla. It was going real fast,' the Brannon youth said.
"Brannon said the object looked 'pretty large.' 'It was sort of round in the middle
and had a flat ring around it.'
"He said he and Gowens thought it was a kite at first,
"Brannon said the disk disappeared rapidly, upward and toward Attalla.
"This was the second unidentified object to be reported hovering over the big steel
plant within two months." (xx.)
(xx.)

Gadsden. Alabama.

Times. 26 July 52.

25 July. Lavalette, New Jersey.

(8:15 - 8:30 p.m.)

"Long thin cloud?" People in cars were gazing at the sky.
Another press report:
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"Three Trenton residents were among many persons who saw a 'flying saucer'
Friday night over Lavalette.
"Mrs. Elvin K. Sharp of 319 Tioga Street said she saw the 'saucer' high in the
skies above Lavalette between 8:15 and 8:30 p.m.
" 'I was looking toward the bay,' Mrs. Sharp reported, 'and thought at last it
was a long, thin cloud. But it was moving fast. It traveled north, turned and came
south, then went directly east. I came to notice it because so many people in cars
ahead of me were gazing at the sky.
"The same 'saucer' was seen by Miss Betsy Kuhn and Fred Febiselcone, both
ofof715 Monmouth Street." (xx.)
(xx.)

Trenton, New Jersey. Times. 28 July 52.

25 July. Ironwood, Michigan.

(8:45 p.m.)

Invasion by the strange.
The local newspaper printed:
"Ironwood apparently is not immune from invasion by strange objects flying about
in the nighttime.
"Two residents reportedly saw an unidentifiable object in the sky near the fairgrounds last Friday at 8:45 p.m., J.M. Beach, Jr., 614 Lake St. and Merrit Bissel, 742
East Ayer St. said they saw the object for several minutes before it eventually drifted
off.
" 'It seemed to be a dark object, about 200 feet long and 500 feet above the ground,'
said Beach, 'although it is very difficult to judge size and distance in such an observation.
" 'As we drove along we noticed this object seemingly hanging in the air. We got
out of the car for a better view. There were no lights and there was no sound. It didn't
seem to move for some time. Then as we watched, it appeared to move off at an angle,
stopped again and then moved off in the direction of the Resettlement and disappeared
in a matter of half a minute or less.
" 'In all my experience in the air service I have never seen anything like it, for it
had no similarity to any of the balloons I have seen for they don't move that fast.

"Bissel said the object appeared oval in shape and black. It wasn't a cloud, he re-

marked, because there were no clouds in the clear sky. 'It looked black, and kept its
form,' he reported, 'and finally drifted away after several minutes.' He added that he
•didn't believe it resembled anything to fit the description of the 'flying saucers' reportedly seen across the country." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ironwood, Michigan. Globe. 30 July 52.

25 July. Paterson, New Jersey.
Orange-gold discs.

(9:30 p.m.)
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The local press reported:
"Arthur Recca, of 49 East 17th St.i-a storeroom clerk for the
Paterson Housing Authority, said today that last Friday at 9:30
p.m., while visiting his parents at 149 North 5th St., he spotted a
pair of orange-gold colored discs in the sky. Mr. Recca said the
discs were stationary, for awhile, then parted and shot off in opposite di rections at a fast speed, and returned together again before disappearing.
"He said he thought the discs were smaller than commercial airplanes and were round rather than platter-shaped."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Paterson, New Jersey.

25 July.

Wilks-Barre, Pennsylvania.

"Strange Apparitions."
According

News, 29 July 52.
(about 11:00 p.m.)

Huge grey mass,

Four orange lights.

to a press account:

"A huge grey disk that appeared to have four orange lights situated opposite each
other on its outer rim was observed by a Wilkes-Barre woman, Mrs. Ann Flecknoe, of
30 North Main street. This and a large cigar-shaped white object, observed by Attorney William H. Valentine, of Lehman, are the latest of several celestial objects resembling flying saucers reported by Wyoming Valley residents, in the past several days.
"Mrs. Flecknoe, who has made a hobby of observing the skies, reported that while
watching a display of meteors in the southern skies last Friday night around 11, her attention was attracted to a large rond, grey mass situated high up in the sky in the direction of South Wilkes-Barre. She thought at first it was a cloud, Suddenly she saw a red
light on the right side of the grey mass which, by this time, had assumed a saucer-like
shape.
"As Mrs. Flecknoe continued to watch spellbound, the 'saucer' seemed to turn
over until it hung vertically in the air and then she saw clearly, four orange lights, about
the size ofa 'honey dew melon' on the outer edge of the phenomenon. Then slowly,
after a minute or two, the huge disk, which she estimated to be at least six times the
size of the moon, seemed to turn over and fade before her eyes. At this point she called
Mrs, Viola Redstone, a roomer in her house who also observed the fading disk. Mrs.
Flecknoe said the object then disappeared in what may have been smoke or a cloud."
(xx.)
(xx.) Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.

Times-Leader News.

25 July, East Bronx, New York. (late night)
"Reddish-orange

formation."

The sighting as published in the New York Post:

31 July 52.
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"It might appear to be just another 'flying saucer' tale. Yet it involves nor one
'saucer'-but
17 of the mysterious objects. The 'saucers'-which
appeared reddish
orange in color were sighted in the sky above 1041 Tiffany St. in the East Bronx,
late Friday night by two women and two girls.
" 'It was a hot dull night and we began counting stars for excitement,' said Rita
Acura, 16, of 1035 Tiffany St.
" 'But it proved far more exacting than we might have imagined,' she said, 'for
we wound up counting "saucers" instead.'
" 'They sped through the sky in a huge reddish orange formation which looked
like an upside down "J," the girl said.
" ,Although they were visible for only about 10 seconds, we managed to count
17 in all.'
"Rita's observations were conftrmed by her mother, Mrs. Marie Acuna; a
neighbor, Mrs. Sylvia Finkelstein, of 1041 Tiffany St., and the girl's little sister,
Yvonne, 9, all of whom had been engaged in 'star counting' when the saucers were
sighted.
" 'I've seen eclipses and things like that,' said Mrs. Finkelstein, 'but this was
different-and more thrilling than anything I've ever seen." (See drawing by Rita
below as it appeared in the Post) (xx.)
(xx.) New York, New York. Post.

29 July 52.
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25 July. Memphis, Tennessee.
Sharp tum.

(shortly before midnight)

I
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A Memphis paper states:
"Thomas 1. Chandler, 42, of 57 N. Believe, reports he saw a luminous object
in the sky shortly before midnight last Friday.
"Chandler said he was looking out the back window of his home, when he
saw a flattish, round object traveling thru the sky from the southwest,
" 'Just before it got over us,' Chandler said, 'it turned sharply, just as the
cutting a corner [90 degree?], and headed directly northeast. I ran to the front of
the house, but it was gone from sight. '
"Chandler said just as the object turned, he saw what appeared to be 'reddish
amber fire coming from the back end. The object made a dim humming sound."
(xx.)
(xx.) Memphi, Tennessee.

Press-Scimitar.

25 July, Lancaster, California,

30 July 52.

(shortly before midnight)

"Saucers? over desert."
The press states:
"The sheriff's office here says more than half a dozen persons reported sighting two round reddish-white lights moving in the sky shortly before midnight Friday night.
"Sgt. LL. Mcf.aleb said deputies T.M. Morrisey and W.D. Malette spotted
them first.
" 'They appeared above the horizon to the west,' McCaleb said the deputies
told him. 'At first they settled toward the earth, then hovered. Finally, while one
stayed motionless, the other took off in a southerly direction, passing behind a hill.
" 'It reappeared on the other side and finally disappeared. The other then
began swinging like a pendulum. It finally dropped below the horizon. '
"McCaleb said jet planes were sent up from George Air Force Base at nearby
Victorville to investigate, but found nothing." (xx.)
(xx.) Trinidad, Colorado. Morning Light.
25 July.

Ft. Wayne, Indiana.

30 July 52.

(about midnight)

"A bright orange like fire."
According to the News-Sentinel:
"Persons in two different areas of the city reported having seen a 'ball of fire"
emitting 'sparks behind it like a kid's sparkler' close to midnight Friday.
"The accounts came separately but tallied as closely as one concerted report.
"Mrs. Leota Stauffer, 418 East Lewis St., said she saw the object at about 20
minutes before midnight coming from the west and going southeast horizontally
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across the sky 'about half again as high as St. Mary's steeple.'
"She was sitting on her porch looking in the north sky when the 'ball of fire'
appeared. 'It was about the size of a saucer and bright orange like fire,' she said,
and it looked like it had sparks like fr01.1\a kid's Fourth of July sparkler coming
from the back of it.'
"Mrs. Stauffer lost sight of the object behind a tree when she stepped out to
the sidewalk for a better look.
"Meanwhile another report came from Mr. and Mrs. earl Rackeweg, 2311
Gay St., and their neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Tegtmeyer, 2309 Gay St., who
said they saw 'a round, whirling, bright object which came to a point in back and
emitted sparks behind it like a sparkler' at about 5 minutes to midnight Friday.
"They gave its direction as coming from the northwest heading southeast,
traversing the sky horizontally about two-thirds of the way up above the horizon
below the stars.
"They judged it was visible to them for five seconds before it suddenly disappeared.
"The foursome were standing in the yard facing north when they spotted the
object. They said it was reddish in color and 'seemed to look like a ball of fire. ,
"All five observers described the sparks as trailing very close to the disc and
said it was not going as fast as a shooting or falling star and that it was too large
to be a star." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ft. Wayne, Indiana

News-Sentinel.

28 July 52.

26 July. Over Lake Erie. (3:00 a.m.)
A letter to Canadian authorities:
" ... over Lake Erie last Sat. [the 26th?] 3 a.m. when my alarm clock wakened
me to take a capsule, I looked into the star studded sky over the lake to the south
and I saw this orange-colored ball. As I watched a piece of fiery stuff seemed
to drip or was spun off it. It was seemingly hanging stationary there for the five
minutes I watched it.
"I awaken my husband and he agreed it wasn't a star-more like a cometas [it was] much too large for a star.
"I've compared it's colour and size to the stars and believe it to be different.
I cannot say when it disappeared but now I am sorry I did not watch it longer.
"I did check the heavens the two following mornings at that time as I had to
take capsules then but s~w nothing either time like that.
"We are located close to Cedar Springs Rifle Range on Lake Front in Raleigh
... [The rest of address not readable but apparently the woman lived on the north
shore of Lake Erie near the Canadian town of Cedar Springs.]. (xx.)
(xx.) Canadian flies. Envelope stamped, "July 30, 1952."
July 31, 1952."

Also stamped "Received on
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26 July. Washington D.e.

The radar targets.

Dr. James McDonald contacted Robert-B. Union who was a first hand witness to the Washington D.C. excitement. Mr. Union worked side-by-side with Harry Barnes at Washington National Airport. Dr. McDonald wrote in a letter to Don Berliner:
"He [Mr. Union] was a visitor on 7126 at DCA, not on duty, but present
through the whole episode. Said the blips were unmistakably solid, not weather
or ducks. Confirmed that F-94s got lock-ons with targets whose motions were
matched on the ARTe scopes he and others were monitoring at Hangar 6." (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Don Berliner. From: Dr. James McDonald. Date: February 26,
1968. University of Arizona at Tucson Library, Special Collections Division,
Tucson, Arizona. Photocopy in author's files.

More on the Washington excitement.
Richard Hall Wrote to the Condon Committee member Robert Low:
"You might mention to [Condon Committee investigator] Mr. Wertheimer that
I have located my memo on the wife ofa CAB member who was personally involved
in the 1952 Washington sightings when she was working for American Airlines.
"Again, this will have to be kept confidential (her name) since we have not
checked back with her. If desirable, we would be glad to try to arrange an interview.
She told us that the airport was buzzed repeatedly, that she knows American personnel,
including pilots, who saw the UFOs, as did people in the VIP room. This does not
show on my memo, but I recall her saying that most of these sightings were not publicly reported." (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Dr. Robert Low, University of eo lorado, Boulder, Colorado. From:
Richard Hall (no address given) Date: 6 December 1966. Photocopy in author's
Files.

26 July. Washington D.C. The jet scrambles.
Al Chop: "It just happened that the air defense squadron that normally guards the capital was
assigned to New Castle, Delaware, because they were repairing runways at Bolling Air Force
Base. It seems unusual that the UFOs visited the capital during the time the jets weren't there."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Michaels, Susan. Sightings: UFOs. A Fireside Book: Simon & Schuster, New York,
N.Y., 1997. p.23.

26 July. Washington D.C.

Jet scramble. Pilot Andrew J. Sabatino.

"We were flying at 500 feet and the Washington Monument was 550 feet tall."
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Reporter Steven Leech interviewed jet pilot Andrew 1. Sabatino:

--.

" ... Sabatino remembers the night-New Castle County Air Base got the call to
action, that night when the bases' F-94C interceptors were scrambled. He was the
radar operator in one of those F-94e's, but by the time they got to the site, nothing
appeared on his radar screen.
" 'I had no idea what we were chasing,' he says, Sabatino, who remained a
resident in Delaware until retiring to Florida in May [2000], admits he doesn't
believe in the existence of UFO's. However, he was willing to relate some details
of the mission.
"Over the course of that Saturday night, four to 12 UFO's had been picked up
on radar at Washington National Airport and at nearby Andrews Air Force Base. At
11:25 p.m., the F-94C's were dispatched. According to Sabatino, his pilot, lieutenant William L. Patterson, was ordered to fly patterns at incrementally lower altitudes
of about 10,000 feet. Their mission: to search for targets.
" 'The lower I got,' Sabatino says, referring to his radar scope, 'the less I could
see because of the ground clutter.' Radar installed in fighter aircraft works best at
higher altitudes, he explains.
"Back and forth they went, but nothing unusual appeared on the screen. By the
time they were ordered to fly patterns at 500 feet, Sabatino realized the Washington
Monument was 550 feet tall and he consequently became concerned about crashing
into it.
"Patterson, who wits in a better position to make visual contact, claimed to have
seen four lights about 10 miles ahead; but they disappeared before he could overtake
them. He was quoted in the July 28 edition of The Wilmington Morning News as
saying the UFO's' ... were really moving'-faster
than the 600 mph top speed of his
F-94C," (xx.)
(xx.) Leech, Steven. "LOOK! Up in the sky ... " Out & About. Wilmington,
Delaware. July 2000.
26 July.

Washington D.e.

Jet scrambles.

If one wonders why more isn't known about the jet scrambles. Perhaps that can be explained
by the fact Sabatino talked freely fifty years later while interviews conducted in July 1952 are
hard to come by. An example was Captain Robert P. Mangone of New Kensington, Pennsylvania, who was approached by the press when he was home on leave. His hometown paper
published:

.

0d

"A jet flier with the Air Defense Command's 142 Fighter Interceptor
squadron, Captain Mangone remains strictly mum whether or not he spotted any
saucers or whether they actually exist. But he doesn't fail to leave an impression
that they MAY be a reality." (xx.)
(xx.) New Kensington, Pennsylvania.

Dispatch. 19 August 52.
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26 July. Norfolk, Virginia.

(about 8:00 p.m.)

Orange-colored ball.
A press report states:
"A clerk-typist in the Norfolk County Clerk's Office has joined the onceexclusive group that is growing larger daily. She saw a flying saucer.
"Mrs. Margaret Fields, of 4815 Old Suffolk Boulevard, was sitting on her
front porch Saturday night about 8 o'clock when she saw the object.
"She had just fmished baking a cake and was getting a breath of fresh air.
At first she thought the orange-colored ball was a shooting star then realized it
was too large. She described it as being between an orange and a grapefruit in
size.
"It was not red enough, she said, to be a ball of fire and it was not flying
at too high an altitude. It appeared from the southeast.
"As she watched, the saucer fell a few feet and hung suspended for about
a second, It then fell a few more feet and disappeared.
"Mrs. Field said there did not appear to be any disintegration and it did not
light up the sky.
"She called her husband when she first spotted the object but it had disappeared before he reached the porch. The couple sat and watched for awhile longer but the saucer did notreappear. None of her neighbors reported seeing it."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Norfolk, Virginia

Ledger-Dispatch.

26 July. Takoma Park, Maryland.
Mystery light in the Washington

28 July 52.

(about 9:00 p.m.)

D.e. area.

Norman Sissenwine was an Air Force Weather Officer. He was not aware anything of importth
ance was taking place in the air over the nation's capital the evening of July 26 , however a
light in the sky was strange enough to attract his attention. The site of his observation was the
town of Takoma Park, Maryland, which is just south of Silver Spring and almost within the
District of Columbia. Sissenwine thought enough of his sighting to submit a statement to the
authorities at Andrews AFB. Here is his account:
"A few minutes after 2100 hours, 26 July 1952, I was standing in front of my
home at 7227 Garland Avenue, Takoma Park, Maryland conversing with my neighbor, Mister Anthony [... name not legible], when his eleven-year-old daughter
called our attention to an object in the sky which she identified as a 'shooting star.'
This object was a bright white unfocused light which appeared to be emitted from a
point or circular source. It was about five times as large as a large star.
"When first noted the 'object' was located due south about twenty degrees
above the horizon and approximately five miles away. I estimated that it was moving at a speed greater than I had noted for jet airplanes, considering this estimated
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distance. It was headed north east moving straight and level. About a minute later
it disappeared from sight behind tall trees to the east north east, This spectacle was
also witnessed by our wives, children and other children.
"I am a meteorologist with 12 years of experience in observing the sky. This
'object' was unlike any I had observed before. It did not resemble a meteor, comet,
normaslly lighted aircraft or aircraft with landing lights on. Its color and light intensity remained constant, resembling that of a bright white star. Its size and movement rules out this possibility however. It could not have been a balloon or similar
wind blown object as the winds were [2307 ... number not legible] degrees at ten
knots at five thousand feet increasing to fifteen knots at ten thousand feet.
"No associated sound was heard until the 'object' was passing out of sight at
which time a sound resembling that of an airplane became evident. It is possible,
however, that this sound could have come from an unsighted airplane.
"Immediately following this observation we discussed the origin of this 'object' and jokingly agreed that that it was a 'flying saucer.' The next day on reading the newspapers we were greatly surprised to learn that strange objects had been
spotted and that the 'objects' had out distanced a jet fighter.
"This information is forwarded as corroborative evidence of this already much

publicized event. No explanation is offered other than to note that the 'object' had
no supernatural appearance.

Norman Sissenwine
Capt. USAF
29 July 1952 (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Dr. James E. McDonald, Dept. of Meteorology, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona. 85721. From: Norman Sissenwine, Chief, Design Climatology
Branch, Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory, Bedford, Massachusetts. 1 Atch
Statement: "Mysterious Airborne Object." 13 October 1967, Photocopy in author's
files.

26 July. Lexington, Kentucky,

(9:00 p.m.)

"Mother ships?"
A press report tell us:
" 'Flying saucers' which Air Force planes chased over Washington Saturday
night may have made their way to Lexington skies
"Five persons last night said they saw objects in the sky at about 9 p.m, Saturday while they were sitting in the parking lot at Ball's Ice Cream Company,
South Limestone street. The report was made by Pat Wylie, Richmond.
"Wylie said that he and Charles Tucker, Elam Tucker and Mrs. J. T. Tucker,
all of 1101 South Limestone, and Wolfgang Peinecke, Hanover, Germany, saw the
'round, flat-like' objects.
"The saucers had an orange-yellow glow, and alternately disappeared and
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returned, Wylie stated. He added that two of the objects seemed very large, followed by about 15 smaller saucers.
"Wylie said that it was difficult to determine the direction of travel. At times,
he said, the saucers looked as if they were spinning and making wide turns to the
northeast.
"Wylie and Elam Tucker said they watched the objects for about 15 minutes." (xx.)
(xx.)

Lexington, Kentucky. Herald.

26 July. Near Boise, Idaho.
Skeptic sees something.

28 July 52.

~ptic

Admits
Flying Saucers

(no time)

(See clipping)

26 July. Salt Lake City, Utah. (9:15 p.m.)
Huge orange thing hovers over Salt Lake.
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The Deseret News published:

"Reports of flying saucers hovering over Salt Lake City
continued pouring in to the Deseret News editorial room Monday.
:.\.10
"Dozens of Salt Lake residents reported they saw a 'strangelooking, orange-colored object' high in the western skies at aphi. eyes were playing
proximately 9: 15 p.m, Saturday.
hi. wife told him she
"Ray Mallory, 4029 Olympus Way, sales manager for InterI the .am. thing.
mountain Solvent Company, said he and Mrs. Mallory watched
the object with field glasses for some 15 minutes.
" 'At first we thought it was the moon,' Mr. Mallory said,
but it was too large and too bright in color-besides the moon is now in its first
quarter and is very thin so it could not possibly have been the moon.'
"The fiery orange was described by Mr. Mallory and others as having a dark
streak across it, and fading from orange in the center to a dull grey on the edges.
"Mr. Mallory said that after remaining relatively still in one spot for about
15 minutes, it suddenly appeared to turn sideways-within
a matter of 10 seconds,
he said-toward the Western horizon.
"The Mallorys said that their strong field glasses (though which they can
clearly see the Capital some 15 miles from their home) did virtually no good at
all in helping them discern-details of the object. Mr. Mallory estimated that it was
probably 25,000 or 30,000 feet high." (xx.)
1\

(xx.) Salt Lake City, Utah. Deseret News. 28 July 52.
26 July. Salt Lake City, Utah.

(9:15 p.m.)

More on the Salt Lake City case:

trlek.,
had

btlt

seen

II
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"A flying saucer 'as big as a house and fiery orange' in color was reported
hovering over Salt Lake City for several minutes Saturday night by several Salt
Lake residents.
"The saucer was first sighted by Mrs. Edward Rahan of3253 Gregson Ave.
Mrs. Rahan said she was sitting on her front porch when she first saw the object
hovering in the air 'over the main part of town. '
"A total of about 10 persons watched the missile cavort about the sky and
finally disappeared over the southwest mountains near Bingham, Mrs. Rahan
said,

"David Colton, 3241 East Gregson Ave., said the object appeared to be three
thousand feet high.
" 'When it turned on its edge a black stripe about three feet wide appeared
across the length of the disc,' Mrs. Rahan declared."
(xx.)
(xx.) Salt Lake City, Utah.
26 July.

Deseret News.

27 July 52,

Was a piece shot off a flying saucer during the Washington

D.e. flap?

The claim:
"Letters written 25 years ago reveal that former Rear Admiral Herbert B.
Knowles was involved in the examination of fragments of a UFO shot at over
Washington D.C. in 1952. The correspondence resulted from inquiries conducted

..

by Ohio UFOlogist e.w. Fitch in 1961.
"Fitch had been told by former NIeAP board member, the Reverend Albert
Baller, that Admiral Knowles was a guest at Rev. Baller's home one evening
when the topic of UFOs came up. Knowles was also a board member ofNIeAP
but apparently had not mentioned the UFO tale he was to describe to Rev. Baller.
"Fitch took the fragments of the story that Rev. Baller had related to him and
proceeded to contact Admiral Knowles at his home in Eliot, Maine. Admiral
Knowles was at this time retired. The following extracts from Knowles' letter
relate as much as he knew."
(xx.)

(xx.)

"Early Crashed Disc Data Uncovered."
New Series. March 1986. pp.3-4.

Just Cause. Ed. Barry Greenwood.

I

i

Information
"August

from the Admiral Knowles

extracts:

27, 1961

" 'Yes, I have had a piece of a small disc in my hands. It was shown me by Mr.
Wilbert Smith. At that time (1952), Mr. Smith was heading the 'Flying Saucer' research of the Canadian government and working in very close cooperation with our
authorities in Washington D.e. He is still very much interested in this matter and
does independent research. The Canadian Government has 'officially' abandoned
the project.'
" 'To the best of my recollection

the object was shot down by a plane and seen

Number 7.
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to fall in the yard of a farmer across the river in Virginia. Upon searching the area
several pieces were found, one of which was turned over to Mr. Smith for independent research. In one of his trips down.to see me he brought the piece along for my
inspection. '
" 'It was a chunk of amorphous metal-like structure, brownish in color where
broken, with a curved edge indicating the whole thing to have been not over 2 feet
in diameter, The edge was rounded in cross section, perhaps a quarter inch thick
and obviously swelled to a considerably greater thickness at the center. The outer
surface was smooth but not polished, and at the broken sections there were obviously iron particles and even evidence of iron rust. I would say that the weight was
somewhat lighter than if of solid iron, but it was not 'extremely light.'
" 'Mr. Smith told me that a chemical test had been made of the piece at hand,
that iron had been found in it but little if anything else could be identified."
... (xx.)
(xx.)
Sketch.

Ibid.
(See below the drawing that was included in the Just Cause article)

SlOE

VIEW

TOP VIEW

(redrawn
from faded
originals
by the editor)

One might think that if the material was really from a flying saucer it would be unlikely the
U.S. would loan it out to even our Canadian friends, or that Smith would carry it around and
show it to people who had no right to know. The only way that might be rationalized would
be, one thinks, if there was a considerable amount to go around. Smith, in a letter to e.W.
Fitch dated 23 October 1961, wrote: "There is a great deal of this around, most of it in U.S.
official (not USAF) hands, but there is quite a bit of it in private hands as well." (xx.)
(xx.)

Document from Dr, Willy Smith's files: "Phone Conversation 2/13/69 Earl Neff and
And e. Wesley Fitch." Photocopy in author's files.

In November 1961 C.W. Fitch taped an interview with Wilbert Smith over the phone.
account of the "shoot down" matches approximately that version related by Knowles.

The
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Smith's version:
"In the sightings of UFO's over Washington D.e. in July of 1952, the following
incident took place. On this particular evening a total of 52 glowing objects appeared
over the city.
"Every plane in the area was ordered up that night in an attempt to intercept them,
and if possible shoot down one of the objects. The planes were given instructions to
fire on them if possible. One pilot succeeded in getting a lock on one of the objects as
it flashed across in front of him. He opened up with a burst of machine gun fire and
succeeded in hitting one of the objects and knocking a piece from its rim. The object
itself kept on going and disappeared but the segment from its edge fell earthward.
"The object was glowing, as before mentioned, and the piece from its rim was
also glowing as it fell earthward. The pilot watched it fall and reported the approximate location in which it fell to a ground search crew in the area.
"It fell across the river in a farmer's field in Virginia and was recovered by the
search crew within the hour. The piece was still glowing when found. This segment
was approximately 15 inches in length and was curved, indicating it was a portion of a
2 foot diameter disc.

"Smith stated that this segment was cut into three portions, one of which

WaS

loaned to him for a short time to perform on it a quantitative analysis. This was done
by his group in Canada and the portion returned to the governmental group in Washington from which it had been received. Smith stated that the segment weighed a little
more than a pound. When questioned as to its composition, he stated, that he had
handled several pieces of UFO 'hardware' including this one and that the principal
difference in them was that the metals they contained were much harder than we can
produce here on earth. This particular piece was a was a matrix of magnesium orthosilicate with little globules of iron embedded in it with a dimple on one side." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

Moreover:
"Mr. Smith said the Air Force didn't say that there isn't any UFO 'hardware'
... they said that they have none!
"Fitch then said, 'Well that's sure one way of getting around the subject without telling an 'untruth!' At which comment Smith chuckled indicating that Fitch
had correctly interpreted his remark." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

Smith's story. Some comments.
There is no indication in available official files "52 objects" were in the air over Washington
D.e. Perhaps 52 radar tracks were recorded, which seems possible since there was a lot of
activity on the scopes and the tracking short lived for any particular blip. In that case one object
can generate multiple tracks. Another problem is the assertion "everything was sent up" to
chase the UFOs. Official records indicate only a few aircraft from Delaware.
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It was officially announced jets had permission to shoot UFOs for a short time and it is also
known that interceptors at that time were "running hot," meaning they were fully capable. It is
also interesting to note it was eventually alleged the plane that did the shooting was a Navy
fighter. Records for this alleged encounter could be in Navy files, perhaps in the paperwork of
the Potomac River Naval Command, Washington D.C. Another fact is that Navy fighters were
taking part in Air Defense Command's "Russian air attack" exercises (SIGNPOST) at the time.
Cdr. Alvin e. Moore.
Dr. James McDonald also had something to say about this "shooting incident". In a letter to
Dick Hall, McDonald says: "Art [Lundahl] sent me a postcard with the name and address of Cdr.
Alvin e. Moore, the one who used to work with him at the Agency [eIA] and who recovered the
the metallic object [Was he in charge of a Navy ground recovery team?] in DC area in 1952,
only to have it stolen from his home later [?!]." (xx.) Burglary is a typical CIA operation.
Sometimes the agency uses ex-criminals who are experts.
(xx.)

Letter: To: Dick Hall. From: jem. 5 August 70. Photocopy in author's files.

Lt. Commander Frank "Thomas."

More intrigue?

Sometime prior to 1955 Donald Keyhoe was approached by a Navy Lt. Commander Frank
"Thomas." (It would be interesting to know if the man used that name or his actual name of
"Thompson." Or, perhaps, "Thomas" was a nickname. Its also possible Keyhoe got it wrong,
although the Keyhoe was ~aid to have an excellent memory.)
In any case, Keyhoe wrote in his 1955 book, Flying Saucer Conspiracy:
"According to Thomas, a peculiar object had fallen near Washington during
the mass saucer sightings in 1952. Retrieved by a naval officer, it was later analyzed by the Bureau of Standards [Did that organization examine all UFO material? Is there an untold story here about Dr. Condon or Roswell?]. From the description Thomas gave me, I realized it was similar to the object which had crashed
through the house at Sylacauga, Alabama [A meteor which was recovered].
"However, one side of it was flat with odd markings, as if it had been milled.
During tests the unknown substance proved to be fire-resistant. But the analysis,
Thomas said, had failed to determine whether it was an artificially constructed object or a fragment of some unknown type of meteorite, Afterward the object had
been sent to W.B. Smith at Ottawa for further analysis by Project Magnet engineers." (xx.)
(xx.)

Keyhoe, Donald. The Flying Saucer Conspiracy. Henry Holt & Company:
New York, N.Y., 1955. pp.272-273.

Frank Edwards enters the picture.
When Fitch wrote Smith in 1961 asking about UFO hardware, the "shooting incident" became
widely known. Frank Edwards assumed that the hardware tale in Keyhoe's 1955 book was the
same as the Smith/Knowles account. Edwards gives that impression in his 1966 600k, Flying
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Saucers-Serious Business.
(xx.)

(xx.)

When the Condon committee in the late 60s addressed the

Edwards, Frank. Flying Saucer-s-Serious Business. Bantam Books, New York, N.Y.,
1966. p.47.

issue of "Direct Physical Evidence" they selected Edwards' version. Here is what investigator
Roy Craig told the world:
"Representatives of the Air Forces Project Blue Book claimed no knowledge of the disc fragment discussed by Edwards, who claimed the successful
search for this fragment was confirmed by Lt. Cdr. Frank Thompson of the
U.S. Navy. The fragment, said to have dislodged by gunfire from a Navy jet,
reportedly fell to the ground, where it was found, still glowing, an hour later
by U.S. military ground search crews. Reports of UFO events over Washington, D. C" in 1952 contain no reference to such a gunfire incident. If such a
fragment did exist and was classified 'Secret" [Wouldn't it be Top Secret????]
as was claimed, its existence and whereabouts would not necessarily be revealed to this [Condon] project. A request for official confirmation that the claimed

fragment did or did not exist and does or does not exist was forwarded to U.S.

Air Force Headquarters. A reply was received from J. W. Clinton, by direction
of the Chief oflnformation, Department of the Navy. Mr. Clinton indicated
that a thorough search of all Navy records available [Can we assume Top Secret
records "would be available?"] failed to reveal any account of a Navy jet fighter's
encounter with an UFO in July 1952 or any other time [Ruppe It said an Air Force
fighter shot at a UFO in the U.S. southwest and the file was burned!]. Perhaps
more significant, however, were the facts that Navy records of the year 1952 carried only one Frank Thompson, an individual who had retired from active duty
several years before 1952 with the rank of lieutenant, not lieutenant commander.
Navy fighters based near Washington were armed only for firing practice conducted far out at sea over a restricted firing area. Navy aircraft armed with live
ammunition, Mr. Clinton pointed out, would have been usurping an Air Force
function if they had been present over Washington, D.C., as interceptors, Mr.
Clinton concluded: 'The incident is not beyond the realm of possibility, but due
to the nature of the Navy's jet operations about the Washington, D.C. area at
the time, it was very highly unlikely [In theory the Navy would be usurping the
Air Force's mission, but we know in practice jets from Delaware were taking too
long to get to Washington]." (xx.)
(xx.)

Scientific Study of. Unidentified Flying Objects. Scientific Director Dr. Edward
U. Condon, E.P. Dutton & Company, Inc.: New York, N.Y., 1969. p.91.

By selecting Edward's account, the Condon investigator avoided a messy situation of having
to mention the names of Smith and Knowles. Unfortunately it's typical of official "investigations" to limit inquiries. It makes things a lot easier.
For the sake of argument, let's suppose Thompson was a dis-information agent. In that case
things worked out quite well. Let's suppose the SmithlKnowles version is accurate and an
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attempt was made early on the to disrupt its dissemination by spreading a corrupted version.
Note this item in BLUE BOOK Status Report #10 dated 27 February 1953:
"A rock sample was sent to Project Blue Book by a retired Lt. Commander
in the Navy in connection with a sighting he had made on 12 September 1952.
[Did it happen on 12 September or was the incident reported on that date? It'
mistake often made. I can't fmd any such sighting in my files---L.E. Gross]. The
ex-officer, who was also a Naval flier, was convinced that the rock, which has an
unusual shape, was directly associated with the flying object he observed. Blue
Book asked for a contractor analysis and after close study the contractor confrrmed
the opinion of Blue Book that the rock merely represented a piece of common slag
from an open hearth furnace." (xx.)
(xx.)

Status Report, Project Blue Book - Report No.10. Project No. 10073.27 Feb 53.
ATIC WP AFB Ohio. pp.3-4.

Note that there is no mention of "shooting." The use of the expression "directly associated"
seems to be an awkward attempt to avoid saying "shooting." Also missing is name of the Navy
officer, or a July date. That makes any search of the files a difficult task. Was it done on
purpose?
A reasonable scenario .

..

A retired military man, wanting to feel important, invented the shooting incident and used a
piece of ordinary slag as proof. To make a better impression, he "promoted" himself to Lt.
"Commander." Smith, in a mental decline, was willing to accept sensational assertions
(However, that leaves Cdr. Moore's story to be explained)
27 July. Hollywood, Florida (offshore)

(shortly before 2:00 a.m.)

Glowing orange ball.
Press report:
" 'It wasn't until the thing disappeared that it occurred to either my wife or
me that it was just like the 'flying saucer' described by pilots and residents at various points of the country recently,' Thomas W. Sortor said Sunday.
"Waking shortly before 2 a.m., Sortor said he felt too wide awake to return
to sleep immediately and sat looking out of the window of his trailer home in the
Hollywood Beach Trailer Park. The window commands a view of palm trees
along the beach, the ocean, and on this occasion, a nearly black sky.
" 'My attention was drawn to a brilliant, glowing orange ball-an enormous
thing-seemingly
suspended in the sky over the ocean, and I would estimate,
about 2,000 feet up,' Sortor said,
"He said the gigantic, glowing orange shape remained eerily motionless for
at least three minutes, then suddenly began to wobble and disappeared rapidly

o
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eastward over the ocean.
"He said that within seconds it was out of sight."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Miami, Florida. Miami Herald. 29 July 52.

27 July. Miami, Florida. (early morning)
Huge object.
A Mr. and Mrs. Goldstein may have seen the same phenomenon as Thomas Sortor:
"Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Goldstein of Miami Beach said they saw a glowing object hang motionless over Surfside for a short time early Sunday, then watched it
flit away 'hundreds of times faster than any plane we've ever seen .... 'When I
first saw the light I mistook it for the moon-it was about that large,' he said. 'It
hung motionless for about three or four minutes.
" 'Then an airplane started coming in near it, apparently on its way to the airport,' he recounted. 'The disc started moving slowly, then picked up speed and
zoomed upward across the path of the plane and out of sight, hundreds of times
faster than any plane we've ever seen.' "(xx.)
(xx.) La Grange, Georgia. News. 29 July 52.

..

27 July. Pasadena, Maryland. (2:25 A.M.
Any connection with the Washington radar targets?
Pasadena is half way between Baltimore and Annapolis. (See clipping)
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27 July. Kane, Pennsylvania.

(morning)

What comes to mind when one readsthis report is that perhaps a giant skyhook balloon was
seen, however one would think the wind would blow it away in an hour's time:
"As jets whined into the air over Washington D.e. in search of unidentified
object-Kane residents at least a half a hundred of them, were pondering a sight
in the skies over the Hilltop Saturday moming-a huge cylinder-like object which
hovered in the air at about 2,000 feet altitude for an hour-possibly more.
"The object was sighted by a carload of workers headed from Kane to the
Dresser Mfg. Division plant in Bradford, They stopped and watched it, Not willing
to be stuck with a story on their own, they flagged other cars and soon a long line
of cars was at the roadside on Route 6 a few miles east of Kane-and fully a halfhundred persons viewed the 'thing.'
"The men had to get to work and proceeded east on Route-keeping
an eye
aloft at the object. When they reached Lantz Corners, eight miles east, they could
still see the object-which then looked about 'two feet' in length. Estimates from
original observations indicated the object from 100 to 200 feet in length. One observer said 'it looked like a canoe-with a couple guys in it [Whatever that means].'
Others agreed [The "canoe description would not make a lot of sense unless the
cylinder was horizontal. If the object was horizontal, then it would suggest the object was not a balloon since a balloon would be in a vertical position]. (xx.)
(xx.)

St. Mary's, Pennsylvania. Press. 29 July 52.

27 July. The Great Detroit Raid.
The Sunday morning editions carried headline news about the Washington D.e. UFO excitement the night before. People were on the alert. UFOs reports were coming in from all over the
country (sightings had been continuous since June). Out of Canada that church day morning
came SAe bombers on a practice sneak air attack. The formation of20 B-36s headed straight
toward Detroit, Michigan. From there the air fleet was to fly south into the heartland of the
country. ADe units detected the "invaders." Fighters were scrambled and interceptions took
place.
Dr. Charles Otis, professor emeritus of Biology, Bowling Green State University, apparently
spotted the "organized bomber flotilla" as it passed over Ann Arbor, Michigan, on a southern
course. He counted about 15 "objects." Even though it was a beautiful day, Dr. Otis could not
make any detail but he did manage to sketch the arrangement of the formation and his impression
ofan individual object.
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(xx.)

/)

The UFO Evidence. Ed. Richard Hall. The National Investigations Committee on
Aerial Phenomena: Washington D.C., 1964. pp.50-51.

Hours later the "invading" force reached Kentucky. An employee of a newspaper at the city of
Glasgow viewed the bombers. He wrote some days later:
"The Editor summoned me to the back yard with loud shrieks Sunday, right
after I got home from Sunday School, to watch a weird sky show. He said he had
heard a tremendous roar as they passed above the house, but I could scarcely hear
the sound of the motors of the great jet planes moving so very high in the hot blue
sky. There were two formations of nine jets each ... separated slightly into units of
nine, but making a wide arrow formation. They remained in sight a long while,
flying away to the southeast. .. and then the second group came over, their pattern
slightly askew, one plane marring the design. The smoke trails formed a wide arc,
halfway across the sky, and undisturbed by the breezes one might have expected
at that altitude. It gave us an eerie feeling to watch the planes. We didn't feel
any better about it when we read next day that jet planes had been aloft to investigate a group of flying saucers which converged over Fort Knox, Kentucky." (xx.)
(xx.)

Glasgow, Kentucky. Times. 31 July 52.

Its that last sentence that makes us ask: "Was there UFO activity during the raid?" For one
thing, the Fort Knox incident sounds real interesting but at this time no UFO archive has any data
on the incident at the gold depository (That could change). Michigan is a different story. Selfridge AFB just outside Detroit said it was swamped by phone calls reporting "flying disks" and
"flying lights" and a number of them were published in the press and are available for study. But
we have a problem.
.
"Saucers" or imagination?"
The problem is best illustrated by a Ripley, New York, report :
"The first flying saucers ever to be spotted in this area were reported by Mr.
and Mrs. E.C. Smith of Station Road on Sunday at 3 p.m.
"Four bombers [no doubt another "Russian attack force"] went over the Smith
home flying west and shortly after four more followed. While still looking at the
sky Mrs. Smith was startled as she saw two 'discs.'
"Mrs. Smith said:
" 'The discs were abeut one third the size of the bombers and were traveling at
terrific speed seeming to cross the path of the bombers in their flight to the southwest. They appeared more like wheels in a horizontal rather than vertical position.
The color was very shiny silver or aluminum and reminded me of the symbols on a
drum[sic?]. There were no propellers no smoke and the discs were traveling at a
much faster speed than the bombers. It was a beautiful and thrilling sight.' (xx.)
(xx.)

Ripley, New York. Review. 31 July 52.
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That account sounds good as far UFOs go, but consider this account from the same news
clipping: "From the McKean area, some persons reported 'flying saucers' while others identified the objects as jet planes. Arthur Cox, R.D. 3, Franklin, said that the sun's rays made the
jets glare." (xx.) Like the Dr. Otis case, imagination may be supplying many UFOs.
(xx.)

Ibid.

Jet fighters were making high speed runs at the bombers during the raid and it seems many witnesses believed they saw "discs" when shiny objects swooped around the B-36s. Since it was a
bright clear day, the glare played tricks on the eye. Still one wonders about some sightings. For
example, base operations at Selfridge AFB said "airmen on the ground," which one assumes
should know better, reported seeing "spheres" near the bombers as the aircraft passed over
Detroit. We do not have a detailed report from an airman, but we do have one from a civilian:
" 'Spheres' were reported seen Sunday morning by Henry C. Pottinger, 14025
Ardmore, who later telephoned Selfridge. He was fishing on Lake St. Clair.
"Pottinger and his brother-in-law, Roy E, Bertram, of Algonac, were watching
the bomber flight overhead.

IITwo of the spheres,' he said, 'appeared high above and behind the flight of

bombers and started to swoop down toward them.
" 'A third sphere appeared above and ahead of the flight and then dropped
down to join the other two. All three passed under and slightly behind the
bombers." (xx.)
(xx.)

Detroit, Michigan.

News. 30 July 52.

Well then, was Pottinger seeing jet fighters? According to Pottinger fighters were in the area
and he recognized them as such: "Several jet fighters accelerated with a spurt of flame at this
point, but the objects just seemed to disappear as the jets streaked toward them." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

(For a more complete picture of the confusion that day see the clipping on page 51)
27 July. Napa, California. (10:45 a.m.)
The local newspaper reported:
"Sightings of flying saucers elsewhere in the bay area were matched here in a
report to the sheriffs office by John Foraythe, 1512 A street.
"Foraythe's report, which was forwarded by the authorities to the Hamilton
Field airbase was made yesterday, but concerned a sighting Sunday. The Napan
said that he observed a metallic, disc-shaped object at 10:45 a.m. Sunday, at an estimated altitude of20,000 feet. He said it traveled at great speed in a westerly direction over the Napa Valley, then titled with the thin edge towards him and disappeared in the haze." (xx.)
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(xx.)

Napa, California

Register. 29 July 52.

27 July.
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27? July. Cuba,
UFOlogist M.K. Jessup wrote, "There were
many reports from Cuba during this period.
They were well documented in the Spanishlanguage press of Havana," (xx.)
(xx.) Jessup, M.K. The UFO Reporter, A
supplement to The Case/or the UFO. p.S.
27 July. Chautauqua Lake, New York.
(4:00 p.m.)
"L- formation."
A press report states:
"Flying saucer excitement occurred in
the Chautauqua Lake area Sunday afternoon.
"But the man who saw them is not confused. He reported that the objects were guided
missiles.
~
"Charles Mcf'rea of Belleview described his discovery of four silver-colored
round objects whizzing through the sky over his home at 4 p.m.
"Mr. Mcerea was lying on his back on the lawn at his home with his three
children when he spotted the objects. They were traveling so fast, he said, that bebore he could call the children's attentions to the mysterious objects, they were
gone.
"He described the 'saucers' as 'dimes rolling across the sky.' The four objects
were flying in an L-shaped formation and all were traveling at the same high rate of
speed. Mr. McCrea could not estimated their height,
"A similar sight was reported by at least one Maryville man." (xx.)
(xx.)

J ~ \9S?'

Mayville, New York. Sentinel. 31 July 52.

27 July. 10 miles west of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. (5:40 p.m.)
. "It was the funniest thing."
A press report tells us:
"Three members of the Milwaukee civil air patrol reported Monday that they saw
what might have been a 'flying saucer' at 5:40 p.m. Sunday while they were en-route to
the Waukesha county airport on highway 30.
s1
"'It was the funniest thing,' related Lt. Vernon Schueter, 2001 S. 81 St., West
Allis. 'The object looked to us like a round silver ball. It had a gold cast, probably a

\V:\

n:s
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reflection from the sun. It was traveling a straight course at about 2,000 feet and it
seemed at least several miles away.'
"He said that the object came from the southeast and went northwest.
"Sclueter was driving with Cadets Clayton Feldman, 2718 N. ss" St., and
Peter Schmidt, 1523 N. 49th St. His companions sighted the object fIrst. At the
time they were about 10 miles west of Milwaukee.
" 'Look at the ball,' the two cadets shouted to Schlueter, who was driving.
The group saw the flying object for about a minute, according to Schmidt.
" 'I thought at first it was a silver plane,' explained Schmidt. 'But the thing
had no definite shape. And the wings should have been visible. What's more, it
looked awfully small. '
"The cadet, who has been a ground observer for civilian defense, commented
that it was unlike anything he had ever seen.
" 'We were talking about aviation when we saw the thing,' said Feldman. 'At
first I thought it was a balloon or a kite. But then I realized it was a metal because
it glinted in the sun. It had no real shape and was moving with us against the wind.'
(xx.)

(xx.) Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The Milwaukee Journal.

29 July 52.

27 July. Washington D.C. (7:10 p.m. EST)
Radar/visual report.
Scanning the CAA's Borden-Vickers report where it lists the "Tabulation of unidentified radar
targets and visual objects reported to Washington ARTC Center May 23 to August 16, 1952,"
Dr. James McDonald noted one report that seems to have been overlooked.
The incident was dated July 27th at 1910 hours when a radar/visual report was made. It seems
a radar target (single blip) was recorded over the city of Riverdale (no altitude available). The
report was made by a "Lt. Wales (ADW)." (It does not say if Lt. Wales was the radar operator,
visual witness, or both). No description of the target's movements on the scope were given but
there was some detail on the visual observation, The object was "dark," small, and circular,
with its edge occasionally visible. No noise was mentioned and the object's speed was estimated at about 50 to 60 miles perhour (about that reported for the radar targets during the big flaps
earlier). Seen visually, the object went through an oscillating, rolling motion as it traveled to the
northeast where it entered some clouds. The clouds were moving southeast." (xx.)
(xx.)

Borden, R.C., and T,K. Vickers (CAA Technical Development and Evaluation Center,
Indianapolis, Ind. Preliminary Study of Unidentified Targets Observed on Air Traffic
Control Radars. Technical Development Report No.180. September 1952.

27 July. Washington D.C. (9:00 p.m.)
Shot straight up.
Air Force Intelligence has on file a sighting that took place about two hours later. It 'Seems a
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an Air Force Sargent, a woman and her friend, all assigned to the Documents and Dissemination Branch, DII, Hq USAF, were the witnesses [!]. The trio phoned OIN-2A2 to make the
report. Their statements appear in official files in an abbreviated form:
"1, Round object large, ... [casting ? Word not clear] sun's reflections. Wavered
then shot straight up-disappearing
from sight. Seen in [eastward? Word not clear]
N,W. direction.
"2. 2100 EDT, 27 July 52, observed for one minute.
"3. Visual with naked eye from ground.
"4. Observers at Washington National Airport. Object seemed to hover over
the Capital Building in Washington D.e." (xx.)
(xx.)

Record Group 341. Director ofIntelligence,
"Flying Discs."

27 July.

HQ USAF Decimal File 000.9,

Secretary of the Army Frank Pace.

Debunking sets in:
"Secretary of the Army Frank Pace says he thinks flying saucers 'are products
of the imagination.'
" 'I think we have enough real problems to worry about without conjuring up
imaginary ones,' Pace said on an NBe television program last night.", (xx.)
(xx.)

Lake Charles, Louisiana. American Press, 28 July 52.

27 July. Hinton, West Virginia, (about 9:00 p.m.)
"So bright it almost put your eyes out."
The witnesses were Mrs. Howard Hayers, her 13-year-old daughter, Nedra, and Anna Sue
Iddings, Their story appeared in the local press:
"Mrs. Hayes said she first saw the object as it whirred high over the New River
Bridge 'spinning just like a top in a straight line down the River' toward the C&O

shops. The 'thing' was flying 'as high as most of the transport planes that go over

Hinton.' She asserted, 'and from where Iwas it looked bigger than a washtub, It
must have been at least as big as an airplane.
"A strange twist to the object's alleged flight was uncovered when Mrs. Hayes
reported that it 'spun around in a loop above the e&O depot, making a complete
sharp circle, and then followed on down the river' toward Sandstone.
"Mrs. Hayes said that although the object was moving 'very fast' she was able
to see that 'it' was flat on the bottom, and had a ridge and a round hump on top that
looked just like an up-side down saucer. It was spinnirig around and around,' she
stated.
" 'It was so bright that I couldn't tell what color it was, In fact,' she said, 'it
was so bright that my daughter's eyes became red from watching it.'
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"Mrs. Hayes was not certain how long the object remained visible in flight,
and thought it seemed to be following the New River in a straight line, it disappeared in a matter of seconds, she thought." (xx.)
(xx.)

Hinton, West Virginia. Daily News. 29 July 52.

Moreover, she stated:
" ... that the flying object left a vapor trail. She added that Fred Ferguson,
C&O shop man, arrived on the porch of her lower Summer Street home in time
to see the vapor trails and that the 'grey-like smoke' trail remained visible for
, 10-15 minutes. '" (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

Was Mrs. Hayes just an excitable housewife who didn't know a low-flying plane when
she sees one? Perhaps so, but read the news story below.
27 July.

Hinton, West Virginia.

(about 9:00 p.rn.)

More residents report the "saucer." The story:
"That 'flying saucer' reportedly spotted by three local citizens Sunday night apparently was seen by three other Hintonians also, a Ninth Avenue resident told the
Daily News today.
"Mrs. Joseph P. Pack reported today that she, her husband, and her son, Harold
Lee, saw an object in the skies above the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway shops and the
New River about nine o'clock Sunday night. She said the form, 'the funniest looking
thing,' came 'whirling and spinning like a top' down the river from the Railway depot
following the same path that Mrs. Howard Hayes earlier reported a 'saucer' allegedly
was seen at the same time pursuing,
"Mrs. Pack, who said her family was sitting on the porch of their river-front
home when they saw the object, said the flying form was so bright it illuminated 'the
whole hillside across the river so you could see the road and houses over there.' She
added that it was 'as bright as the sun' and that 'it kind of hurt your eyes to watch it.
She said that 'a big fog just like smoke' followed the object through the air,
"The Hinton resident said the 'flying saucer,' as she termed the object, was so
brilliant that she was unable to determine its exact shape but that it was 'about the
'size of an airplane and looked like the moon.' The 'saucer' was 'a little lighter than a
(burning) flashlight in color and changed its shape so once it 'resembled a half-moon
and looked like it had square edges.'
"She reported the object to have been flying high and after it flew over the roundhouse [and] over the e&o tracks to 'drop in the (New) river.' The object flew rather
low for a while, she added, soaring 'about as high as
tree tops along the river bank.'
'Of course,' she remarked, 'I was so excited that it may have been higher.'
"Mrs. Pack said the alleged 'flying saucer' did not spin too rapidly and that it
made two or three distinct turns above the C&Oroundhouse 'just like you'd spin a

the
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wheel,' she added. 'We watched it go down the river and out of sight,' she said. Mrs.
Pack stated that the object remained visible for five or ten minutes.
" "I didn't think to report it to the Daily News,' she said in explaining the delay
in notifying the newspaper, 'Iguess I got so excited it didn't occur to me before.'"
(xx.)
(xx.)

Hinton, West Virginia,

27 July.

Daily News, 30 July 52.
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27 July.

Wilson, North Carolina. (about 9:15 p.m.)

Regional director of the American Meteor society sees orange-red object he can't explain.
Press report:
"F.B. Eason, regional director of the American Meteor society in Wilson, reported to day that he and his wife observed a strange object in the air Sunday night.
"They saw the object about 9:15 p.m. while observing meteor showers Mr.
Eason said today. He has made a full report to the special agent in charge, U.S.
Military Intelligence in Raleigh.
" 'We saw a bright light in the sky travelling from the northeast to the southeast. Mr. Eason who lives at 504 West Vance Street in Wilson, said:
" 'It was travelling at a speed similar to that of a large plane and it was
orange-red,' continued. 'Its behavior was erratic, it seemed to slide from side to
side or skid and then straighten out,' he observed. 'The object appeared, estimating
its light, to be not more than 5,000 feet, although it could have been much higher,'
he said. 'This defmitely was not a meteor [he should know] as the speed was too
slow for one. There was no smoke or trail left, and there was no noise of any description,' Mr. Eason finished." (xx.)
(xx.)

Wilson, North Carolina. Times. 29 July 52.

27 July. Dallas, Texas:

(night)

"The Russians would be reassuring?"
A letter ended up on the desk of Columnist Paul Crume of the Dallas News. It seems Dallas
resident Troy Whitener claimed to have seen something strange in the night sky. Troy's story
appeared in Crume's column "Big D" on the 29th of July. Crume wrote:
"While lying in bed at 8706 Eldon Drive, he [Troy] spied it though an open
window, a sort of orange, half-circular object like a house-trailer with some darker
squares on it that might have been a door and window. After a little while, it disappeared. We're beginning to think it might be reassuring if these things really
did tum out to be just the Russians looking us over." (xx.)
(xx.)

Dallas, Texas. News. 29 July 52 .

.

27 July. New York, New York. (about 9:30 p.m.)
"Large orange ball."
August Roberts of New Jersey who joined the GOC and had taken a great interest in UFO
reports was asking around and learning there was a considerable number of sightings. Later
Roberts wrote this:
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" ... while speaking to a friend of mine, he mentioned another friend who had seen
a disc [Roberts tended to use "disc" as a generic expression in 1952 instead of "UFO"]
about 9:30 p.m. on July 27, 1952, When I spoke with her she said she just happened to
be looking up when she saw this large orange ball of light moving towards New York.
1did not place much stock in it then, but later when another person, an Auxiliary
Policeman, told me he had seen a large orange ball of light going overhead and it was
as large as a silver dollar. This sighting also took place on
the night of July 27, 1952 at about 9:30 p.m. It set me thinking. These people do not know each other, although they
live five blocks apart, and they each saw the same thing at
the same time." (xx.)
(xx.)

Roberts, August C. "1saw and Photographed a Flying Saucer." Flying Saucer Review. Seattle, Washington. Ed. Robert Gribble. March 1956. Vol.2.
#3. p.3.

27 July. Five miles south of Ballington, Texas. (9:46 p.m.)
"Turns physically impossible for any aircraft." (See clipping
on page 59)
27 July.

Kennewick, Washington. (9:48 p.m.)

"2 Flights of Discs."

(See clipping)

27 July. Star Junction, Pennsylvania.

(night)

"You had to see it to believe it."
Residents of Monongahela Valley have UFO experience:
"It seems the style these days to say you have
seen a flying saucer but no one in the Monongahela
Valley has seen one, That is, up until last Sunday.
"Mrs Mary Uhor a Star Junction farmer's wife,
and her two sons spotted what they thought was a
flaming sky visitor for the best part of a half an hour
"last Sunday night. Her sons, Michael and August
Uhor, confirmed the appearance of the strange thing.
"They observed it until it disappeared in a fiery
haze 500 feet above the Uhor bam.
"She said she was in her bedroom when a
strange light in the sky lighted it up brightly and
she went outside to investigate. It was a large sphere
in the sky giving off a brilliant light. It seemed to be
spinning fast and it was about five feet in diameter.

ABILENE, rEXAS
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Brilliant, Mysterious Light
Sighted by Abilene AF Vet
By JIM EWELL
A veteran
pilot of 5.600 £\"I",!
hours Tuesday
nl~ht told CI.-il Aeronautlcal
Authorltl(,~ here lif 111'.
Ilnl( rnoment!lrlly hllnclt'cI bv a hrilliant light (rom II my~tr"lnll~ 1)1).
ject In the ~ki"~ ~s he anel his wiff'!
were returnlnl( horne by automobile
(rom Uvalde Sunday nlzht.
Dick Dickenson, of 2149 Beech
St., World War II pilot and a Civil
Air Patrol
lieutenant
here, first
caught ~ight oC th .. light. which he
described
A~ • "hig 1\'('1<llnl( torch
running across the <klc s ." about
15 miles south of Ba lllnzer.
DickeM6n
mAill' thl' rl!porl
to
Max Emery, chief of the' CAA control tower lit l\1lln(('iplIl Airport. In
compliance
w Ith a request from
the Air Force
for Information
about unidentified
objects In the
~kil'~.
~
The
~trange
light.
Dickenson
s aid. made a pavs in a 30 to ~o
de~rl'1' elevation
in the
hortzon
dead Ahead of his automobile,
the
light nicklnl( Intermittently.
lt~ route was "8St to west, The
Dickenson car was headed nortb.
'TERRIFIC
LIGHT'
"It wu
A terrifically
bright
1I,ht,.luch as 1 have never .een be-

".

fore," Dlcken~on rellttd,
,·It "'II
::~~t \~;!~~~~~et~re~
name, I brll01 k'
c enson
uld thf Il,ht WII
nllkln~ I rApid downward
plunre
when rtr!!t .Ichtf'd.
~ul1dl'flly lev
eled
and Ih.n ~hot dllwn "lin
hl'(or~ I1tuppe:artnR btohlnd I.
.
"'s
I'f)\ I'
,.
.
or tr
DI~kl'llaon, I World War It pilot
In thl' Air Tr alnlnz Command. ,Aid
the objf'et
.,,;tchl'd
It~ course
,hlrply
In turns ph~'~lcally Impo,,"
slble Ior Iny Ilrenlt.
Inellldine the

orr.

jtlt.

"It couldn't have been • fnllinJr
IItar. For one thlnl. the .t.r'R glow
wouldn't
have been th.t
brillht
Allo. had It hf'f'ft. wouldn't It have
contlnul'<! rAlllnlf r at her than veerInc bACk up It left no trAil 01
IJ:low a~ rlillng Itlrl do," DickenJon .. Id.
Dlckl'nlllid
~lIld thl' object
liP.
~a ... d bfofort' him for only I hrlel
moml'nt before \'Inlshlng.
'" hlv(
11000 and wltchl'd f'-U, [jet flrrht.
er planl") bun me and , can III)
rI.ht here th,. F-3f. ('ouldn't havf
matched thl~ thln(."
FLASH ON OFF
,
Glar~ of the brleht light ll'Ct DIck·
ensen plrtlilly
hllndfd. The IlIlht
he said. would nl.b brten), then
bllck out, then nick bark on. It
nd this I bout four or five ume
the course or Ib pl!l!llnR.
. Dickenson ",<'ordl'<! the time of
oblect'.
encounter
II 9:46 p. m.
Sunday. After It dlaappeI red, the
light WIS never siehtl'd Igaln.
DI('kenlon recalltd remarklnlt
to
hlH wlfe,

p

"lIey,

did

you see

that

lIaht ':"

AT 4So0EGR E E ANGLE
I
Thl' light waa hri~htl'r than th~ I
brtllhl~t
star In the heavens. Dlck.:1
enson, who hu loUl'd nlRht flyln.:
tlme, reported.
Ifill flrKt rl'actlon I
upon !llghtinlC thf' light - I' If I
runnlnlC held on Into Ihe bllndin~
!~lrhtl of an IpprolrhtnR
ear - wu
bow elld th.t nrt'fly get In,tde the
wind!lhll'td~"
"But this cert ainlv WI! no (I;·e·
ny. It carne down (rom I 45-<1('~r~ ,0$(lc. I('\·..II'(! 0(( at • 2().d~
zree anKle. and th ..n shot up 1~lln
In I 45 - dl'erl"l' Ingll'. I'. t'ld thl'
pow~r
or
thl'
(ore. to ",~I.f
.rl\'ltatlon.
thlt hf.lnlf my IrlttJ·1
rnent wh~·. th" Jlaht \UI not • 10111-1
Inlf .tar.
. .. .
'
Dltkpn~IIn did not stnp ttwo c·u.
but
krpt
drlvtnr "hll .. thl' IIl(lIt
WII In ~llI:ht. h,. uiel, R"("u~f' Ih,.
car', motor and high 'VI'ind, ()I<'k·
l'n"on could elf'I,,('t no lOOn<! or en,Inl". nor could he e.tlmlt~
the
obJ~"
_pel'<! or Iltitude,
Thl' lIeht IPpe.rl'<! to be powered by propul.loo of ,reat .~.
'Dlcken.on
notl'd.
GRAVITATIONAL
AVIATION1
"Just .. hat thlt thIn, "'II, I don't \
know. I'd Jlb te Imow mY'l'Jr. I'..
,bef>n wanUng to IH one of thpi('
. thln,t
ror flvl' yel",
Ind this II
my n"t nme.
AdVlnclnl
tbe theory 1IOml' for·
elp powf'r or anothf'r pllnl't mlY
bin
rC')Undthe aecreU te ,flvlta·
tlonal .Ivlatlon, Dldlrn.on
.. Id tbf'
lI«ht appurl'd
te hln
Mrn pow·
wprl'd
by
110m!'
~rrlll(' InlerII ftal
force, IUliestiD. atomic pow •.
er.
'
t>Ickt'fllOl'l fa • trav.lln' .at. m.n for tbf' Amarillo
HardWlr.,
I

I

I

I

Co.

"Y~!I." replied ~1r~. Dlrk('n~on, .;;;:::.;:.---.
Thr Dlckcn~on'A
two ehlldrf'n,
also in the car, were IIIl'l'p in the
ba ck '1'1 t.
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"When Michael and August saw it, it seemed to be giving off sparks and fading away. Mrs. Uhor said, 'You had to see it to believe it. '" (xx.)
(xx.)

Monongahela, Pennsylvania. Republican.

27 July. San Antonio, Texas.

28 July 52.

(night)

"Zigging and Zagging."
A story in the San Antonio paper said:
"A San Antonio couple, Mr. and Mrs. V.V. Bryant, 127 North Drive, reported seeing objects in the sky also Sunday night. They said they were flying high,
zigging and zagging. They expressed hope that someone else saw them too, so
they wouldn't feel ridiculous.
"Bryant said he and his wife were in their back yard when six of the things
-brilliant, elongated and in the southwest, darting and dipping like a bird and
going three times faster than a jet appeared. Then a seventh one returned from
the opposite direction, he said. Bryant said they were in view only about 10 to
15 seconds. " (xx.)
(xx.)

San Antonio, Texas. Express. 29 July 52.
~

27 July. Ypsilanti, Michigan.
"Flat ovals?"

(about 11:00 p.m.)
......__,_-

4}

..

__

._..._

......... -.

.'~~_,;k

Case from the Ypsilanti press:
"Mrs. A.M. Vandersallliving east of Ypsilanti
and south of the new George School got a good
view late Sunday night.
"Unable to sleep because of the heat, she had
~'
gone into the garden at approximately
~
.:.:~~
11 0' clock. She describes the sky visitors as luminous, with a white light and the front rounded and the
rear ragged or feathered, something like the exhaust
of jets. First she saw three close together and three
strung out behind. All trav.eled at incredible speed.
"The Vandersalls live but a short distance from
the Air Terminal and are familiar with various types
of planes including jets. These [objects] were much
faster than the jets flown from the terminal here. The accompanying sketch was drawn by her
to indicate the approximate contour of the strange objects. She glimpsed them through two
tree tops, fairly low in the sky and going from north to south. All seemed to have a flat, oval
shape. " (xx. )

!it.. -iii

-
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(xx.)

Ypsilanti, Michigan.

27 July. Detroit, Michigan.

Press. 28 July 52.
(10:20 p.m.)

"Orange thing."
A press report states:
"An elliptical object, glowing a vivid orange 'like a hot coal in the sky,' performed seven minutes Sunday night for a metallurgical engineer in the vicinity of
Greenfield and Chicago,
"Richard Studer, of9397 Sussex, said his report was belated because he
'wished no publicity,' although he desired to submit his findings to authorities.
"At 10:20 p.m., the orange 'thing' appeared against a backdrop of clear sky
and stars.
"The long axis was four times greater than the short axis. Frequently, the
'light' would slowly narrow to pencil appearance, then snap back suddenly to its
elliptical shape, as if a disc were tilting from its surface to its side.
"An orange tail, the length of the main body but oflesser intensity appeared
at the south end of the 'thing' only when it was in its full form.
"Finally, after seven minutes, it narrowed to its pencil shape and faded away."
(xx.)
(xx.)

~

There were problems with this clipping. Only the date is known: 29 July 52.
Most of the text deals with Detroit UFO reports so the source paper is probably
the Detroit News. Another problem was the words "Greenfield" and "Chicago."
There are no cities by those names in Michigan. Illinois does, but they are
separated by a considerable distance. It is assumed the names are streets in
the city of Detroit.

27 July, Cornwall, Ontario, Canada. (about 11:15 p.m.)
Sharp tum
Press report:
"Robert Armour reported he saw a bright blue-white object streaking across the sky
about 11:15 p.rn. It streaked from north to south and then turned sharply and went east.
•The object was round and left no trail. The observer said that it was not a plane as it was
traveling too fast and made so sharp a turn." (xx.)
(xx.)

Cornwall, Ontario, Canada. The Daily Standard-Freeholder.

27 July. Sandusky, Ohio. (shortly before midnight)
"Was the supernatural over Sandusky?"

28 July 52.
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28 July. The CIA "takes over."

On July 28th·the CIA was asked to conduct a review of the Air Force's UFO investigation. The

move was strongly resented by the Air Force but the review request came from the very top--the
President and the National Security Council. (xx.)
(xx.)

Hall, Michael and Wendy Connors. Captain Edward J. Ruppelt, Summer of the
Saucers-1952.
Rose Press International: Albuquerque, New Mexico, 2000.
p.199.

The eIA quickly determined that the Air Force was not equal to the task since a solution to the
UFO mystery: " ... would probably be found on the margins or just beyond the frontiers of our

present knowledge in the fields of atmospheric, ionospheric, and extraterrestrial phenomena","

(xx.) The Agency did not think much of BLUE BOOK, a group consisting ofa "reserve Captain,
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two lieutenants, and a couple of secretaries."
(xx.)

CIA Memorandum. From: H. Marshall Chadwell, eIA Assistant Director of Science
and Intelligence. To: eIA Director Bedell Smith. 7 September 52.

The Air Force would retained a role, however, as a conduit for UFO reports and having to
make do with the thankless task of taking the heat from the public, media, and Congress.
Major Dewey Fournet, who handled UFO information for the Air Force at the Pentagon, remembers well when the Cl.A's representative, Fred Durant, arrived:
"I knew he had been given the authority to see me and I was told that I could tell
him everything that I possibly could about the UFO Project, from Day One. I do know
he was on the CIA payroll, I assumed he was just one of the project managers; and,
there again, you don't go asking questions like that of those people. He told me what
his objective was, which was to take the stuffup in the CIA and they would determine
whether they any further recommendations should be made to the Air Force or to the
President." (xx.)
(xx.)

Hall, Michael and Wendy Connors. Captain Edward J Ruppelt, Summer of the
Saucers-1952.
Rose Press International: Albuquerque, New Mexico, 2000.
p.149.

Battelle study hindered.
Another insult to the Air Force was the fate of the Battelle UFO statistical study that had been
in the works for some time, and was the military's prime effort toward the understanding of the
UFO mystery. The eIA was planning to hold an official meeting in the months ahead with
some Nobel prize type scientists in attendance. It promised to be an opportunity for the Air
Force to show it knew what it was doing. However, UFO debunker Donald Menzel ruined
things. It all started when Menzel wrote BLUE BOOK chief Edward Ruppelt during the
summer. Ruppelt says:
"He said that he had decided to write a book and wanted to know when he
could come to ATIe to study our files. Although this was against the policies,
Col. Dunn suggested that we go ahead and try to set it up. I checked with AMe
security people and they said that he had no clearance and that temporarily, he
couldn't get one. Since ATIe is a secure area he couldn't be allowed to visit for
any length of time, He was notified of this and didn't like it. Col. Dunn sent
• him a letter, very much to the point, saying that he could get his data through
channels, from the PIO, like anyone else.
''Not long after this I had a visit from Dr. Aiken, of Harvard, a computer
specialist. Aiken said that he thought that maybe he could make something of
the UFO reports if we would be kind enough to loan them to him, He was working for ATIe at the time and had the proper clearance'S'and storage facilities that
allowed him to store documents borrowed from ATIC. We packed up three
years of reports and sent them to him. He was to send them back to us in a
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month. One month passed, then two, and not a word from Aiken. I called him
several times and he was 'just getting ready to send them back' each time. Finally
I sent Bob Olsen [of BLUE BOOK] up to Boston to get the reports but when he
arrived Aiken couldn't produce time. We did get them back a few days later.
"When Menzel's book came out, here were all of the classified reports in it.
The specific item that gave the whole thing away, and caused us to check farther,
was a 'confession' to the FBI from a Chrisman and Dahl who were the originators
of a big hoax in Tacoma, Washington. For some time we had been trying to get
the 'confession' released but couldn't. Then there were other ver batum quoted
from many old reports that had never before been released but had been sent to
Aiken. I tried to push an investigation but Col, Don Bower talked me out of it
since the data that was taken really wasn't of any interest or consequence. I still
objected to the principle of the act. I felt that even though the material probably
should have been declassified long ago-like so much other data-it wasn't up to
Aiken to pass it on to someone who didn't even have a clearance. Ifhe would
do this with our data, and Menzel asked him to do it, both were darn poor security risks." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ruppelt's personal papers, File R086.
Swords.

In the files of Professor Michael

The truth was Menzel held a Top Secret Ultra clearance and had a long history of working with
the CIA, facts learned with much difficulty. No one prove any intrigue, but one can't rule it out
either since the significance of the "loan" to Menzel's was the delay caused in the completion of
the Battelle study. The study would play no part in the January 1953 Robertson Panel meeting.
Debunking and downplaying.
There was a solid reason for curbing UFO "hysteria." As one newsman remarked: "Government officials can hope the saucers-if such they be=-come from Mars and not Russia. There's
some doubts of Mars' intentions."
Whether debunking and downplaying was due to a plan orchestrated by the eIA or just persons
of influence acting on their own, is impossible to sort out.
Ruppelt, in an unpublished portion of his book on UFOs, admits it was local Air Force Intelligence officers that "pressured" Andrews AFB tower operators to change their story from ''unidentified objects" to "bright stars." (xx.) If orders for that came down from the officer's
(xx.)

Ruppelt, Edward J, Report on Unidentified Flying Objects, Doubleday & Company,
Inc.: Garden City, New York, 1956. p.l69, Also: Hall, Michael and Wendy Ann
Connors. Captain EdwardJ. Ruppelt, Summer of the Saucers-1952.
p.150.

superior's, we have evidence for a conspiracy.
Harlow Shapley and Donald Menzel of Harvard Observatory seemed too severe in their judgement of the UFO excitement. The chance that there were any gray areas in their arguments was
utterly denied. That was hardly Harvard-level thinking [I assume as much--L. E. Gross].
Menzel wrote whole books so his position on the issue is firmly established. Shapley's record

...
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is less well known but it is just as anti-UFO as his colleague's, (See clipping)
Another astronomer worth a comment is Rev. Francis Heyden of Georgetown University. He
had close ties with the eIA and his private opinions were more pro-UFO than his public pronouncements. He was Harvard trained and probably knew both Shapley and Menzel quite well.
Does that mean anything? Who knows?

Astronomer \
Calls Saucers ..
Lot of Nonsense.
.. ~

A pilot may well be attracteo
. somewhat
distorted
displaced
e oC the moon, sun or even a
, .brightly lighted cloud. II

ALBANY, N. Y. ,Tuly 29 (lNS)·
"Flying saucers are a lot oC con
plete nonsense."
That Is the opinion expressed t,
day by Or. Harlow Shapley, dll'~
tor lJ£ the Harvard
observator:
Cambridge,
Mass., and consldere
one ol the world's leading astroi

he

erners.

, "The objects people Are ~elng I
the sky - If they are seeing an:
thing at all - are not alrcralt (.·ot
another planet, nor arc they RUI
stan planes." he said with cmphs
sis.
Fiv. Sources
Dr. Shapley said In a lclephon.
Interview.
the so - called £lylnJ
saucers
can be traced
to !iV!
sources:
1. Hallucination.
2. Fire balls, or meteorites.
3. High
altitude
weather
balloons.
4, Planes {lying above a laver
or warmth
several
thousand
Ieet
up In the sky.
.
5. High flying planes that cannot
be seen passing through 1\ layer oC
abnormal.
uneven dcnslty.
"Hallucination
must be placed at
the top." Dr. Shapley said, "because at least half the people who
report they have seen flying saucers. never saw anything.
Meteoritics
He explained that at this time:
of the year. because of the earth's 1
"position,
an abundance
or Clre
balls, or meteorites,
are to be seen
In the sky,
,
"Every day several thousands or
high altitude weather balloons are
lent up from the more than 100
weather stations all over the country," he said. ".Many or them arel
seen by people who jump to the
conclusion they have seen ally.
inl( saucer,"
Dlf;('usslng the Courth point. Dr •.
Rhapley pointed out that ortcn a
warm laye; several thousand Ceet ;
up eontalns dust particles
whl('h'
Increases the power of light diver, I
ston.
•

I'

Finally, Dr, Shapleh'i said that a,;
ane Clyln~ a t a
Igh altitude
~h a layer or abnormal
den"can
set off some
queer
" light brlght Images sweepcross the dark sky.
tor the announcement
by the
Aeronautlcs
Administration
control center, at Washing.
C., that its radarscope had
up objects .fccn In that
, Shapley slid:
,
the sources I have glven.:
exception oChallucinations
on a radarscope,
Even
• water vapor will reItselC on the radar screen."
Shapely also noted that the
satellite vehicle program"
20.000 miles In space,
control radar-dlreeted
has been "enormously
de.. in the past three years.
this would have not the
ccnnectlen with what we
e to know as flying SlU-

,~

. way to lee flying II~Uwhen you Ire in your,

Tllil Clipp4ng From
ALLENTOWN, PA,
CALL

JUL 30 1952

I
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Confusion among close allies.
Author Jenny Randles explains the official reaction of the English to the Washington "invasion." She writes:
"When news of these incredible events reached London in the summer of 1952,
it produced great consternation in the Air Ministry. Noyes recalls Cochrane complaining to the Cabinet, 'I thought Vandenburg had put an end to all this in '49.'
"Such was the impact that Prime Minister Winston Churchill issued a memo to
his air minister. This, thankfully, has been retained by the PRO and shows a clearly
disgruntled prime minister asking 'all this stuff about flying saucers' meant. He ordered an investigation. Sir Robert Coburn, Chief Air Ministry Scientist, was sent to
Washington, D.e., as Noyes explains. Later, according to Captain Ruppelt in his
1956 memoirs, several RAF intelligence officers came to his office armed with a
long list of questions about how to set up a British UFO project.
"eo burn returned to London and advised that something had happened over
Washington, D.C., and despite the public pronouncements, the U.S. government was

not entirely sure what was going on." (xx.)
(xx.)

Randles, Jenny. UFO! Danger in the Air. Sterling Publishing Co., Inc.: New
York, N.Y., 1996. pp.38-39.

Late? July. Coffeyville, Kansas. (early morning)
Flat bottom, curved top.
No exact date is given but a news story out of Coffeyville, Kansas, that was carried in the July
of an Ottawa paper told of a report by a Homer G. Blass who saw something while
driving to work:

zs" edition

"Blass said the 'thing' was flat on the bottom and curved on top, and seemed
to be about the size of a stock watering tank about 12 feet in diameter. It appeared
to be moving slowly in a south-south-easterly direction. All at once it stopped
completely and then went west at a high rate of speed, he said." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ottawa, Kansas. Herald. 28 July 52.

28 July. Rockford, Illinois. (night)
Sharp-edged discs.
Our source states:
"Art Jaffray, amateur astronomer, saw a hazy object to the left of the of the
moon while watching the moon through binoculars. It cleared in a moment and
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finally resolved into a sharp-edged disc. It began to move rapidly to the north.
"Jaffray counted 20 seconds until it reached a point 10 degrees above the
northern horizon when it flattened out and vanished. It traveled approximately 94
degrees of arc. Disc was white or aluminum, and appeared to be at great height,
with no vapor trail." (xx.)
(xx.)

APRO Bulletin. Vol. I, #2. September 15,1952,

p.l1.

28 July. Albany, Oregon. (4:25 p.rn.)

Tllu Cllppml1 From

Ball-like objects in perfect triangular formation. (See clipping and next item also from Oregon)

Flying triangle?
A press report says:
"A strange object flying over Lebanon was reported to city police here last night.
"Johnny Wells and Edward Wier reported seeing a
V-shaped object which they said was 100 feet wide
soaring over the city. The device was said to be illuminated by small lights.
"The pair told police the object was traveling from
west to east." (xx.)
Albany, Oregon. Democrat-Herald.

29 July 52.

28 July. Sacramento, California. (about (9: 15 p.m.)
Went straight up.
According to the newspaper:
"Myles M. Myers of2425 Meadowbrook Road,
said he observed a ball of fire over his house Monday
night about (: 15 0' clock. He thought it was a meteor at
first but when it turned and went straight up in the air
he realized it must have been something else." (xx.)
(xx.)

Sacramento, California. Bee. 30 July 52.

28 July. Dayton, Ohio. (9:15 p.m.)
So help me God!

..

JUl S 0 1952

IMysteriousObjeds-Zipped Over Albany,
Says Corvallis Man

28 July. Lebanon, Oregon. (night?)

(xx.)

CORVALUS, ORE.
GAZETTE· TIMES
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Columnist Ralph Vines published a letter sent to him by a reader:
"Before I finish this letter you will in all probability think it to be the figment of a
vivid imagination or an out-and-out lie. But believe me, the following statements are
true, so help me God!
"Yesterday evening, Monday, July 28, I was driving about two miles east on
Kemp road, from Spinning road. I have an old 1937 model car that has weak headlights and I was forced to stop along Kemp road to install a fuse.
"I had just replaced the fuse and was getting ready to test the lights to see if they
were working, when in a flash of lightning I saw suspended about 150 feet above the
ground, some quarter of a mile from the highway, an illuminated, transparent disc. I
saw sharp blue-white sparks emitting from several spots on the object. At first I thought
I was 'seeing things,' but on taking a closer look, the object remained as it was. This
was 9:15 p.m.
"I took a flashlight from the dash of the car and started to go through the field for a
closer look. I had not travelled over 75 yards when a brilliant red ball of fire emitted
from the object and shot high into the air. This was followed by a brilliant green ball
that followed a similar course. The object rose, without a sound, straight up into the air
a a terrific speed, and in a few seconds disappeared.
"There seemed to be a thin wisp of vapor hanging over the area where I saw the
disc. This lingered for three or four minutes, and drifted away. The disc seemed to be
100 feet in diameter.
"I cannot give you my name because I am married and had a date with a gril Monday evening, while my wife thought I was working.
"I had never paid any attention to the so-called flying saucers but I saw something
that I shall never forget as long as I live. I believe that I was closer to that object of
mystery than any human on this earth has ever been." (xx.)
(xx.)

Vines, Ralph. "Lines by Vines." Dayton, Ohio. News. 1 August 52.

28 July. Memphis, Tennessee.
"I wasn't frightened-just

(between 9 & 9:30 p.m.)

surprised at seeing something I've been laughing at."

A press account states:
"Mysterious objects, or flying saucers, were reported over Memphis by an Eastern
Airlines radio operator last night.
"Mrs. James L. Wiygul told The Press-Scimitar she was sitting in the back yard
of her home at 1183 Madison between 9 and 9:30 last night when she and Mrs, Jack
Gulledge, same address, sighted 'five or six of them. '
" 'They were flat when we first saw them,' Mrs. Wiygul said, 'and turned oval
as they went across the sky. They turned flat again just before they dipped down and
disappeared, ,
"Mrs. Wiygul said the objects were glowing with a white luminous light but seemed to have no lights attached. They moved from east to west, almost from horizon to
horizon in about one minute. She said she could not estimate how high or how fast
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the objects were traveling.
" 'Shortly afterward we saw a falling star,' Mrs. Wiygul said, 'so we know this
wasn't a falling star. They were different.'
"Mrs. Wiygul said she wasn't frightened by the sight, 'just surprised at seeing
something you'd been laughing about.'" (xx.)
(xx.)

Memphis, Tennessee. Press-Scimitar.

29 July 52.

28 July. Teaneck, New Jersey. (night)
Fiery object.
The Ridgefield Sun printed:
"Teaneck-Flying
saucers hurtled into the local picture this week when three
members of the Teaneck Fire Department reported seeing a brilliant blue object
answering the description Monday night while standing in front of fire headquarters.

"Scanning the skies after reading about flying saucer reports near the nation's

capital and other points, Capt. Harry Davis, Lt. Mobray Darby and Fireman Arthur
Beacker reported seeing the fiery object traveling at a tremendous speed in a westerly direction. It sped out of sight in a few seconds, they said.
"Lt. Darby said the >aucer' was on a straight course and was flying low
enough to pass under a cloud formation. He commented that the object was going
faster than any jet plane he had ever seen and said there was no sound from it."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Ridgefield Park, New Jersey.

28? July. Lewistown, Pennsylvania.
"Windows around its edges?"

Sun. 31 July 52.
(night?)

"People inside?"

Warren Wilkey's claim:
"A graphic description ofa flying saucer which he spotted while going to work has
been givewn by Warren Wilkey, Lewistown, a car inspector at the American Viscose
Corporation plant.
"Wilkey said: 'The round object seemed very low in the sky and was about the dimensions of a box car only round instead of oblong.' He said the object appeared to
have windows around its edges and to be illuminated from the inside. He asserted: 'It
looked as though someone was walking past the windows or that some piece of mechanism was revolving inside the object.' Wilkey was carrying a searchlight at the time and
when he turned the beam upward the object gained altitude and disappeared." (xx.)
(xx.)

Sunbury, Pennsylvania.

Item. 28 July 52.
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28 July. The famous Port Huron case. Data from Dr. James McDonald's files. (See pages
71-77)

Port Huron. Mi

ro.

July 29. 1952

Notes made 6/30/69 at WPAFB

Time 0240 to ~300 Z (2140 to 22QO EST on 7/28 evidently.
The F94 was
with 6lst Fighter Interceptor Squadron.
Had done 6 practice intercepts
on B25, was cltmbing out to west when the GCl staticn (Station Avenger)
as~ed him to lock for target at J o'clock low. None vsble to EJS pilot,
but radarman 1st Lt VR got return as Capt EJS started starboard tu=n.
On gair.ing 360 heading, got leck on which he held for about 30 sec
.I'; b f
't'
d 1 k
5"',,4
"'I' e ore J. JUIIlpe oc.
. "C;'; Jr/. " t; ::...' - i:--"

"" .• '

;'7,:,1,1"/.:
' .. '

They then pursued it vis:ually for 20 mint at 350 US (ca ~
I gU~
miles)" with GCr painting both F94 and unknown, and unknown maintaining
6-10 miles ahead.
Both men describe it as giving off colored lights, Capt. EJS saying
"the object appeared to be giving off a chanJng light which had a definite

sequence of white

I

red,

and bluiah-gree~,

'

]..stLt V1H closed his signed statement with "From personal axpa r ience
of study in cdestial
navigation and 1400 hours as a bombardier, radar
observer, and navigator, I h ive never experienced any sighting like tb.is
.r
bef ore.
..
Penciled note on first sheets (ink-si~ed
91' Ru~pel t): Probably
CFS6B set at 752d AJ;&W Sqdn, llbpire, MJ.ch.:",1j,.x.;, '+'" /.'h' ~.,...._

- r--r-'- ,.; 7

.~t...

~

CCI was..

-r~
.)( __t

~.

1.5 sheets carbon copy taggfd Case #8 (Robertson?)
It gives speed of 550
knots on 360 degree heading, though one would infer 360 kts from maintaing
steady lead on F94. Could true speed of F94 be 550 here? ~<d. /1./""/.). ""~
(..""....:.c.../ .......»; c r r:
At ttBe of lockon F94 was 20 mi west of Pt. Huron.
The sheet tagged Case 8 says Capella lay in line with flight and a?pears
colored at times.
'AT first it was believed that this W?S what the pilot
saw, but when it was established that both the F94 and the U?O were beiog
carried on the GCI scope, Capella became a doubtful suspect.
(Indicating
the Case ~ is not hob~tson
No. is fact that this section ends with
1956 comments and a 1956 evaluation of 'Aircraft"
...
Ltr dated 7 Oct 1952 to ATlC from intelligence officer at Selfridge, 61 st
~ FIS, 4708th Defense Wing, gives answers to earlier queries.
Gives UFO speed
as 550 kts. Says weather balloon was released o~ time at 0300Z so not
balloon.
Ltr 8j~52

from Selfridge

to ATIC upgrades

report

to secret

Map at back of file shows F94 path head i ng due N from 20 mi W of Pt Hur on
to fuel-out point just off Burnt Cabin Point ca 5 miles north of tip of
peninsula. C -,......, I'c a...t-)
File has raob and winds in back too.

~\J l

i ~{

.:;;{
~ :.~'
I ;_
."
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6, 1970

Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe
Luray, Virginia, 22835
Dear

Don:

·A few days ago (1/3/70), I talked on the phone with
an ex-Air Force pilot invo~ved in a 1952 OFO CAse, which
I know would still interest you. Hence, rather than
dictating a summary version of my rough telephone notes
in ordinary file form, 1111 put it down in this letter
to you.
I learned of the present location of the pilot quite
by chance.
I was checking on one more case in the Condon
Report (page 151, Detroit, Michigan, 3/53) and, in talkin~ with Lt. Col. H. C. Strand, the pilot of the F-94
that figures in that incident, I brought up the 7/29/52
Port Huron sighting.
Col. Strand not only knew of it,
but knew where the pilot, Edward J. Sloan, is now living,
in Valparaiso, Florida.
I'll send a carbon of this summary to Col.'Strand, since it will doubtless be of interest
to him.
And also, I'll send one to Dick Hall, since I know
he will find it of interest, too.
Col. Strand had thought that he was flying with Sloan
on the night in question, but Sloan was emphatic in his
recollections that his was the only F-94 that went up
after the Unknown that had been detected by GCl ground
radar on the night of 7/29/52.
COnceivably, Col. Stxand's
recollections applied to another sighting .amewhat similar
which occurred in Michigan in that period, possil:ly one
related to the Port Austin, Michigan, incident.
Since my
primary reason for dictating this is for file-summary, I
hope you will not be bothered by my numbering items for
convenience of later reference.
(1) As soon as I introduced myself on the phone and
mentioned the Port HUron incident, Sloan remarked that he
still remembered it quite clearly.
He was a Captain at
the time, flyinq out of SE!lfridqe MB.
He recalled that
he and at least one other P-9-4 had been doing practice
intercepts on some aircraft, but could not distinctly
recall that it was a B-25 (as indicated in the Bluebook
file-summary that I .tudied on my last visit to WrightPatterson last July).
Be thought there were only two
F-94s, where the Bluebook file indicates three.
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Maj. Donal.d E. JCeyhoe •
January 6, 1970
Page Two(2) Unfortunately,
Sloan cannot now recall what
Gel unit originally vectored him to the Unknown.
The
Bluebook file is not specific on that either, though
a signed comment of Ruppel t on one of the sheets
speculates that maybe it was the ACiW uni t at Empire,
Michigan.
However, that's a long way up on the northwest coast, and my guess would be that it might have
been the ACiW station at Port Austin or conceivably
at Selfridge itself.
(3) Sloan talked by phone with the Gel controller
as soon as he landed, but never spoke to him in person,
80 he lacks
that clue to the locale of the Gel station.
I asked him if anyone from Bluebook or anywhere else
ever interviewed
him personally,
and he said not.
The
Bluebook files indicate that the report was submitted

f;r:OCll~lf;r:iQ9'e,

unit.

but it

muat b~ve come up f1V1ll tlle

He did not report

it himself.

Gel

(4) I asked him the name of his radar officer,
and he thought it was Victor Helfenbien, who he said
was a very experienced
man with airborne r~ar.
(That
checks with ..the Bluebook file8, too, incidentally.
Helfenbien was a first lieutenant,
according
to the
Bluebook files.)
The F-94 raClAr unit was an APG-33 ,
as Sloan recalled.
He .aid that, with a multi-prop
aircraft as a target, he recalled getting lock-ons
out to ranges .lightly greater than 20 miles with
that set.
This is in rouqh agreement with what
Col. Strand had told me, too.
I have been trying to
run down data on that set, which ia, of course, no
10ll(]erclassified,
because it is also involved in the
HaDeda UB
UFO incident.
(5) Sloan could not recall the climb-out direction as he left the intercept area, under instructions
from·GeI.
(The Bluebook files indicate he climbed out
on westerly heading.)
He had a little more fuel than
the other F-94(s), so he was the one who chose to go
up to i~vestigate.
(6) As he now recalls it, he didn't see anything
until he got to altitude and was given same new vectoring instructi~ns.
(The Bluebook files indicate that
Gel told him the target was at his 3 0' clock position
when he gained altitude, i.6.~ off to his north.)
(7) Ruppelt's account indicates that Gel saw the
target do a 180 turn and head back north just at the
time that Sloan's F-94 turned into it.
Sloan does not
recall that.
However, he did state that he remembered
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Donald E. Jteyhoe
January 6, 1970
Page Three
Ma j.

'

GCI describing it as hovering motionless just before he
got up there.
(It is conceivable that GCI remarked on
its stopping and that this led to Sloan r s recollection
of hovering.)
(8)
As soon as he did a starboard turn and headed
into it on a northerly course, Gel radioed that the
unknown target they were carrying was beginning to move
northward.
Sloan does not now think that his radarman
ever got a lock-on, though he recalls that Helfenbien
did get some transient returns.
(Bluebook file is
quite specific in mentioning a 3D-second lock-on.)

(9) As Sloan recalled, he pursued the target for
about twenty minutes.
He said he is still puzzled as
to what it was he saw visually.
It was changing color
(red, blue, white) ~nQ very bright, It lay near the
horizon and near the north point.
I asked him if he
thought it could have been.a star. His remark was that
he had done a lot of flying, both before that and since,
in northern areas, and he had never seen a star that
looks like that. Se estimated that he had about 3500
hours at tlrat< time, and he had logged 6000 hours by the
time he retired from the Air Force in 1963. Though he
said several time. that he never was entirely sure that
the light he was pursuing was not a star distorted by
some atmospheric effect, he repeated that it was very
puzzling to him. I asked him if it ever seemed to
change azimuth or altitude, and he said it did not.
(10)
On the other hand, a steady purauit course was
just what GCI vas plottinq, which vas at leaat consistent
vi th the visual source that he was observing fran the cockpit. Very significantly, Sloan confirmed the Bluebook filestatements to the effect that the distance between him and
the unknown target,- as seen on GCI radar, varied during the
chase. At time. he was closing and would get to a minimum
distance that he recalled as about 5 miles {in good accord
with the Bluebook file's 4 miles).
Then it would speed up
and get out to about 10 miles ahead of him, he recollected.

And it

did that speeding u~ rather abruptly, he recalled.

~ese abrupt speed changes and distance changes, as well
as the distance-range of about 5-10 miles, are in quite
close accord~ith
the 1952 report in the Bluebook files.

(11) The closure and recession strongly rule out any
obvious explanation in terms of ghost-reflections,
since,
if it was acme spurious ground-return due to scattering
off his own' F-94, GCI would have carried it as moving
ahead of the F-94 at a constant distance equal to his
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Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe
January 6, 1970
Page Four
altitude

(which was

about

4 miles

above

terrain).

(12) It is, of course, puzzling that the airborne
radar got no return, when Gel was getting a clear echo.
However, the APG-33 is an X-band set, whereas GCI units
almost invariably were an S-band or even L-band.
It is
thus conceivable
that the radar reflectivity
of the
target was weaker at 3 em than at 10 em or greater.
(13) It would be extremely valuable to be able to
interview Lt. Helfenbien.
In the Bluebook files, his
signed statement included a rather emphatic comment:

"From personal experienoe and study of
oelestial navigation and 1400 hours as
bombardier, radar observer, and navigator, I have never experienoed any
sighting like this before. H
In Ruppelt's account,
the following quote:

he attributes

to the radar

"It was just as solid a look-on
g~t from a B-36."

officer

as you

I did not find that statement in the Bluebook files.
One wonders if it is at all possible that Ruppelt, or
someone else at Bluebook, got in touch with Helfenbien,
even though they did not interview Sloan.
Another
possibility
is that Ruppelt's quote is not authentic.
(14) I asked Sloan if he reca.lled that GeI called
up any plotted UFO speeds to him, since both Menzel and
Ruppelt mentioned a maximum radar-deduced
speed of
1400 mph.
He did not recall that he got any speed data
out of Gel, but reiterated
the variable separation
between him and the target, as called out from Gel, and
the rapid variations
thereof.
(lS) He eventually
ran low on fuel and had to return.
I failed to ask him an important question about that phase
of the incident,.namely,
the question of whether GCl saw
the target slow down as he broke off chase, a point that
Ruppelt indicates.
(16) He Said that he carne down shaking his head, not
sure what he'd Seen.
Although the visual appearance was
unparalleled
in terms of any stars or planets he'd ever
seen from the air, he did indicate that he would have
been inclined to write it off as some atmospheric
distortion of a star, if it hadn't been for what Gel was plotting.
When he talked to the controller,
the controller was very
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Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe
January 6, 1970
Page Five
emphatic about the intensity of the return
tional motions and maneuvers.

and the unconven-

(17) Sloan confirmed what the Bluebook files say about
his going to afterburner at times and hence attaining air
speeds in the neighborhood of 550 knots in trying to close.
(18) Hynek, in his 1953 article in the Jo ur n a l: of the
Opti~aZ SO~i9ty, explains the visual sighting as Capella,
and so does Menzel in his 1963 book.
Interestingly,
the
Bluebook file specifically confronts that possibility and
rejects it because of the behavior of the target on the GCI
scope.
The Bluebook file also rejects any relation to a
weather balloon, since the time was wrong.
(Obviously,
nothing in this sighting could be equated to a weather
balloon by anyone but Menzel.)
A letter from ATIC to'
Selfridge, dated 7 October 1952, in the Bluebook files
gave answers to some earlier followup queries.
Another
coaeunication upgraded the report to Secret, on 8/4/52,
indicating that, 5 days after General Samford held the
big press conference on the Washington National sightings,
it was decided to take the Port Huron Sighting fairly
seriously.
(19) It is, of course, difficult to decide whether to
take Sloan's 1969 recollection or the quite specific statement in the Bluebook file, to the effect that the F-94 nose
radar qat lock-on immediately after gaining a 3600 heading.
The Bluebook tile says that lock-on was held ·for about
30 seconds before it jumped lock.·
Your account, Ruppelt's
account, and Menzel's account (based on ATIC files), all
refer to the F-94 getting lock-on.
My inclination is to
put more weight on the specific statement of the Bluebook
files than on Sloan's recollection 17 years later, since
it was his radarman and not he that was working the scope.
Obviously, it would be very desirable to talk to Relfenbien
himself on this crucial point.
All in all, what I learned from talking with Sloan and
from qoinq over the' Bluebook file on this case, on Dry last
visit to WPMB, .indicates that this was, indeed, a significant case back there in 1952. Menzel dismisses both the
ground radar and airborne radar wi th a wave of his hand
and a remark about ·phantom returns oaused by weather condi tiona. • I hA'Ye .tudied the radiosonde for the time and
area in question, and there certainly is nothing to account
for any anomalous propaqation returns.
FUrthermore, the
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Page Six
distinct moving target that GCl was plotting, along with
the return from the F-94 itself, is not even remotely
similar to AP effects.
Furtherrrore, AP that might
influence any ground radar is essentially
incapable of
influencing airborne radar at altitudes as high as were
involved here (20,000 ft altitude).
Sloan's description
of the visual sighting, although it does not categorically
rule out the Capella explanation,
points away from that,
by virtue of his never having seen any similar effect in
6000 hours of flying.
Menzel makes much of the fact that
the luminous source held in a steady position, but, as I
remarked above, GCl also got radar-track,
indicating a
steady aourse towards the north, compatible with Sloan's
visual sighting.
Also, Capella
(the only moderately
bright star anywhere in that area at the time) was so
nearly on the horizon, that one would have to expect substantial extinction.
To be sure, at 20,OOO-ft altitude,
extinction effects are diminished,
but they are not
absent.
And Capella's magnitude
is only 0.2, in the
first place.
Well, Uhis summary has become fairly long.
But, since
it concerns one of those famous cases that stirred things up
back in the summer of 1952, I knew you'd find some of this
of interest, Don.
Best

James

regards,

E. McDonald

JEM/msr
cc:
Lt. Col. H. C. Strand
Mr. R. H. Hall

(xx.)
(xx.)

Dr. James McDonald's papers. University of Arizona at Tucson Library,
Tucson, Arizona. Special Collections Division.
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28 July. Ponca City, Oklahoma.

(about 8:30 p.m.)

UFO hovers over refmery, another swoops down on.
The Ponca News had two stories to tell.

(See clipping)

Thi. Glipprng From

PONCA CITY, OKLA.

NEWS

, 'JUL 2 9

1952 ,.

,..

Belly Lights of Jets?

Two Local Residents Report
"Saucer-Like Ob~cts in ~y

"Flying saucer" reports popped up In Ponca City today after unIdentified bright objects were seen In the sky from two different Iocatlons
last night.
The objects w=re seen about R:30 p. m"
Miss Coleen Le chan, 1318 South Fifth, was returning from Tullia with
her aunt, Mrs. Vera Roark, and Mrs. Roark's daughter, Mrs. Robert Barr,
both of Tulsa, when they saw "8 big
globe like a sparkler"
which appeared to be hanging over the reo
finery area.
..
Miss Lcehan said the object had
28 July. Wilmington, North Carolina.
no color and die! not resemble 8
lighted airplane. Nor was It one of
(10:00 p.m.)
the famiilllr refinery flares.
It began to move and dlsnppeared.
probably because or high speed, she
"Sideways saucer."
said.
At the time they noticed
the
I hovering object. they were driving
A short news item said:
'toward
the new Arkansas
River
bridge from the east.
Miss Leehan described the object
88 fairly large. She said a 50-cent
"The ultimate, probably, in 'flying saucers' was
piece held at arm', length would
seen
hovering over Wilmington last night about 10:00
. barely cover the outllne
of the
'bright light from that .rUSt_nee. .'
o'clock.
A somewhat "mil&~i:r'il:irD-..'
from Rosemary Johnson, 315 South
"As anonymous saucer-viewer, a lady, called to
: Seventh, a student at Ponca City
report she'd just seen a saucer flying 'sideways' over
'Junior High School.
i She sald she saw a bright light
over Oleander [district?]that was 'very bright in co lor. '
i hovering
over the St. Mary'S School
"In approximately a score of 'flying saucer' re; building across the street from her
. home.
ports coming in to The Star the past three nights, this
The light swooped down over the
was the first sideways case." (xx.)
school and then soared up In line
with the moon, circling hlg!:. In the
air. After circilng several times, the
, light disappeared In the clouds and
(xx.) Wilmington, North Carolina. The Star.
did not reappear.
29 July 52.
, At one time. the light appeared to
be from two closely-joined
objects.
The Johnson girl also said she
saw the running Iight~ of 8 plane
which appeared to be following the l'
bright object. She said vapor trailJ
inrllrated It wnsa jet DIane.
I
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? July. Near Washington D.e.

(night? Witness mentioned "no wingtip lights")

"What in thunder is that?"
Do strange objects linger in the sky near Washington airport? Washington Bureau reporter for
the Illinois Courier-News Frank Macomber sees something and he shared the experience with
another witness, a very interesting witness:
"I was flying back to Washington from California recently in a big DC-6
transport. Sitting beside me in the 'lounge' at the rear of the plane was a Civil
Aeronautics Administration official who was riding up from Dallas. As we
talked, he suddenly looked beyond me out the window and exclaimed:
" 'What in thunder is that? It certainly doesn't look like a plane.'
"I looked and saw what appeared to be a huge yellow [he also calls it orange so perhaps it changed color while under observation] ball flying what
seemed to be parallel to our flight and about two or three miles away. As we
looked, the ball was changing its flight so that within a few miles it would
cross the path of our De-6.
"There were no wing-tip lights flashing off and on like those seen on
Commercial transport planes-just a big orange ball.
"As the airborne light moved closer and closer, other passengers noticed
it. There was an excited chattering up and down aisle. Then the light began
suddenly to move away. It grew smaller and fmally disappeared as we neared
the Washington airport."
" 'I can't figure it out,' the eAA fellow mused. 'I don't believe in these
celestial bodies flying around without licenses. But I'm darned if! can explain
it.'
"Now I can't explain it, either, nor could any of the 40 passengers aboard
the plane. Yet plenty of them no doubt will spread the word that they rode
side by side with a flying saucer.
"I think what we saw has a logical explanation, even though I don't know
what it is. But what we saw, I am sure, had no resemblance to a flying saucer
or disc of any kind. It was more of an orange ball. I likely would have thought
it was some sort of airplane light if the CAA man had not said it was like no
plane light he ever had seen." (xx.)
(xx.)

Elgin, Illinois. Courier-News.

2 August 52.

28 July. Cincinnati. Ohio. (10:30-11:00 p.rn.)
Dart like dragonfly.
In a letter to the editor it says:
"Monday was a hot night, and I was out on my porch trying to get some air,
between 10:30 and 11 :00. The sky was cloudy, but there was a break in the
clouds directly overhead, and the stars were showing through. While I was look-
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ing at this clear patch, a long-shaped, orange light began darting back and forth
in it the way a bat flies, or a dragonfly. It only stayed a few seconds, and then
was off through the clouds again in a straight line until it disappeared-I am
told a plane cannot make sudden, sharp, turns such as this did.
"I went watching the sky, but saw nothing more, either then or last night."
(xx.)
(xx.) Cincinnati, Ohio. Times-Star. 1 August 52
28 July. Detroit, Michigan area. (about 11 :00-11 :20 p.m.)
At least 15 UFO reports were telephoned to Selfridge AFB outside Detroit when people claimed to have seen "things" and flashing lights in the night sky. The Mt. Clemens newspaper carried
a big headline with 1 Y2inch high letters on the its front page the following day:"REPORT SAUCERS' OVER MT. eLEMENS."
A Rev. William 1. Reiter, of Seminole Hills, was credited
with the best report but it was only a seven-second view of a group of orange and blue lights
sailing through the air toward Lake St. Clair. The excitement was real enough however. (xx.)
(xx.)

Mt. Clemens, Michigan. Leader. 29 July 52.

29 July. Osceola, Wisconsin. (1 :00 ? p.m.- 3:30 ? p.m.)
"1 can make 'no sense' o.utthese sighting"-AF

PIO Lt. Col. Robert Knight.

Osceola is on the Minnesota/Wisconsin state line to the east of the Twin Cities, MinneapolisSt. Paul.
An abbreviated account of this event, or events, is given in an unpublished portion of Ruppelt's memoirs. Why the case was cut from the fmal draft is puzzling, since, as Ruppelt tells the
story, it would do much to undermine the mystery of the Washington D.C, "invasions." There
is always the possibility the case was not as firm as implied. Here is how Ruppelt tells it in
the portion omitted from the fmal manuscript:
"At 1:30 in the morning an Air Defense Command radar just outside of
Osceola began to pickup unidentified targets. They were similar to those that
had been picked up in Washington in that they would lope along at about 100
miles an hour then suddenly speed up to 600 miles an hour. Four F-51s from
St. Paul were called in but the targets were moving around so fast and there
were so many of them that it was impossible to pick out one target and vector
a fighter into it. But the '51 pilots saw lights-lots of them. One pilot, at
25,000 feet had one blaze across the nose of his airplane, then two other pilots
vainly tried to climb up to a hovering light that was in the same position as one
of the mysterious targets on the radar scope.
"The report that the operations office at the radar site sent in was excellent and, for the first time since ADC had ordered radar scope photos taken of
all UFO targets, a scope camera worked. The report that we got was accompanied by a complete set of scope photos.
"Lt. Bob Olsson and Wendell Swanson, of AIle's radar branch, went
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right to work on this one. They looked at the weather reports for that night and
found that there was a strong inversion covering all of eastern Minnesota and
western Wisconsin. When they compared the scope photos of the UFO targets
to scope photos of known weather targets, there was no doubt-the radar UFO's
were caused by the strong temperature inversion. Lt. Olsson talked to the F-51
pilots. They agreed that the UFO that 'blazed across the nose' of one of the
F-51 's could well have been a meteor and that the lights hovering at high altitude could well have been a star." (xx.)
(xx.)

Edward J. Ruppelt's unedited manuscript, The Report on Unidentified
Flying Objects. Copy in author's files,

Perhaps the most detailed source of information to compare with Ruppelt's account is the two
news stories in the St. Paul, Minnesota, Dispatch, and the Minneapolis, Minnesota, Star. Both
papers wrote stories using a news release from the headquarters of the 31 st air division, There is
no guarantee all details were in the news release, or that the newspapers mentioned everything
one needed to know. In any case, one needs both clippings to put together a "complete" story,
but even then there are questions unanswered. For one thing, Ruppelt mentions four interceptors, The news clippings mention only one, piloted by Capt. James E. Kennedy of the 109th
squadron, who was probably scrambled out of World-Chamberlain field, St. Paul. Ruppelt also
mentions a hovering light that the fighters "vainly tried to reach." The press report says nothing
about a hovering light, but it does quote Capt, Kennedy as saying he estimated one UFO's altitude as 100,000 feet, which was beyond the capability of any fighter in the year 1952,
There is some confusion with the time line too. The best we can determine is that events began
with a visual report from a GOe post southeast ofSt. Paul. This alerted 1st. Lt. Sven P. Jerstrom,
operating a radar scope at a AC& W site near Twin Cities. Checking to the east, Lt. Jerstrom
picked up some targets about 10 miles away. This was at 1:18 a.m. Concerning these targets Lt.
was quoted as saying:
"They were moving in a southeasterly direction. There were four at the time
and looked like they were in formation so we started to observe them and immediately called them into the ground controller. They were traveling about 60 to 70
miles per hour horizontally.
"They would travel about 30 miles to the east or southeast then they would
fade. There was a continuous stream of them.
"Some of them would tum and mill around. I directed the fighter into these
targets and pointed out several of them which he saw. This continued for an hour.
We then observed a target at 185 degrees on the scope.
"This target was 19 miles from our station and moving east. In one minute's
time it moved to 185 degrees on the scope at a range of 21 miles, continued in an
easterly direction for approximately 75 miles. It was going, we judged, between
600 and 820 miles an hour." (xx.)
(xx.)

Minneapolis, Minnesota. Star. 30 July 52.

At this time the Minneapolis GOe Filter Center called to say another visual report had been
made. The visual report [no details provided] was in the same general area of the group of blips
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Lt. Jerstrom had been monitoring. The group was still moving southeast. Lt. Jerstrom said the
targets were:
" ... defmitely singular objects, as we picked them out, because they did not
appear like any radar interference which I have noted on the scope-and that's in
some six years of scope work [strong temperature inversions are not that rare].
" 'I've never seen anything which would be similar to it other than an airplane, balloon or some such object. . .I checked with General Mills and they said
they had no balloons in that area,
"Lt. Jerstrom also reported that the blips were like ordinary blips [''very well
defmed and very clear"] and there were 10 of them.
" 'They were moving slow just like a lot of [Piper] cubs flying around on a
Sunday afternoon-in a horizontal plane, anyway,' he added.
(xx.) Ibid.
Moreover: "Jerstrom, however, said he got nothing on radar to the west, but most of his targets
were east and southeast of the Twin Cities." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

Working with Lt. Jerstrom was duty controller Major Stephen E. Defan. Both officers were
helping to direct jet pilot Capt. James Kennedy toward the targets so the unknowns could be
identified Capt. Kennedy testified:
" 'Shortly after 1:00 a.m. [Here we have a problem with the time line. The
other version puts the beginning of the incident at 1:20 a.m.] I climbed to 25,000
feet. The controller then gave me a steer toward the object [this has to be a radar
target]. I didn't see anything until he indicated in what direction the object was.
The first time he said they were quite numerous and I spotted two orange objects
[This was quite a coincidence to see meteors just at that moment]. 'They looked
to me like comets. They were quite wide and they had a long tail. This tail was
orange.
"They came along, I should say, at about five minutes intervals. I saw one
heading from north to south, east of my course-after the controller had called
them out. I didn't see anything at all until the controller called out the objects.
Then I would see what looked to me like a falling star. There were two other objects. The closest I could come to describing them would be like meteors.
(xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

Apparently, as far as Major Defan and Lt. Jerstrom were concerned, both they and Capt.
Kennedy were talking about the same objects/radar targets. The news release described Major
Defan's activities:
"Maj. Defan reported that when he was talking to the pilot the targets on
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the scope were moving approximately 70 miles an hour in an easterly or southeasterly direction. Some of them were turning.
" 'I asked the pilot if it were possible that the targets could be making their [sic]
speed,' Defan said. 'The pilot said they were going very fast. Then I asked if they
could be making their speed in an up-and-down direction, He said that was very
true-that they were climbing at approximately a 45-degree angle in relation to the
earth. * (xx.)

* My emphasis-L.E.
(xx.)

Gross.

Ibid.

At the time Capt. Kennedy was watching the "climbing meteors," his altitude was 25,000 feet.
His position was about 19 miles southeast of St. Paul. The time, 3:30 a.m. If the time is correct,
Capt. Kennedy was aloft two hours. He then says something that needs to be made clearer, "1
saw one heading southeast of my course." (xx.) The question is, and it could be applied to the
(xx.)

St. Paul, Minnesota. Dispatch. 30 July 52.

other "things" viewed visually, was the light/object moving like a meteor, flashing through the
atmosphere, or much slower?
In a later interview, Major Defan discussed the incident with both Lt. Jerstrom and Capt.
Kennedy. For the record.Major Defan said to Lt. Jerstorm, "I'm implying from the conversation
now that you definitely saw them on the scope, is that correct?" (xx.) Lt. Jerstrom replied,
(xx.)
"Yes, sir. I've got a written report jotted down on our side of it. THEY WERE DEFINITELY
ON THE RADAR* at the same time the pilot observed them, after 1 gave them the vector." (xx.)

*

Caps in the original.

(xx.)

Ibid.

This account of the case as related by the press [The official release is not available] is hardly
satisfactory. One is struck by how similar it is to the Washington D.C. manifestations, The
numerous, clearly defmed, radar targets and the limited, yet tantalizing, visual reports.
Major Defan then turned to Capt. Kennedy and addressed him, "Could you confirm the fact
that the report was the same thing you saw on the scope? Could you both say that was exactly at
the same time?" (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

Capt. Kennedy replied, "I would say the two large objects [Did he see small ones?] that I saw
looked like falling stars with orange tails and were the ones he directed me to. He called them
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out when I looked in that direction. I'd see them zip by for a few seconds." (xx.) Here we
finally get some speed estimates but its unlikely Lt. Jerstorm was tracking meteors with his ADC
radar. Lt. Jerstrom stated, "When I pointed out the specific degree and distance he would come
back and say he saw it." (xx.)
(xx.) Ibid.
Another point needs clearing up. Capt. Kennedy is quoted as saying: "While landing, I saw
another rather large object off to the west. It looked to me like it must have been around 40,000
feet." (xx.) In response to that, Lt. Jerstorm recalled no target to the west. All of the ones he
(xx.)

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Star. 30 July 52.

had on his scope were to the east and southeast. (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

Finally, in reference to the press, General Thomas C. Darcy, Commanding Officer, 31 st Air
Division, said the information on the incident was being released so the public could understand
the nature of ADe's military mission, "We also are doing everything possible to allay panic and
to keep the public properly informed as to the nature of the Air Force investigations." (xx.)
(xx.)

St. Paul, Minnesota, Dispatch. 30 July 52.

Press releases like this would eventually become a thing of the past. The Air Force would stop
the volunteering of information by local commands, especially if they contained admissions of
mistakes, failures in combat readiness, or pro-UFO opinions.
29 July. Washington D.C.

(1 :00 p.m.)

Another "curtain call."
For the third time in ten days, "whatzits" were detected zooming hiter and yon over places like
the Pentagon much to the displeasure of the generals inside who had insisted "there ain't no such
animal." A press report said:
"CAA radar operators said as many as 12 objects were picked up on the radar
screen at one time early today. They appeared in an arc about 15 miles long from
Herndon, Va., 10 miles west of Washington, to Andrews Air Force Base, about
Five miles southeast.
"Radar tracks showed they were moving about 90 to 120 miles per hour from
the northwest to the southeast, roughly an angle of 60 degrees from the prevailing
wind." (xx.)
(xx.) Richmond, Viriginia. Times-Dispatch.
30 July.

Washington D.e. (2:00 a.m.)

30 July 52.
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A press report tells us:
"A pilot aboard an Eastern Air Lines Constellation was directed to check on
the objects at about 2 a.m., but he reported he saw no lights despite a 15-mile visibility. The CAA official said the objects disappeared from the radar screen when
the plane was in the area where they had been tracked and 'then came back in behind him." (xx.)
(xx.)

Manistee, Michigan. News-Advocate.

29 July 52.

Late July. Carlsbad, New Mexico. (about 6:30 a.m.)
"King-size" saucer?
Belated report by a Mr. T.L. Fox as related by the Portales News:
"Now it's a saucer 12 feet high and 7 feet across that goes faster than any jet
plane, turns sharply without slowing down and is made of frosted stainless steel.
"This report was received today by Dr. Lincoln La Paz, director of the Institute of Meteorities at the University of New Mexico. It came from T. L. Fox,
Carlsbad contractor.
"Fox related this story:
" 'One morning las} week, about 6:30 a.m., I was standing in my back yard
when I noticed an object gliding from the north. I thought it was a balloon and I
figured it would land in the cemetery, so I started for my car to go after it. '
"Before he could get to his car, 'the thing had grown many times its size and
had leveled off.
" 'It then, to my astonishment, maneuvered and shot forward with a burst of
speed toward the Carlsbad airport. '
"Fox, who has worked on air bases as a contractor and observed maneuvering jet planes, declared:
" 'This burst of speed has never been equaled by any jet I know of and no
plane with wings attached could have made that sharp a tum,' He estimated its
speed at more than 1,000 miles per hour.
" 'When it got to the airport it made another sharp turn without diminishing
speed and headed south.
" 'It was the color of stainless steel that seemed to be slightly frosted over,
giving it a bluish tint. When it caught the sun on the flat bottom side it gave off an
orange glow for a second.': (xx.)
(xx.)

Portales, New Mexico. News. 3 August 52.

30 July. Elkhart, Indiana. (9:00 a.m.)
Swirling disc.
A story in the newspaper informs us:
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"If you'd like a vantage point where you can watch for 'flying saucers,' the Hotel
Elkhart roof affords an excellent spot.
"Or, you might just step out of your home in broad daylight, as Mrs. Alvin W.
Witt, 909 West Blaine ave., did at 9 o'clock this morning.
"She reported she saw a flat, round, white object, shaped 'like a dish,' swirling
round and round above the treetops a block from her home.
"She didn't have time to call her children to see it, because it turned away and
disappeared high up in the sky, se said." (xx.)
(xx.)

Elkhart, Indiana. Truth. 29 July 52.

29 July. Near Gregory, Texas.

(9:20 a.m.)

The first of three UFO reports for the day .occurred at 9:20 a.m.:
" 'A spinning circular object shining as it reflected the light of the sun and leaving a vapor trail such as is left by an airplane at high altitudes,' was reported in the sky
over Reynolds Aluminum Plant near Gregory about 9:20 a.m. yesterday.
"Gene T. Clark 1517 Peaboby and A, Futrell of Ingleside, contruction workers at
the plant made the reports.
" 'The object would move in a circular path and then stop dead for a minute,'
Clark said. After approximately 15 seconds it seemed to go straight up and disappeared. A moment later another, or possibility the same object dropped down, this time
without the vapor trail and followed approximately the same pattern as before.
"Clark said there were no aircraft in the sky at that time although four jet aircraft
flying in close formation came over about three minutes later." (xx.)
(xx.)

Corpus Christi, Texas.

Caller. 30 July 52.

29 July. Los Alamos, New Mexico. (11:30 a.m.)
Information on the initial sighting of the UFOs that led to the scrambling of jet interceptors is
given on pages 42-43 of my
monograph, UFOs: A History July 21st_July sr'. Two
newspaper clippings on page
87 of this supplement supply
additional data.
29 July. "Shoot Down"
(See headline)

Air Foree Seeks Solution; Gives .
~~ShootDown" Ord.,,··
-I
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'Saucer Suspect

ETUaes Checkers

MYltrry Object Seen

Over New Mexico

Wuhlncton
-APAcld flylnr
Illucer storles:
The
Air Foret'
saId Saturday
an "unldenttrted

ohjt'ct"
has been reported
fl)1nf{
ever Los Alamos,
N. M., sire of
major
atomic.
energy Imtalla.

tlons.
An Air Fore! spokesman
the Ilghtlngll were reported
Tuesday, about noon.
Observers
on the ground

ported

said
lut
re-

watching,
through
hlnoc.
ulars, somethin", shiny and apparently
metallic
In the sky for
30 mlnutes.
They laId the object
WIIS traveilng
at high but erratic
s~d.
Thr~ jet tlghlen
were ukt:'d
to Invtstlgate.
While the ~'nct

were In the air, the "me object
or a almllar one was observed
from the ground
for about two
mlnutes, hut W&lI not seen by t~
fllthter pilots.
A eround o~rv",

saId the o~

ject made a 360-degree turn tc
~et In Ihe rear of the tighten.
, The In[onnatlon
wu released
here In response
to querries
atttT
KIrtland Air Force Base. near
Loa Alamos, declined
to gh'e out
a statement.
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One will not find many headlines in the press about this "shoot down" order. The outcry
against the order was immediate and intense. Authorities quickly backtracked. Typical was the
response of R. L. Farnsworth, head of the United States Rocket Society. In the group's publication the reaction of Farnsworth was documented:
"On the night of July 27 Mr. Farnsworth was called by United Press and
asked to give his opinion or a statement about his view of these releases[speculations about the existence of UFOs]. This was given wide publicity [He expressed a conservative but not an anti-UFO opinion], over the entire United
States and should be to the Society's credit. Next night we were called by the
Society Vice-President, Mr. John M. Griggs in New Jersey, and told of a news
dispatch which purported to say that the Armed Forces had orders to shoot
these objects down on sight. At this Mr. Farnsworth immediately sent the following wire to the President of the United States, to the Secretary of Defense,
the Secretary of the Army and of the Navy:
" 'I respectfully suggest that no offensive action be taken against the
objects reported as unidentified which have been sighted over our
Nation. Should they be extra-terrestrial such action might result in the
gravest consequences, as well as possibly alienating us from beings of
far superior powers. Friendly contact should be sought as long as possible. Signed, Robert ..L. Farnsworth, President, U.S. Rocket Society,
Inc.'
"The next day, July 29, 1952, through the courtesy of Radio and TV station WGN, Mr. Farnsworth appeared on a short news interview given by Spencer Allen at 6:45 Chicago time." (xx.)
(xx.)

Rockets. The Magazine of Space Flight. Official Publication of The United
States Rocket Society. Vol.3. Nol. January 1953. pp.13-14.

29 July.

Mammoth frontpage headlines excite the public on July 29th.

29 July.

"HIYAN, HIYAN, HIYAN."

(See examples)

Racine radio joke falls flat. (See teletype message on page 89)
29 July. The Russian threat.
Fears of a Russian attack were not forgotten. Concerns were enhanced when the FBI made
public a secret report by the Bureau. Hoover's people had learned from its sources that Stalin
had rejected the idea of trying to communize the U.S. by peaceful means. (xx.) (Although
(xx.)

Hazleton, Pennsylvania.

Standard-Sentinel.

30 July 52.

Stalin appeared to be in robust health during public appearances he would die 8 months later.)
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29 July. Dallas, Texas. (no time)
According to our source: '.'Eldon Drive saw an orange-colored, half-circular object appearing
like a house-trailer with darker squares that might have been windows and a door. It hovered,
then disappeared," (xx.)
(xx.) APRO Bulletin. Issue #2. VoL!. September 15, 1952. p.10.
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29 July. Pooh-poohing the saucers. General Olmsted and Navy Secretary Kimball.
Clippings below)

KIMBALL

HERE

Skepticism aired publicly
may have masked different
opinions held privately.
(See Fred Durant item)

_. --- ---------This Clippinp From

PORTLAND, ORE.
OREGON JOURNAL

JUl 29

t!!l

Military Aid Chief

Peeh-Peohes Idea
There-a r e n fl flying ~allc('rs.
Secretary of the Navy Dan Kimball said in Portland today.
"I don't know of anything In the
physical sciences to support such
an Idea, and there is nothing In
the record to Indicate there is any
such thing," he ass e r ted when
queried about the mystery objects
reported over the nation's capital
In the last two days.
NO SUCH THING

"The object$ that hive been

• ~e ere

tary of
Dan kImball. on brief Portland
stop,
pooh-poched
fly I n I: saucer
stories.

TODAY

• ~I1'Y

(See

Oslo. July 2t rRftltnJ-MaJ.
Gen. Geol'le H, Olmlted. chieC ot
the

United Sutft
mlUtary aid
today pooh..poohed ftyin,aacer storiet with: "11 tb.tt'. all
;1... •.. ,ot to worry aboqt, then we
don't hive much to wOlT7 about. ..

dee.

OllJUUd,

00

a European tour o(

m1llt&ry..u! m1a10DS.
aUo laid
there an euoulh At1.aJrt1e pad
lorees to tab ear. of IDYlUrprUe
attaet. btlt D'7t.POUlh to but
aD

all-out ~

reo

ported are probably electrical phenomena," he added, "Personally,
I don't think there 15 any such
thing IS flying saucers."
The secretary, !lying In a "super" DC-3 navy plane, made a
short stopover In Portland rot' a
. Navy league luncheon at the Arlington club. He lion a nationwide junket, Inspecting naval tnJtalI~tlo~ to determine
present
.!acllmes and future needs of th~"
navy.
With him were his I~clal
assistant, Ted Wilcox; the national
president ot the Navy I e I g U e,
Frank Hecht. and the comtnandant oC the 13th naval district.
Rear Adrn, Allen E. Smith. They
were greeted by local Navy league
Officials, including Tommy Luke,
Portland florist, and by City Commissioner Fred L. Peterson.
NAVY MODERNIZED
Kimball, a former tire dealer
Crom Los Angeles and later an
army air force man. uld the entire navy has been modernized
slnee the end of World War II .
Sixty per cent oC all guns and ammunition now used are types new
alnce the war. he said. and all airplanes used In combat service are
new, However. be said navy need.
are still ,real New types oC planes
will require larger aircraft carriers.
"If we have a strong and adequate navy," be observed, "we
won't have to worry about thlng5
lllte flying saucers."

July 1952 .
"Faith in what had come
to be known as the 'Extraterrestrial Hypothesis'
spread into the upper levels
of government."
-Fred Durant,
CIA Office of Scientific
Intelligence (July 1952)
Gilgoff, Dan
"Saucers Full of Secrets"

City Paper

Washington D.C.
14 December 2001. p.6.
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29 July. Detroit, Michigan. (1 :30 p.m.)
Ex-Air Force man sees saucer:
"Tuesday's 'saucer' was reported seen at about 1:30 p.m. over [Henry] Tison's
house at 26 996 Grand River.
"Tison, who flew with the 15th Air Force in Italy, now is a department store
truck driver. When he saw the object, he called for confirmation from his helper,
Harold Hubler, 15217 State Fair east. Both saw it clearly, he said.
" 'It was flying at 12,000 to 14,000 feet,' Tison said. 'It was nothing I'd ever
seen before. It was just like I'd read about.
" 'It was disk-shaped, and I saw it both on edge and flat. When we first saw
it, it was barely going. Then it made a big, wide sweep and was really going. We
lost it behind some clouds. '
"On his lunch hour, Tison had been looking upward in trees for his mother's
parakeet, which escaped Monday night." (xx.)
(xx.)

Detroit, Michigan. News. 30 July 52.

29 July. Spokane, Washington. (4:30 p.rn.)
17 in single file.
Press release from Spokane: "Spokane got into the flying saucer act Tuesday with the report of
three Geiger Field officers that they had seen 17 unidentified objects soaring over the base in
single file. The officers of the Air Force's 87th Air Base Squadron at Geiger said the seagull-like
objects went over at 4:30 p.m. Monday. The objects were reported moving at speeds faster than
any jet aircraft." (xx.)
(xx.)

Spokane, Washington. 30 July 52. (AP)

29 July. Near? Richland, Washington. (about 5 o'clock)
Newsman Charles Lamb of the Tri-City Herald sees saucer:
"I've always wanted to see a flying saucer and Tuesday I saw one. I knew in kept
looking I would see one sooner or later.
"My wife saw it too. And so did our little daughter Vicky. But Vicky is only 10
months old and didn't think it was so unusual. It was just another experience for her.
She didn't even get excited when se watched the spectacular Fourth of July fire-works
Display in Richland.
-'
"We were driving along Vista Road enroute to Richland at about 5 o'clock Tuesday
afternoon. Directly ahead, about 10 miles away and at an altitude of 5,000 feet we saw a
disc. It was kind of a silvery color and as flat as a pancake. It appeared to be either travelling away from us or just hanging in midair.
"Occasionally it would vary its course and we could see it was round. We watch it
for at least two minutes before it fmally disappeared behind a hill on the horizon and was
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gone. It is quite a feat
driving to watch a flying disk, face an afternoon sun and buck
the five o'clock stream of workers driving home from Richland.
"I am certain it wasn't a plane, and-I sent up enough weather balloons during the
war to know a balloon when i saw it. My eyes aren't the best, and I have been doing a
lot of wishful thinking lately about discs. IfI'd seen it alone I would have called it a
mirage or a case of wish fulfillment.
"But the wife saw it too, and she thinks it was an honest to goodness flying saucer.
I can't help but agree with her." (xx.)
(xx.)

Pasco, Washington. Tri-City Herald. 31 July 52.

29 July. Pennsburg, Pennsylvania.

(7:30 p.m.)

"The 'thing' skims through the cloud-laden sky."
The local newspaper notes UFO activity in upper Perklomen Valley:
"Carl Bardman, 21, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Bardman, of Green Lane, spotted
a flying saucer under different conditions. It was 7:30 on the evening of July 29 that
Carl was thrilled by the appearance of the mystery craft. It was just before a thunder
storm, and dark clouds were gathering. Carl and other members of the Bardman
family were watching the approaching storm from the front porch of the Bardman
home on Main street, Green Lane.
"They noticed what at first glance appeared to be lightning flickering on the
horizon. Study of the flashing light dispelled the lightning theory, and earl shouted,
'here comes ajet.' But the movement of the 'thing' as it skimmed through the cloudladen sky altered even that observation.
"As it moved overhead the object was silhouetted as a dark oval against white
clouds, and its similarity to a plane or any other type of known aircraft was immediately ruled out. Heading due south, the saucer vanished in the distance, assuming a
definite round outline. The entire sweep took no more than ten seconds.
"Venturing a guess at the height of the object, Carl pointed out that it must have
been traveling at a low altitude, since the storm clouds formed a low ceiling, and the
object was visible at all times in its trip across the sky.
"Now that he's seen one of the much talked-of saucers, Carl is admittedly a bit
bewildered. 'I really don't know what to think of it,' he concludes." (xx.)
(xx.) Pennsburg, Pennsylvania.

Town and Country. 15 August 52.

29 July. WANTED! $500 Reward.

(See clipping on page 93)

29 July. Culver City, California. (night)
"Says 'Saucer' Split in Two."
A UP press account says:
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Flying Saucer:

(Abo ... ltorl.S on Pag.s 10 and 11.)
Five hundred dollarl for a flying serucer picture tlpl
Th. t>aily NOWI QoUOVOI thero i. mort than f~talY in the
*toriel of Itrange objects In the sklea,

* * *

i

Only Sunday night, Air Force plane. roared out on th4I
trail of .trange lighll picked up by radar over Waahlngton.
D.C, At the lame ti?le, thousand. of viewers reported watch.
I

Weather BtdloofUJ
Don~t Count

CAUTION: Not all Is loldor even a flyln( DUeler that ,llmmel'B.
T, F. BatN of the AmarlDo
AIr TenniDal ,,_tiler
ltatton
!'dvISN that Weather Bureaa
balloons bearln,
lJ~bta are
sent up dally at • p.m. aDd
II a.m.
The U,bta carried by these
balloons are vIsIble for a eonslderable d I I tan e e, lIays
Weathennan
Bate-s, and a
WNt wind could blow the baJ·

loon. over the city.
8 I m I I a r I r. Maj. Porter
Oakee of Amarillo Air Foree
BMe report. that IlPited beJ.
IooIte are leat up by tbe .....
weather sectlon dafly betwMll
II:30 and t p.m. aDd I aDd
S :30 a.m, A "Nt w1Dcl eoalcl
blo" these balloons over tbe
elty.
80, do not " .. te time,
enera,
and tf'lepbone
about these II 0 D • I a u e e r

can.

phenomena.

I

"

Ing Itronge objectl In the Ikiel of Indiana, and a Itate highway patrolman laid they were 10 weird h. didn't want to:
talk about them.
There also have been many reports of such phenomena in
th. High Plainl region, to say nothing of the unexplained
"fireballs" of New Mexico,
'I

* * *

The Daily Now. enUsts all it. readers in a search fOt
what we shall call flying aaucers, for want of a better nam •.
lut we wcml • .tdeace. 1Iml, lips of .trcDge Uledi la
the IIIky .... cnabtHly ..... beeD occcn1cme4 Ity ap1a:l_w.
phftlOJDe1I.
wocr1h.r 1MdI....
cdrplcm.lcmcI1a9 opb ...
..
OD. .at ,this aew.paper
b coaYlacecl Ihct ..........

reports............

.

_,

So we Itand ready to pay $500 to any penou who notUiu
Th. Daily New. of any'un.xplained object in tho IkT--<:r "flying scucer." If TOU will-in tim. for one of our photographers
to record it on film.
...L

...L

...L
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"A new wrinkle in 'flying saucers'-an object that can spilt in two and keep right
on flying-was reported in Southern California skies today by a former Air Force pilot
and an engineer.
"Ted Golin, 28, the former pilot, said he saw the object last night and watched it
break into two halves, with both pieces flying independently.
"He said the object was oval in shape and looked like an 'oscillating star.' Several
other witness also reported watching the object in the sky over nearby Culver City
shortly after sundown.
" 'I know it sounds nuts,' said Golin, 'but I actually saw it. My eyes are good and
my flight experience is enough so that I know it wasn't a hallucination or my imagination running away with me. '
"He said the object was above clouds which he estimated to be 30,000 feet high
and it moved parallel to the earth.
" 'It suddenly broke in two. Each part zipped about a mile apart and then went
straight up and disappeared,' he said.
"Arnold Dolmatz, who said he was an engineer, supported Golin's account of the
spectacle." (xx.)
(xx.)

WICHITA TRUCK,
DRIVER FlYING~

Yuma, Arizona. Sun. 30 July 52.

29 July. Enid, Oklahoma. (9:30 p.m.)

I

SAUCER CONVERTj

~

Thomas S. (Sid) Eubanks, 50-year-old
Wichita photo service truck driversalesman. He was still trembling with
fright when he told his story to desk Sergeant Vern Benell, at the police station
in Enid. (See picture)
29 July. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
(9:30 p.rn.)
The exact spacing of the objects, the
fantastically violent speed of the shift,
and the change from a V pattern to two
straight rows are definite UFO charac-

teristics,

(See clipping on page 95)

29 July. Titusville, Pennsylvania.
(10:15 p.m.-ll:00 p.rn.)
Mystery light makes repeated passes
over the city. Was it a plane?
Here is the news story:
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Flight of Luminous

By DOYLE KLINE
A flight of luminous objectsat least IO-passed
over Albuquerque at 9:30 last night.
Wha tever they were, they made
a "!lying saucer" believer out of
me. They resembled
nothing
I
had seen before.
Their flight, if it was flight as
we ·know it, was soundless and
graceful.
At first they appeared
overhead from the south, They'
were clustered together in no apparent pattern, heading due north.
Then they shifted to a perfect
V. The shift was done with great
precision.
The formation resernbled a flight of geese.
. Within a second or 10 they
formed a new pattern.
This iorma'tion presented
two

rows with the objects In front
spa~ed at exact intervals.
Take
your pencil and place five dots on
a piece of paper.
Then at a.distance as far behind the dots as
the dots are apart, start. a new
row. Place the second 'row of five
dots so they center between the
apenings
of the first
row and
you'll see how the formation appeared.
Inoredlble Performance
If the objects were about 2500
feet over the city, as they appear.
ed, they moved only about as fast
as In F-S6 Sabre jet. Going' on
this asaumption,
their shittl
in
position
were incredibly
swift,
fantutically
violent-in
terms of
our experience.
But if their nearne.. tp the

.
SAUCER?-Thll
Ia .. picture
ot .. "'t1;ylnr ... ucer," a.ceordlnr
to Alan C. Dumas, U, ot CuI·
ver Cit", Call!,

Objects Maneuvers

..

ground was an illusion-and
the
Air Force has said it believes such
tr! k
f th
p h enomena may b e rrc s 0
e
atmosphere - the\{ performance
.
.
takes on even more incredible
aspects.
...
Their SIZe appeared about one
thl.rd the size of the mo.on when
It IS overhead. But the lIght they
emitted
was very dlfterent.
It
was not as intense as a star, nor
as bright 8S the moon. There
was no color except white.
H was soft, almost suggesting
reflection from ligh\& of the city.
The objects appeared
low'--yet
at a great distance, if such contradiction is credible.
If they were at , treat height,
and' thiJ o~r
woul4lik. to

belie~;' they were. their speed
must be beyond comprehension.
Wilnened
Fireball.
..
I was a witness on several 00casions when fireballs, ooth green
and blue white, flashed through
th
ki
t
arious points in
e s les a v
.
the southw~st.
On. one occasion
I reported. In detail what.1 saw
to Dr. Lll~~oln. ~aPu,
,director
of the University s Institute
of
Meteoritics
a!,d a naUon~llyknown authonty
on such thInJs.
, Dr. LaPaz told me today tha~
the objects I saw last night "definitely are not associated with.
the Perseld meteor shower." He
said the meteors are coming from
the northeast,
that they do not
change
fonnation
nor
exhibit
"intellJgence or coordination."

Col. William Matheny,
commander at the Hth Air Defense
here, reported' he knew nothmg
of any military
flight& at the
hour of the "saucer maneuvers"
d
d
I
an requeste
~e to re ate wh~t
I saw to. his &lr defense Intelligence oftlcers.
'The flight of aircraft also is
fimUiar to me. The "lighl!" in.
dulged in maneuvers
impouible
to modern aircraft
I have Witnessed the !light of
rockets, German and American,
at White Sand Proving Ground
in daylight and at night. Th, f~uc,
ers were somethin,
di1fereni altogether.
Four years ago an Albuqusrque resident telephoned The Tribune and said a "flying saucer"
had ~ed
in MT yard. I went

'Over City

to see it· and it turned out to be
the radio unit from a weather
balloon,
Two yean ago near Holloman
Air Force Base a group of per"
sons was peering, Into the sky at
a "saucer". Inspection -through binoculars convinced me it was a
balloon of lome sort, reflecting
the intense June sunlight.
The
objects last night resembled no
balloon,
In April" I witnessed the detcnation of an atomic bomb in
Nevada.
The light the saucers
emitted la"t nlrht was of a differ·
ent order.
My observation of the objects
last nirht was accidental. I was
conversing with my landlady, Mrs.
Georie Gibson, 910 Gold SW, onj
th. tront riep, of ber bome. ,

The quick movement
of the
"stars"
caught my glance. Mrs,
Gibson, who was under the porch
roof, tailed to see the objects be~te they passed from view behind trees across the street.
The Air Force can call the objects hallucinations,
tricks of the
atmosphere
or perhaps anything
falling within the limits of logic,
Several persons, on and off the
record, have said they believe the
saucers are visitors from space.
But if Y04 see them, you will
be struck with the impression that
it is much easier to say what they
are not, than to suggest what they
are.
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"A white light which gradually grew in size blazed across the night sky over the
Centerville area last night about 10:15 0' clock. About 14 adults at Gilson Ridge
Watched the mysterious sky visitor make 40 passes before it disappeared.
"A Saegertown area resident also saw a flying object about the same time. G. R
Bowersox, of Saegertown, Route 1, said it had three rays of white light which revolved
and emitted sparks.
"It crossed the sky from west to east slowly, circled about and then streaked fast
for the west again. This maneuver was repeated for more than 15 minutes.
"The witnesses at first thought the light was a beacon. But it acted too odd for
that.
"The path of light it cut across the sky lengthened each time. The bright light was
about a foot across when they first saw it. Then it gradually got larger until it was
about a yard long or more.
"Emerson Stoeks of Titusville, Star Route, said 'it was as big a dishpan at first.'
" 'On its way back each time it left a light streak behind it,' he declared.
"Mr. Bowersox said he and his family watched it to the northeast from his home.
At times it sped back and forth and again stood still.
"Asked if it went fast, he said: "I never saw a jet fly as fast.'

"He saw the object at 10:30 p.m, and it lasted until almost 11. That time would

about coincide with the report from Gilson Ridge, for the residents there saw it between
10: 15 and near 11.
"The Saegertown man said he could hear a hissing sound. The 'thing' banked like
a plane on its runs and tqe lights kept revolving at a speedy rate.
"When the light ceased making its runs over the general Centerville area it gradually disappeared to the north." (xx.)
(xx.)

Franklin, Pennsylvania. News-Herald.

30 July 52.

29 July. Adrian, Michigan. (about 10:30 p.m.)

"At least it looked like one."
County superintendent of schools sees saucer:
"Milton Porter, county superintendent of schools, said today he saw what could
have been a flying saucer over Adrian about 10:30 p.m. Tuesday.
"He was driving toward the city from the southwest when he saw a disc-shaped
object with clearly defmed outlines and emitting a strong glow moving slowly over
the city. It was about the size of the moon, he said, but he was unable to judge the
distance. The object disappeared when a shadow moved across its surface, he added."
(xx.)
(xx.) Adrian, Michigan. Telegram. 30 July 52.
29 July. Atlanta, Georgia. (10:30-12:00 p.m.)
Bright orange lights.
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A newspaper story says:
"Flying saucers visited Atlanta Tuesday night=-or so a score of residents have
reported today.
"Bright orange-colored lights that did everything from jump up and down to
pulling a disappearing act were seen in the sky between 10:30 p.m. to midnight, a
score of residents in scattered sections reported. The objects, none of which was
described as traveling faster than a plane, were reported at altitudes of from 2,000
to 4,000 feet.
"The Atlanta Weather Bureau said there was no natural phenomena last night
that could have caused the lights." (xx.)
(xx.)

Savannah, Georgia. Press.

30 July 52.

29 July. Near Niwol, Colorado. (10:30-11:00 p.m.)
According to our source:
"Illuminated and moving at great speed, a flying saucer was sighted by Mrs.
M. L. Swearingen from her home southwest of Niwot between 10:30 and 11 p.m.
Tuesday.
"Mrs. Swearingen said the 'saucer' was moving westward, apparently just
over Longmont 'much faster than planes fly.' There was no sound discernible,
the Niwot woman reported, but the object was illuminated with one complete
ring oflight which formed a circle, apparently at the bottom of the saucer.
"There also appeared to be an unlighted, or shadowed, portion extending
above the lighted ring. Mrs. Swearingen said she was unable to determine accurately the height or exact size of the object, although she would judge it to be
very large and at a great distance above the earth." (xx.)
(xx.)

Greeley, Colorado. Tribune. 30 July 52.

29 July. Salt Lake City, Utah. (evening)
Cavorting, vari-colored objects.
A Salt Lake paper printed:
" 'Flying saucers' made another late evening appearance over Salt Lake City
Tuesday night.
"Among persons who watched the vari-colored object cavort about the sky for
20 minutes was the J.M. Hays family, of7415 West 2400 South St.
"Mr. Hays reported the object, whose color shifted from red to orange and
green, made erratic motions in the sky, darting to the rear, straight up, and to the
side. It would hover for a minute and would then suddenly move forward at a
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tremendous speed, he said.
"Officials at Salt Lake Municipal Airport said several planes landed at the field
during the time the object was seen.
"Mr. Hays later said he saw a plane land at the airport at the time and that the
'saucer' was radically different.
"Two staff members of the News also watched the strange orange-white-blue
color that is difficult to describe, one newspaperman said." (xx.)
(xx.)

Salt Lake City, Utah, Desert News. 30 July 52.

29 July. Northern Michigan. "Tag game denied."
This Clipping From
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29 July. Laguna Beach, California.

(See clipping below)
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(night)

"The most startling report of the week."
The Santa Ana Register informed its readers:
"Probably the most startling report of the week came from two Laguna Beach
volunteer ground observers for Operation SKYWATeH.
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"The two observers, Mrs. Adelaide Newinger, 459 Pearl St., and Miss Amelia
Lusekus, 475 Graceline Dr., Laguna Beach, were on duty Tuesday night at their
observers post. The women's tour of duty is from 9 p.m, to 1 a.m. and they are
stationed atop a garage.
"Mrs. Newinger stated that she was the first to notice something unusual over
the ocean.
" 'It had been cloudy and overcast and when the haze lifted I was watching the
stars across the ocean when I saw what at first appeared to be a mass of small stars
in shape similar to that of a half of a watermelon coming toward me.'
"The skywatcher said she drew the attention of her companion to the lights in
the sky and they both saw the 'thing' draw closer.
" 'It was heading right for us so I quickly grabbed the phone and called the
Filter Center in Santa Ana.'
"As the lights approached at a rapid rate of speed, Mrs. Newinger described
what she saw to officials at the center.
" 'As it got closer I could make out a definite shape. It was round on the bottom and flat on top. It grew very bright as it came nearer. It was right over the
ocean in a southwesterly position from us. It moved quickly right at us. '
"Miss Lusckus, in terror, shut off the lights of the observer post.
"The 'top' moved along at a 30 degree angle from the horizon, the women
reported, and its rounded bottom glowed with a white heat.
" 'Just as it got close to us,' Mrs. N ewinger reported, 'the object tilted sideways at an 80 degree angle. I could see the darkness of its flat upper portion perfectly. Then it turned around and raced back in the direction it came with a tremendous burst of speed until it was no more than a red dot far out on the ocean.
"The women said that as the object sped away, haze or a vapor trail was left
in its wake.
" 'There was no noise and we saw the thing for almost three and a half minutes,' Mrs. Newinger said. 'It was awesome and frightening. It couldn't have
been lights reflected on clouds because the overcast had cleared and the stars were
out. '" (xx.)
(xx.)

Santa Ana, California. Register. 3 August 52.

29 July. Annville, Pennsylvania.
"Elongated ball of fire,"

(11 :00 p.m.)

(See clipping on page 100)

29 July. Bryan, Texas. (about midnight)
Mysterious objects over Bryan AFB:
"During the past week reports have been received by local newspapers ofmysterious objects seen in the sky over Bryan Air Force Base.
"August I. Nowak, a cashier of the First National Bank, says that about midnight Tuesday he saw an 'enormous object with a pink glow and brightly lit windows' sweeping across the sky in the direction of the Bryan Air Force Base at a
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flying Saucers
)rgliled 'n (eunfy
IBy Annville Woman!

•

They watched it for about five'
minutes and then related the story
to Mrs. Ed Imber. Jheir landlady. I!
Mrs. Imber said (hat when she
went outside the object was still
lvisfble.
I Seese indicated that he \\'H rather puzzled because no one else had
reported the object.
I
"It was such a bright night. that
r thought everyone probably would
have seen it," he said.
Getting
back to the Annville i
man's description
of the disc, he
pointed out that "during the last
pass it madc across the sky,
seemed to bank, then turned' and
went back In the opposite direc-:
tion."
.
".
I
Following
the reversa I of Its
path, Seese said, the object became a perfect disc. "OC course, it
was a little elonlated because we
were looklng at it from .an anile,"
he commented..
",
Accordln,
to the Seese family,
the outer 'edges of the object were
bright, while the inner portions
were blacked out. "It was like a
huge lighted rim,"
Mrs. Seese
said.
The Seese family, along with
Mrs. Imber, seemed to spurn all
! ideas that the object was a balloon,
Icloud, or a hallucination,
as AI
:Force officials have been tryi
to explain.
Thty weren't sure what It
;but it W~5 "something."

l

I

Flying saucers apparently
havel'
.lnfiltrated
t~
Lebanon
County,
area.
'I.
The (irst or the flaming
reported in this vlcln!ty since the
mysterious
objects were ordered
tracked
by Air Force jet Inter.
eeptors near Washington was spet-,
t@d Tu@~day niRhl at Annville.
Ralph Seese, 43, Annville R.D. 2,.
a welder at the Standard
Boiler
Co., Lebanon, said that' his wife,
LaGatha, spotted the object at 11
p. m. while looking out of a bed.
room window.
~
~
: "It L ..cd .like an elongafed_~
: lof (ire,"
J\!'rs. Seese told Trye
NEWS last night.
.
.~ She went on to explain that the
disc was moving at "a very rapid
but steady pace." :
Mrs. Seese said that when ,he I
first noticed the object, she called
it to the attention of her hUSbandj
and tow children, William, 12, and
Richard,7.
'I

dfJC'I'

Itj

I

I

terrific speed. He said it made no sound.
" 'About five minutes later a smaller object-one that really looked like a saucer-swept by on the same path,' Nowak said. This one was ofa pink glow, and
there was a blaze of fire behind it, he said.
''Nowak said that he did not believe the reports he had heard about flying saucers, and I wanted to see one. 'Now that I have seen one,' he added, 'I don't want
to see any more." (xx.)
(xx.) Waco, Texas. Tribune-Herald.

8 August 52.

29 July. Lafayette, Indiana. (before? midnight)
"A most peculiar lighting phenomenon."

I

I
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A news story tells of strange lights witn~~sed by GOC observers at the Lafayette observation
post atop the Lafayette Loan and Trust company building:
"Mr. and Mrs. C.F. Corns and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mink, on duty at the Lafayette post before midnight, observed a most peculiar light following near a plane
passing overhead. The weird-looking light appeared first in front of the plane,
then jumped behind it and then to the side. But the light was observed after the
plane passed.
"The information was phoned to the South Bend filter center. Radar being
beamed on the Cairo vicinity was transferred to the Lafayette area immediately,
The conclusion reached by the filter station was that the peculiar and rare occurrence was caused by a beacon light from the Purdue airport and another light coming from the east meeting at one spot and reflecting off a cloud." (xx.)
(xx.)

Lafayette, Indiana.

Journal & Courier. 30 July 52.

30 July. Council Bluffs, Iowa. (about 9:00-9:20 a.m.)
"Hovering around the sun."
A railroad crew sees "things" near the sun:

..

"Several silvery objects-not airplanes-were sighted high over Council Bluffs
about 9: 20 a.m, Wednesday by the crew of a Burlington switch engine.
"The spokesman for the crew, Switchman A. W. Wintersteen, did not know
whether the objects might be the so-called 'flying saucers.' But, he did say they were
not airplanes.
"Wintersteen sighted one or two of the objects by himself about 9:00 a.m. Later,
the whole crew watched the sky objects, high over the BUrlington tracks near Twentyninth avenue.
"'We saw 8 or 10 of them hovering around the sun,' Wintersteen said. 'Then
one by one, they took off like a shot and disappeared.'
"He said they were 'about the size of a pin head.'
"Other crew members who Wintersteen said saw the objects were: Woodrow
Hansen, engineer; Al Frieze, fireman; Don Rath and Earl Loder, both switchmen."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Council Bluffs, Iowa. Nonpareil.

30 July 52.

30 July. Alexandria, Indiana. (1: 10 p.m.)
"I saw a strange-looking cloud."
Press tells of strange objects:
"Reports of strange objects flitting through the air have fmally reached Alexandria

with the viewing Wednesday by a family of four of 'flying saucers.'
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"Mrs. George Vaught, 939 West Washington street, reported seeing the 'flying saucers' at 1: 10 p.rn. Wednesday in the back yard of her home.
" 'I saw a strange-looking cloud,' Mrs. Vaught stated, 'and called my two
teen-age daughters, Laura and Phyllis, and Mrs. Laura Oliver to the yard.
" 'While we were looking up in the sky we saw six strange, flat-like objects
streak across the cloud, merge together and then disappeared,
They looked like
aluminum. The whole thing happened in a minute. It was a strange sight and
there was no sound. '" (xx.)
(xx.)

Alexandria,

Indiana.

Times-Tribune. 31 July 52.

30 July. Sante Fe, New Mexico.
Sante Fe housewives
According

(morning)

see ???

to the local newspaper:

"Three Santa Fe housewives

today added their reports of flying objects in the

skies to those which are cropping up nationwide.

"The three, Mrs. C. C. Borland, 1929 Kiva; Mrs. K. e. MacDonald, 1920 Kiva,
and Mrs. R. A. Brown, 1923 Kiva, reported seeing 'about 50' silver colored disks
in the skies above the city yesterday morning.
"The housewives, Who were called out to look at the objects by children in the
area, said they appeared to be crescent-shaped,
apparently because they were turning
around so that the light caused them to seem to 'disappear and come back.'
"Mrs. MacDonald said she thought they reflected various colors. However, the
other women agreed that they remained silver.
"They said that the objects seemed to be very high, in formation and traveling
toward Albuquerque in the sky to the southwest of town." (xx.)
(xx.)

Sante Fe, New Mexico.

30 July.

New Mexican. 31 July 52.

What to say?

Rumors that GOC observers taking part in "Operation SKYWATCH" were reporting "flying
objects" in Northwest skies reached the Spokane Chronicle. The newspaper made inquiries at
the Spokane filter center but reporters were referred to Mcf'hord AFB. Officials at the headth
which admitted
quarters of the 27 air division at McChord only made a terse announcement
there had been numerous sightings. As for any other information, officials explained: "We don't
know just how much we are suppose to say about this matter."
(xx.)
(xx.)

30 July.

Spokane, Washington.
Commentator

Here is a newspaper

Henry

Chronicle. 30 July 52.

1. Taylor sounds off again.

account of Taylor's

radio broadcast:
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" "Flying Saucers' are no longer a laughing matter, according to Henry J. Taylor,
ABC commentator and journalist, who made his first broadcast on the phenomenon
two years ago last March, has pursued the subject since, and delved more deeply into
it Monday night on KTMS, The News-Press station.
"In his 'Your Land and Mine' ABe Radio Network program Monday at 7:30 p.m.,
he revealed that the forerunner's oftoday's 'flying saucers' were metallic streamers
that were released during World War II by bombers approaching radar-protected enemy
targets to 'jam' enemy radar detection screens.
" 'After the war,' he said, 'I knew great strides were made secretly in our country
toward improving such streamers. These began to take the shape of white discs, large
and small. They gave the same or better electronic effect but could be better controlled.
They could be towed at great speed-dangling and gyrating and suspended far below
fast airplanes too high to be seen. The discs can hover or maneuver, can be set free or
guided. '" (xx.)
(xx.)

Santa Barbara, California, News-Press.

30 July 52.

30 July. Secretary of Defense Lovett.
Lovett has explanation.
An AP dispatch out of Washington states:
"Even Secretary o{Defense Lovett has seen a 'flying saucer'-but
he had an explanation for it.
"Pentagon sources said Lovett, returning to Washington from New York Sunday,
was a fellow passenger aboard an airliner with persons who insisted they had seen a
white disc whirling along beside the plane.
"Lovett, however, reportedly said he had been watching a searchlight playing into
the clear, moonlit sky and at one point its cone of light caught and held a tuft of cumulus
cloud, creating the impression of a circular body keeping pace with the plane.
" 'That's how many a flying saucer gets born,' one officer said." (xx.)
(xx.)

Abilene, Texas. Evening Reporter-News.

30 July 52.

30 July. The Einstein letter.
-

Although very brief, Einstein's reply to Rev. Gardner was probably the most quoted comment
about the UFO flap if the Air Force's Romeike newspaper clipping collection is any indication.
(See page 104)
30 July. "The Air Force should tell the Public."

(See clipping on page 105)

30 July. "The Air Force's official opinion." Al Chop. (See clipping on page 105)
30 July. Truman not worried.
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-----
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While General Samford was holding a big press conference to calm the excitement caused by
the "UFO invasion of Washington," John Q. Public was told the President didn't have a care in
.'
the world:
"President Truman continued his Missouri vacation today in an atmosphere
devoid of toil, trouble and news.
"White House Press Secretary Joseph Short could tell reporters only that the
President had spent the day, as he did yesterday, talking with old friends, signing
mail and official documents, plus eating and sleeping.
"What did the President think ofthe flying saucers over the nation's capital?
Short said he hadn't heard the President mention them." (xx.)
(xx.) New York, New York. News. 30 July 52.
? July? Pulaski County, Kentucky.

(late evening)

No matter what General Samford said, or h6W unconcerned Truman was suppose to be, any attempt to get people to ignore UFOs was a hard sell in many parts of the country. A reporter for
a Kentucky newspaper wrote: "Regardless of whether they are observation balloons or interplanetary visitors, 'flying saucers' are being seen in Kentucky. There has been much speculation
as to what these strange objects in the sky can be, but that they are there can no longer be
denied." (xx.) The reporter then listed a series of UFO reports, of which the most interesting was
(xx.)

Somerset, Kentucky. Commonwealth.

the sighting of a "blue ball."

30 July 52.

The story:

"Some time ago a man and his wife in this county told this reporter that they
had been looking out the window of their home late
one evening and were astounded to see an object
which looked like a huge blue ball of light approaching through the skies from the west. The object trailed a soft glow of blue light and was traveling at great
speed. The light then stopped over a nearby structure
and hovered there for several seconds, Then it sud-

denly darted upward in a perpendicular path.veered

to the south and disappeared in a short period of time.
They made no official report of this occurrence be'"cause they were afraid to
MAJOR GENERAL JOHN
believe their own eyes."
SAMFORD
This of(xx.)
ficer represented the U. S,
(xx.) Ibid.

Department of Defense in
a news conference called
during July 1952. The gen- ,
eral stated that UFOs were
unexplainable.

._
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30 July. GOC Commander Howard Porter of Ohio.
"Even when something is heard but nothing is seen."
General Samford's remarks didn't make much ofa dent in the views of Ohio's GOC Cornmander:
" 'I rather believe,' Porter declared, 'that the Air Force knew what it was doing
when it put the [GOC] program into effect. I'm almost inclined to think that the
latest crop of saucers was anticipated by Air Force men, so timely was Skywatch
inaugurated.
" 'I think the Air Force either knows more about the saucers than they reveal,
or at least, Air Force officials are pretty much concerned about the sightings. And I
think Skywatch defmitely was set up to help solve the saucer mystery.'" (xx.)
(xx.)

Wheeling, West Virginia. News-Register.

30 July 52.

Porter revealed the fact that his observers had been instructed to: " ... keep their eyes peeled
for all types of aircraft which can't be detected [7], all natural and unnatural phenomena in the
sky and any cases in which sounds are heard but nothing is seen." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

30 July. Fullerton, California,

Police to report UFOs.

A short item in the press states: "Whether figments of the imagination or Martian tourists on a
reduced rate tour of Earth, Fullerton police officers are instructed by a note on the desk log to the
effect that: 'If there are any reports of flying saucers or any strange objects, take the report
and call Kimberly 3-2643, the Santa Ana Filter Center. Evidently the Air Force is interested
even if there ain't no such things.'" (xx.)
(xx.)

Fullerton, California. News-Tribune,

30 July 52,

30 July. Suamico, Wisconsin. (2:45 p.m.)
"The five minute aerial show."

(See clipping on page 108)

30 July. Near Racine, Wisconsin.

(no time)

Darted erratically like fish.
Another Wisconsin report tells us:
"Mr. and Mrs. Lester Church, 2117 Huffman blvd., have reported seeing 10 mysterious flying objects which darted erratically across the sky like fish swimming in a shallow pond. The Churches spent the weekend at Franksville, Wisconsin.
"The objects were seen by Mr. and Mrs. Church, their daughter Marilyn and two
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Green Bay, Wisconsin

Press-Gazette.
30 July 52.
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teen-aged nieces near Racine, Wisconsin. Mrs. Church said the objects were flying
in two groups of five each. They were a long way from their car, she said, and looked like rockets. She said there was a smoke or vapor trail but no sound." (xx.)
(xx.)

Rockford, Illinois. Register-Republic.

30 July. Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania.

30 July 52.

(about 5:00 p.m.)

Mystery cigar.
Another puzzle in Pennsylvania skies:
"Attorney William H. Valentine, of Lehman Township, observed a strange object yesterday in the skies above Tunkhannock. While riding in his car on US route
6, north of Tunkhannock, around 5 p.m. yesterday, with Mrs. Valentine driving, he
saw a large white cigar shaped object, in the northwest sky low down on the horizon.
The object hung in the sky, perfectly motionless, above Meshoppen. Attorney Valentine stated the object was perfectly symmetrical and situated near a cloud bank.
"It gave the impression of a solid substance when contrasted against the misty
clouds. The object appeared about the size ofa large airplane. Unable to stop the
car, because ofa following vehicle, the object was lost to the Valentines' view by a
higher elevation on the horizon." (xx.)
(xx.)

Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania,

Times-Leader News. 30 July 52.

30 July. Sedalia, Missouri. (8:00 p.m.)
Round with a reddish glow.
Feature attraction at the Drive-in is not a movie:
"The flying saucer scare came to Sedalia Wednesday.
"Several people at the Sedalia drive-in theater sighted a disc-like object at 8 p.m.,
headed on a due west-to-east course.
"According to one observer, the 'saucer' took eight minutes to go from ten degrees above the west horizon until it disappeared to the east.
"It was on edge, and since it passed almost directly over the theater area, only a
slight side view was obtained. From the side sighting a defmite round appearance

was established, and a reddish glow was quite apparent when first sighted, but gradually turned a lighter color.
"As is customary, there were several different opinions as to what the object
actually was.
"Some seemed to think what they saw was only a vapor trail from a jet plane,
but all agreed there was no noise, and that if it was a vapor path, it stayed the same
length as long as it was in sight." (xx.)
(xx.) Sedalia, Missouri. Capital. 31 July 52.

...
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30 July. Wenatchee, Washington.

(9:30 p.m.)

Lubbock light type phenomenon.
Story by reporter Marilyn Sperline:
"I saw flying saucers last night. They could have been reflections of something,
as a good many theories say-but now I wonder.
.
"They weren't really saucers at all, to me, Just small, star-size lights, miles high,
in formation of a crescent. There was no noise; they just moved slowly across the
sky and disappeared.
"I was sitting on my lawn on Malaga Street when my eight-year-old brother
called my attention to the 'shooting stars.' We watched them glide toward Twin
Peaks. It was 9:30.
"So many stories have been written about 'greenish lights soaring with short
meteor-like tails' and 'yellowish blobs dashing across the sky and turning at right
angle in midair.' Or there have been discs, 'twirling round and round' as they flew,
"Ther lights I saw were not exactly like those other reports.
"But I know they were flying saucers." (xx.)
(xx.)

Wenatchee, Washington.

30 July. York, Pennsylvania.

World. 31 July 52.

(about 10:00 p.m.)

Shifting oblong light.
News report:

<

"The first report was from a group of North York residents who saw the light
about 10 o'clock, moving back and forth across the sky in the direction ofEmigsville and stopping at intervals.
"Reported to have seen the light were Mr. and Mrs. William D. Poet, 21 East
Ninth avenue; Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Charleston, same address, and Mrs. Nora Lehr
and children, Lois and John.
"Mrs, Poet described the object as a spinning plate which appeared oblong
when moving and perfectly round when standing still. The center appeared to be
dark while the edges were lighted, she said,
"Her husband, who observed the light through field glasses, said it appeared
to be 10 feet in diameter. It seemed to be quite high in the sky, possibly as high
as a flying airplane, but no one was able to hazard a guess as to its altitude." (xx.)
(xx.)

York, Pennsylvania

Gazette & Daily News. 30 July 52.

30 July. Cincinnati, Ohio. (11 :40 p.m.)
"It was weird and gave me the chills."

111
It hung over a school, but who can tell what "it" was interested in:
"A weirdly brilliant flying saucer,.or something, hung calmly in the air over
Greenhills school for more than a minute Wednesday night. It was witnessed by
more than a dozen persons.
"Joseph Ostendorf, 45, of3 Bachman street, said 'I always said I'd never believe in those things until I saw one. Nobody can tell me now that what I saw was
an optical illusion.'
"Mr. Ostendorf said it was 'the most brilliant light I've ever seen-just like
sunlight. It was weird and gave me the chills. Then a bluish haze seemed to
shoot out of it, and it started to move. The light seemed to diminish and it went in
a straight line toward Cine innati. '
''Neighbors of Mr. Ostendorf who also saw the glowing object at 11 :40 p.m.
included Joseph Wernicke, Raymond Seiter, Mrs. William earl, Harry Piatt Sr.,
and members of their families." (xx.)
(xx.)

Cincinnati, Ohio. Post. 31 July 52.

31 July, Edward Sullivan of CSI and Col. Philip Doddridge. (See clippings below)
...
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Undue Concern
Civil Defense
Director Comments
On Rash of Reports

Idaho

People
"'r-=--~ecOming
undul;
alarmed
because
of the prominence
given
re por ts of "!lying
isaucers,"
Col. Philip Doddridge,
,Idaho civil defense director,
sVJd
Wednesday.
I So far, he said, none o! the
north Idaho ground observers participating
In
"Operation
Skywatch" has reported any unusual
objects in the sky.
His office
has received
lome
saucer reports,
he aald. "but they
have been given no publicity
and
have been passed along to the Air
Force for its information."
He said he thought
the reports,
"If they do appear
valtd, .lIhould

'''flyinSs;el'l"
Not Anyt

I

be given to the people who are
IItudying the situation.
"Anyone
who leell one should
report
it to the local police or
the local civil defense director.
"There'll
been too much play
~ven in the newspapers
and on
the radio to these unconflrm ..d reo
ports=-reporta
with no foundation
which Jile up the people.
.
"Everyone
is ~oplng
around In
the dark, and no one knows the
answer."
Colonel Doddridee ,,,,Itl hI' never
hAil
seen a fl)1ng
saucer,
anti
thinks most of the repor-ts stem
from
lIearchlightll
playing
on
clouds or what people used to regard aa "shooting stars."
"I don't doubt the veracity
of,
th!'lIe people who lee thlngll, but
I don't know how manv drink.
they've had either,"
he -!laid.
"Y believe most people a re sincere, but they get only fleetlnlt
Itlanre"_l0
fleettnJ:' thllt they are
unable to j!ive more than a· bare
descrtptlon."
He !laid hill office hall t..-f'n ~reivlng the rl'port!
Intermittently
but had received
no more than
normal rec-nuv rlf'~ritl' the r"lOur· I
,::~n.... of the re port s t hrouz hout i
t hf count r v

I

g New

LOS ANGILES, July II (IJ,~ The
president
at th. civilian i
Saucer
Inve.U,atlon
UYI
therll
arl no more "flyln,
IIUOlrs"
in,
the heavens tod.y than th.r. wert ;
a year a,o but wltn.ue.
I\OW te.l,'
sat. In reportlnj;
thlm.
"Our OttiC'1 wtr. founded back
In tile days when to admit h.vln,1
seen a saucer Immediately
labeled
the observer • paycopath, a drunk-,
ard or I protlteer,"
.Edward Sullivan said.
I
He said the Air Force's action
In

sending

jet

planes

after

thl'

"saucers" hu encourall.d
~pl.
to;
report what they lpot In the lie"
I
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Father Francis J. Heyden SJ, head of the Georgetown University's astronomy department.

TH&· STARS-:AND-STRIPES'

:~Pa9.-z~'

-

Seientis-t:Priest;~Belie'ves~~;;~:
;.< '-"......~,;' ~~~,_._
. -_"','~~

~Gooat~(Faitli"~z:'bf"'·UFO
}-Tales
; ,.,I,~:~

:\".j'~ ;!~:.:-..

'J

'r,:r,~t:'~, _.-::-; .... , ~~.

-:»

.'

dldnrt believe, Cor, example. that

-J..-..b;.,;,.;"'::'" ··"c~ ~r---

w.ere.' vistto.rs .....
from
I outer' space .... :"';. ,;, ·J.:!I:J:;•.;·_.'f~'!
.Stll], ~ there this obJechwaSl,
hanging in the sky over Georgetown's high. spires and glowing
like. the brightest .star:~r planet
that' ever, was.
'.' 'C"' ,,,-'.;' ,.~";:;It-~.*;
.'·,,"Lthought,".·he
has since con, fessed,/'tj1af. I' had made, a dis,covery;;.t~.;~',;
..·.. .i-> ·:·:i.'f21f:·"':"':'· f
'cAs,' 'an astronomer, .'~Father
HeydEm has at his disposal certain . aids. to seeing. which most:
'flying> 'saucer ·.sighters lack ~ I
telescopes. So, he told the United,
Press
International,
he pro- II
ceeded to get a..telescopic fix on
,tfiis .•odd thing in the, afternoon
sk.~:·-:.~Bursts, 'Di~~~;~'~rs
':>,; 1
. He discerned two lights, 'one;
ed and the other green.. which'
'seemed '-tQ be attached' to the
veird-object, As he.watched, the
vhole contraption suddenly burst
nd disappeared from view. .':
Father Heyden didn't leave it,
'at that. He investigated further..
,.He found OJt that the space peole at Wallops Island,'. Va., had
ocketed an experimental; baloon into the sky that-day,
He
lad witnessed the normakend of ;

"... , .''

_; _'. ·...c.·c-.,

~

(idvef,the years., father Heyden I
ta"st'arrived: atiavone-word ex-':
,imnation
'. '.which he; be li eves"~C?Y.z.
.
f;;/'
...
-.:.,. ...•
"~." •....
tcr

'''',

'.

t

f.

.~

'.

_,- ,

''0

'~" -:

""

:~C-"<;,.'<;.

.._ .~;_. .

;',:!"'."~.~1

'.i~t':, .:.. :~
)",,=--,'"Jt ..;.~!

_:~.Q.

.r •

they are reasonablY; sarie;!~~'All
he quarrels with is their descrip;
nons-and interpretations of what
they: thought they saw. ..:': .-. :")
·Many.::astronomers,·
including
Father Heyden, believe it is possible that otherworlds,
attached
to other suns, may be the .seats
of. brilliant technical.civilizations
more, advanced. than, earth'S)
Might n~t· ,one. or;inore~' ~f -thetij .:,'

",~----.I..-=-

have, developed~ spacecraft.; ea-

I pable
~f.,rangin.g.· .t.O.,,-~.hi~~
l?¥.~.L.·.Q{.. _
the uruvers~? " ,.,,' '; .
"."oi .
!

, the. saiicers

ts-misston.

..,.~,

. .:: ~~
.... ;.:i "-'--'~;:> L:._;-·; .;
:
.• -,~
J~rshmost';of· the .most titillating.
tales ot- flying saucers. The word
is "Imagtnation,'
,
.
~
'Father' Heyden;' of course.. is
by no meansta r.nonbeliever, He
beliet/es many 'of the people who
see' flying saucers;' He believes
the}t'really'dO'''see.;something/'
-These 'people, he' says,",Hare
not experiencing hallucfnatlons;

.: .,i._

L~::(~'1·;~-.Id

'_V/~HINGTON, Aprill(); (UPIj
One: afternoon about: five·.years
ago- Father Francis- .J;;_Heydeni
head' of Georgetown University's
astronomy .department.c-sawi.a
[brtlliant; strange object, tnvtne
sky. _ ,.
".',:c:'<'~
'''';;;;1:,(:.
:Being' aIscientist,;he.;had never
aeeepted the more marvelous explanatlonsr.ror
.the "!liyin,g
·s~ucers!~. people were seeing; 'He

,~~~~3 .';J~

'.

'

"';"<'1

.Would .this be. ·posslble?.,,~os'f
: sibly; Impossible? 'A~airi tne~an~
! swer is possibly: 'How 'do' yoU
' d.istinguish. between~wha~ iSJ~ossibly possible and possibly, im-,
possible? All a-rational scientisf
Can do .ls. try to detect. a, differ~
ence 6etween the. rationaL'aild~'
I

I

.

;:.

n

Irratlonal.' ,;" - _ .;,.it'.
",,'r;;
It certainly would have been

irrational to assume that 'what
Father Heyden saw over George;
town, five years .ago .was something irrational.
- .::::.
.; '--r
More ,a~d' more· satellites,
more and; more weather' bal-

~~b~S'
:::~~~ei;~~offudrfi.~~fu~

earth each year." .. <
",,- :.i,.,
So, says Father. Heyden. it is
likely that there will 'be more
and' more', reports· of flying
saucers. The Father Heydens of
this world will .seek a . rational
expl~nation for t~em ... ' ,_._ '.';
Will they prevatl? WIll they ,b~
abte .to <:on~n~e. the .true believer.s that· flYl,llg saucers :are n~
alien so~ethlDgs from out. C?fJ.hl~
worldt.
.: _..V<~C·',.,::·~:~:·.~:·':
:::- '.'
Or will' the believers gQ on bel·
tieving' .wbatever- it~i~ Jhey be-.
lieve, abo~ fiyi,ng' saµc~'\S1:~i~,
", -.
Father.~Heyden: ~"'_ ':'" .,.-~.~'f::!'::
, .'
.
"I
believe
they;·
will; ....Mr;1 ~!4 .'
..". ',""'.;_'r·"
.,' .,""-,..;
.:»,
Ij ..,'
.- .....J'"r... "
<.:_;7,
... -"~""cii
__ :....~ ...
U,-,'

.... _'

~

'.:.-.~.~~~~~
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Father Heyden.
Ruppelt's comment on the priest-astronomer: "I never met him but Dr. Steve [Stefan] Possony
was always going to him with our UFO problems. Father Heyden seemed to be very much interested in our problems and couldn't at all be classed as a scoffer." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ruppelt's private papers. Copies in author's files.

While we're at it, we should mention that Possony was acting chief of the Directorate ofIntelligence Special Studies Group. Because of his position, he "had a direct channel to General
Samford." Possony, like Father Heyden, was a professor at Georgetown. (See clipping below)
San Jose MercuryNews s

Local·

Sunday,April SO,1995

.,

By DONNA ALVARADO
Mercury News Staff Writer

Well-known as one of the architects of anti-communist Cold War
strategies in the 1950s, it' was
only logical for Stefan T, Possony
to leave the Pentagon and come.
West to join the Hoover Institution at Stanford University in
. 1961.
,
For the next two decades, he
continued to warn the nation's
leaders of the dangers of communism and the Soviet Union. His
effort sprang not from any dislike
of the peoples of the Soviet Union
but from a deep and abiding ,belief that communism was a tyranny that must be stopped.
.
"He pioneered the philosophical underpinnings of the victory
in the Cold War and World' War
II," said Gregory Copley, a friend
from London, England, who
worked with Possony for 20
years on a series of strategic defense newsletters and magazines
distributed worldwide.
Mr. Possony died Wednesday
after suffering a stroke several
days earlier.
r

Mr. Possony left his native
He published a book in the
Austria in 1939, Having earned
1950s, "A Century of Conflict,"
his doctorate in history and eco.that became influential in politinomics from the University of Vical science and defense circles,
enna, he published his first book
said a Hoover colleague, Peter
upon his arrival in Paris .. '
Duignan. "That set the tone for
While in France, he worked
our containment of communism
with French military authorities',
strategy," Duignan said, "Even
to collect information against the' .Itberals regarded it as required
_N~J8 and left »efore they occureading."
After coming West with his
: pied
In-the' United' Stateg, '
he ,studied modem war strategy< .: wife, Regina, to join the Hoover
Institution, he began studying the
at Princeton Unlversity beforEt
early history of communism in
working briefly as' a 'radio" news
Russia. But he never lost his inreporter.
, '
,
-terest in public affairs.
Before long" Possony pegan"
He wrote and lectured on
work as a' civilian intelligence of~,
space-based weapons 10 years beficer at the Pentagon, a job that
fore President Reagan proposed
. lasted for more than a decade
the Strategic Defense Initiative,
into.the Cold War.
.
In the early 1970s, he began writDuring that time, he also began
ing .and lecturing about the iman academic career in interna-.;
pending collapse of the Soviet
tional politics at Georgetown UniUnion under nationalist pressure
versity, He wrote and 'lectured'
-'- 20 yearsbefore it happened,
widely on the. strategic importance of defending the United
States against the Soviet Union.

Paris,'

..
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TAu Clipping Ff'C1"m

$5,000 to corroborate the existence of flying saucers.
(See clipping)
The magazine Flying says the Air Force is serious.
(See clipping)
Brigadier General James W, McCauley says "flying
saucers" are not foreign missiles. "We don't know exactly
what they are," claims McCauley. "Russia can't wait much
longer," the General warns,

RAO!~iDA!LY
NEW ,YOJl!~, N.

t.
JU1il301952
?'~f

Will Flying Saucers
Produce A 'IV Sponsor?
e

B"ltimttl'l'
_ .. Can' ; flying
S;llIlTrs
catch
a spnnsor?
.J;WBAI.-TV
will
pl'ovidl'
an "n~ll·t'r~o
th.u qlll'.-'tittil
this F'ridil." night. ~
Tl'tnu:-; I3l'ight, Ba1limure ll.<cd cnr
dealer,
yesturdny
9,{TCl'l'd $;'),(1(10to

anyone

A speech given in Montpelier, Vermont:
"Brigadier General James W. Mcf.auley, commanding
officer of the northeast air defense, said the U.S. Air Force
is certain that 'flying saucers' are not enemy missiles.
" 'We don't know exactly what they are,' McCauley
added. 'But they aren't strange weapons from strange lands
or foreign countries. '
"Mcf'auley addressed a small group of persons, mostly press representatives, State Police officers and Air Corps
officers, in the Vermont Senate Chamber today.
"His talk was concerned chiefly with the 24-hour per
day ground observer corps program.
"The general's speech ranged from optimism to pessimism about the defense preparations of America against
enemy air attack.
"He said the present defense in the New EnglandNew York area is about 20 per cent effective. This defense
relies chiefly on radar and volunteer ground observers to
pick up any enemy aircraft that might be attacking the United States.
"While the U.S. is vulnerable to an atom air attack,
McCauley said, the next year will also be a critical one from
Russia's stand point if the Soviet is considering attack.

"Our military strength in the United States and West-

ern Europe is getting stronger, McCauley claimed. If Russia
waits much longer, he added, what ever chances she has of
defeating the Allies in warfare might pass.
"McCauley described a recent test of defense operations in Vermont, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Maine
and New York, the area covered in the 32nd Division.
"The test showed that radar is ineffective in the zone
at less than 5,000 feet altitude, he said." (xx.)
(xx.) Burlington, Vermont. Free Press, 31 July 52.
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the

He 11';IS immediately
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AAGAZINE SAYS AF
TAKES STORIES OF
SAUCERS 'SERIOUSLY'
In the August
issue of "F~
which
contained
several
articles
on
I Clvtl
Defenll('
Ground
Ooserva tlon
i Corps In New York Stllte an Interest'ing point
concei nlng
recent
news
I.~ made,"
. . . Another
\ stories
GOC activity arid one about v..hlch very
little has been said. Is Its potential
In
'observing
'nylng
saucers'.
Thls Is 8
; matter which the Air Force takes very

'I·

i seriously.

regardless

of any oplnlons

i to the contrary.
Radar
almost datly
I Is tracking
nights which. due to tltclr
i speed and unknown origin. could no
I conceive» bly be airplanes as we know
. them. If tlte clvllian Ground Ob~rvl'~
Corps were fully organized and acttvated on R round-the-clock
basts. It would
provide constant
vlsua I observa t tun uf
Ij every
mile of sky
over sorne two-thirds
,
.
,_

I

aof the United State5. 'thlll.fact has been
recognized by the Air Force and prov1sion made for repcrttng by clvllia n
postA of objects which, lackln, ,ny bel-

~ designation are te~J.tIng
cers'."
.

sau-

'-

11 ~
I.
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31 July. Pilots to carry cameras. (See clipping)

Th{, C((ppmg From

PASCO, WASH.
TRI·CfTY HERALD

31 July. Inspector general of Camp Hanford. (See clipping)
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"Saucers' Said

"These intelligences on
other planets are merely
observing us, feeling us
out, just as any wary opponent does before moving in."

j!Aircraft ~rom
/',(!)ther Planet
, ,
1'1, .' 8y V!RN

'

8AfLiY
This ,I.t.ment
wu mid.
II
: . AN ARMY CAPTAIN told Kcnne-: ,,,.
conclusion of I carefully
. wick Chamber of Commercc mem-] built.up list of evidence dr awn
bers 1'hursday
that he believes:
.
the flying saucers
arc aircraft
'og.,h.r
by MIS"II.
(rom anothel" planet.
! lie beg an his cxpl a na tinn of the:
, Cnpt, Maynard
Mi$sall, fnspec,lflying
discs by telling the group!
tor. general of Camp Hanford. safd'llwhat the saucers arc not. His reu.:
"I .bell eve we may be receiving
.
. ,
vlsltll from Intelligences
of anoth.:unlng was based upon four prcrms.
er planet."
,
-_.
, 1. They arc not hallucinations.
I
\. 2. They are not products of U.:
s. res~arch.
3. They are not made by for'
eign countries.
The cue of a pilot named )tan·,
They are not the result or'
tie was cited by Mfssall .. on,'
tcmpcr aturo changes.
h
of the best prooh that the Slueer.'
t!f,.11 elaborated
briefly' upOlII,l
ar~ real. 101antle reportedly
light"!
ed I saucer whlle flying an IlIter·'
ltach of these statements.
He thenl·
summed up the history ofmysterceptor over Alabama
In 19SO, lie
lous
sighting
of
object
since
the
gave chase uylng
he wu rolli'
middle alles.
to bring It down. He was lIenr
seen 8l!ain. The wreckage
or hi.
When asked why the frequcncs]
plane was later (ound strewn I
ef appearance
in the last fc~
.
mfle square area-. ~.
'years, ~1i~~~11 said:
''Thl, and many· .'hu .Ight·
/ "Experts
tell us that It will be
Ing. of 'h. ,'ran9' discs by whol.
ipouible
to do some space tra v...1
I.,. nllabl.
personl ha". cony,nc'l
:in 50 year s , (sn't it also concelv.d ,h. Air Fore. ,hit the pr.1to
;able that there are intelligencu
I.m II no lokI," said Missall.
'on other planets that arc properA bit of Irony "'U Injected fnto
tionatl'ly
ahead of us."
Iluall'~
speech when' he tonlu·
!
"Thls would also cxpla in the
.ed that he pcrAonaDr .had .,nev
i(requency
of Kighting over mili.een. I saucer,
,tary and Industrial
lnst a llat ions."
~ MinaI!
concluded this talk.
_
the said. "These Intclllgcnce s Ire
l'mphuizing
thilihe
thlnr~ he haeS
i merely
observing
us, feelinl( us
ststed
were hi. p6Jonll
opln'j
eut, just as any wary opponent
lon8, not the opinion Of the Arm'l)'
dots before mO\'ing in."
or Air t'orce..
___.l
" A FORMER
pilot, ~[j~5all said
bt' is certain
the Air Force at
present hH no power plant cap.
able of the tremendous
speeds as.
lez:lbcd to the mysterious
discs. lie;
~ad the.group
an Air force re-l
port that hinted oi a new ellipllcal
airfoil In theoretical
dnelopmcnt
that would permit unequalled
rnaDeuverabllity.

I

,/C't .

I

l

~;ct,. (0 uPl

I

,~~~~~
'.

EXPR~(C;

..----~
Pilots

.~.~µL 3119&2 '
~)..

• All American

Carry Seucer-Cnmeres

Pilot" flying All American Air-,'
ways' planea have Joined th't
Jrtunt for 1i1mi. saucers, At the '
suggestion 6fiii@ ilirl1~'1 head
ornce In Wa.shlngton" scene of
recent saueer slghtings, pllota
wUl etrry their cameras with
them ill filght.
Company omclals said that,
AAA pUota are in an Ideal poI~tlon to. 'apot the saucer phenomenon aa Wuhlngton Nation
Airport. da hub at the a1rlJne'.
,.}peratfo.na. In addItion
OOTen
eutern st&tta.,

_en

AAAI

I

i

;IW"'\
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31 July. CoL Ernest H. Beverly.
Contrast Capt. Missall of Camp Hanford with Col, Beverly:
"Col. Ernest H. Beverly, an Air Force ace who downed
13 Nazi planes in World War II, doesn't put much stock in
the current batch of ominous rumors about 'flying saucers.'
"Beverly said he would have to have 'something more
concrete' before he believed the saucers were a threat to national security. Promoted to Colonel eight years ago at the
age 0[27, Beverly is visiting his older brother George W.
Beverly of the Beverly Apartments.
" 'Radar plays a lot of tricks,' Beverly pointed out. He
suggested that the unidentified objects sighted on radar
screens might be weather phenomena or that they might be
caused by the radar sets being 'out of phase. ,
COL. ERNEST H. BEVERLY
"Nor is he alarmed about the sightings reported :from
points on the ground and in the air.
"He explained that a pilot flying on a dark night often thinks he's flying right into a
star that's hanging in midair,
"And Beverly is positive that the 'saucers' are no mysterious weapon that is being
developed by the Air Force. Rumors of such a development have been persistently denied by Air Force officials
.. .
"Now on his way to the Air War eo lIege at Maxwell Air Force Base, Montgomery,
Ala., Beverly has been stationed at Stewart Air Force Base, Newburgh, N.Y., as deputy
for operations, Eastern Air Defense Force. That's the force that has charge of protecting
the nation's large metropolitan centers.
" 'If the Russians should attack the American continent, we'd be ready for them,'
he said. 'For months all pilots have been flying with hot
guns.'
"However, he warned grimly, 'we probably wouldn't
shoot down more than 25 per cent' ofa mass attack." (xx.)
.. 1952

I.

Gabreski Calls It
'Saucer Hysteria'

(xx.)

Asheville, North Carolina. Asheville Citizen. 31
July 52.

31 July. Col, Francis Gabreski.
Another war hero, like Col. Beverly, had his doubts.
He also expressed confidence in the Air Force's scientific
department. Was such confidence justified? (See clipping)
31 July. Richard Tregaskis of Guadalcanal Diary.
Col. Gabreski's comments lead us to the fact that he had
been recently interviewed by a famous author, Richard

l
I

BATTLE CREEK,
July 31CoL Francis Gabreski, leading ace
ot the air force takes a dim view
ot the flying saucer excitement.
.He

landed

was

flying

last

night

and,

at Kellogg Airport

when
saucers were being reported by
citizens. He saw none.

He said:

"No flier of my acquaintance
ever seen one. It seems
odd to me that they are reported only in the United States.
"I am confident that if they
were real, our scientific department
of' the air force would
know th answers. It looks to
me like mass hysteria."
has

I

I
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Tregaskis, whose best-seller GauadaZcanaZ Diary was made into a classic Hollywood movie.
Tregaskis' remarks that touched on the saucer issue during an interview at the Flamingo Hotel in
Las Vegas mentioned only the extraterrestrial theory. One thing that stumps UFOlogists is the
reference to Tregaskis being an official Army UFO investigator. No student of UFOs has ever
found any indication Tregaskis was involved. (See clipping)

I
"w.~.~f1~!;~"t.~!t;~r.ry'~~Y.I~'

31 July. President of the Texas AstronomicalSociety.

(See clipping)

'Russ Fi9hting Cut-Rate

0"

~f
think the Ruula
,ould cooperate to fight it olr. '!'heir fint and
only Interest Is to conquer tne relt of the world."
_
___!._
80 spoke Rlcha~~. 'I'regaslda.
&enant Robert L. Moore, Hous-<
famed" ,"uthor of 11 Quadalcanal
ton, Texa •• '
.'
'II
Diary,
In an Intetvlew yesterTregasltl s, whose vtilt at the
day at the Flamln~~ Hold,
J'lammgo
&nd Lu Vela. "hal
"Popular Imagination
to tbe been a high apot in ~r~raTels."
1\'
eontrary,
Itorles ab_?ul flndl~g planl to return to ruqLo. Anremaina of nylnc. "u~q~
or:~t· celes home tomorrow, Hla late.I'
'tTe men tro~iJo
• planets boolt "eeven Lea(\Ic. Or Para·
are undocurnenledj"
according dl~e,~' Is a highly popular work.
to Tregaakla
whoal work with, accordIng to LM VegM' assl.t.
the army has placed him on ln-] ant librarIan
Mr5. Lillian ~.'
vestlgatlon
team. tracing down i ry. (Plct\lre on Pace 31.
Mleh reports."
I
The
lanky,
blonde
author]
y.,
whose
war t Ime f~xperlrncell
ThlI C~11
Frfnn
were shared by mllllons of readLAS VEGA~, NEV.
era, characterized
the Rusxtans
REVIEW.JOURNAL
IS "playing baseball, while we
want to play basketball."
AUG 1·
Amplifying his remarks,
Tre'l
_
Casltls said that AmerIcans COil·
tinue to think of war as a "formal thing along the linea or World
war II," while the Ruulans have
10 far been victorious
by behindscenes dIrection Of.~ I'!rles or:
civil wars.
,
'
"It'l a cut-rate way to !Igh'
a ....ar," he added, "and our mil
itary leaders apparently
haven'
learned It yet. It's all down In,
bladt and white In thl'l works of
. ':'
Lenin, but we've Ignored their
outline."
•
DALLAS-The president ot the
In his Las Vegas trip, Tregu·
Texu AItroDomScalIocietY,
1:. II,
Itls has been, Interviewing
fI ve
Brewer, uJd todaJ' be beUeTU
let aces who new with Europe's
the fi11nI I&ucerl "MU be I01DI
number - one ace, Colonel Franaort of .pace 1h1pa from &DOthtr
cis Oo.breskl ,in Korea,
He Is
preparing an article for. the SatP~.
the
man
.'11 t~
lIrday Evening Post on the lite
tbert II ute 011 10m. other' Pl&De&.
)f the greatest ace In all history,
aDd if it 1a that 1'aJ' advaneed _
1fter a tour of the countrv with
entUtcall:r, then IUre11 th'7're raJ'
:he flier earlier this month,
eftCUlb advanced to baTe leaned
The men, staUoned'.at.
Nellis:
u,
Un peace&b~."
\ir force base, are tieutenant:
::olonel George L. Jones, 'MaJor
NlIllam T·. Whisner,
Shreve>ort, Louisiana, Capt. JCurtis 1 ,
Jtterbaek,
Brackettville,
Ten.,
Weutenant
Ivan C,' Xincheloe~
::assopolls, Michigan, and Lleu~t

I
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Pictures on
pages 118-120
are from the
Dayton, Ohio
Journal Herald.
1 August 52.

-AT ONE OF the four desks in the small, 30.by.15-foot
rooms, partitioned
off from the red of the Air Technical Intelligence
center, Rothstein and Rup pelt 'check
off one of the 1,000 sighting» reported to their office in
the past two years.

432 'Reports Given 'AF In '52

On Aerial Objects Sig'hting's
WASHINGTON, July 31--;(AP) ,rellult of. armed services ex~eri- 1949, 147 in 1950, and 141 lastj
-The Air Force said today It has ments with rockets and guided year.
received 432 wr-itten reports on missiles.
The first sizeable flurry was in
"sighting
of unidentified
aerial
But spokesmen said today there rthe summer of 1947, with 19 rephenomena" so far this year.
wall no connection with a report.ed ports in June, 56 in July and 13
These were reports by civilians new super secret British guided in August.
.
and by military personnel, sent : missile.
Some press reports told
A year later there were peaks
through regular' Air Force chan-] of such a weapon and the series of ;24 in July, 22 in October, and
nels to the Air Technical Intelli- sparked inquiries liS to whether it 23 in December.
genee Center at Dayton, O.
might
be undergoing tests in The l!rgest totals in 1949 were
In addition,
there have been America that would account for 21 in March and 18 each in Janhundreds of oral reports and si~ht- the 'strange things seen in the uary and July.
I
ings which never were described skies.
In 1950 March was high, with
in detail.
..
An Ail' Forr:e spnk esrna n said 123, followed by February, with 15·1
TJ:Ie Coast Guard said It has this British missile has not. been
There was a rash of 40 reports
received fro~ the Dayton center test.ed here.
in January, 1951. and 17 each in!
and March, with lessl
a photogr~phlc negative of what
The number of written rCPOl'tsl'February
was described to It as a coast 1.0 the Dayton center ill July had than 10 a month thereafter
exguardsman's sighting in the Salem, totaled 114, the most for any cept for 11 in August and 14 in
Mass., area July 16.
.
month on record.
[October.
Prints of the photograph
will
The other monthly totals for
be released tomorrow, the Coast this year: January. 10; February,
Guard said.
19; March, 17; April, 91; May, 70,
The .Air Force said earlier this' and June, 111.
week that some of the sighting.
The reports appeared to have
reports,
in the southwest
and no seasonal trend.
There were
elsewhere,
may have been the 115 in 1947. 163 in 1948, 159 in

I
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,ho,.

PINS'IN THE MA.P
10f,odon,,0/ "11,.lnl ,~~r.I!r" Il,htin, •• The. mal' II on 'he
mol' In;aportant roo,",,' i" tM 'f ",orld. From here mlJ1 come the
,.ere' oltM unidentified· aerial obJec'.~ In
'i, Capt. E. [: Rupp.U (left). L••
Rober. 01880n (center) and Lt. Kerry Ro'~hltei" (pointing to the lite of a recent lithe.
in,) aulle Ruppelt,
"
wall. o]; OM or,h.

char,.
I

I

July 1952 radar case.
What Dr. 1. Allen Hynek told Richard Hall: " ... in July 1952 radar case, when so great a furor
was caused, four specialists [Hynek was one of them] were called in and kept separate. Four reports were written, but only the hostility question was considered germane." (xx.) We would
(xx.)

Richard Hall's notes: Recollections of Hynek interview, Friday August 19,1956.
Photocopy in author's files.

sure like to know who the experts were and what they determined. Apparently the information
is not in open files. A diffraction-grid camera project was given a build-up in the press at this
time, and how it figured in any recommendations made by the experts is unknown, but Hynek
had something to say about cameras as Hall recalls:
"The famous diffraction-grid cameras were proposed by [Dr.] Kaplan, but by
the time they were put into production they were only cheap little things, a camera
with a grating over one lens-no good because the light required to give an image

120
is too great.
"As to Schmidt meteor
cameras, the astronomers
(N.M.) told him they got no
pictures; later, the actual
workers approached him
and confided that they did
see saucers [not that they
photographed them]." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

Another hope for gaining
an understanding of UFOs
was Dewey Fournet's UFO
maneuvers study. According to Ruppelt, Stefan Possony, a key man, was "sold
on UFOs" and was "behind
Fournet 100% and tended
to push him." (xx.)
(xx.) Ruppelt's private.
papers. Photocopy
in author's files.
31 July. Nashville,
Tennessee.
(6:00 p.m.)
A press story states:

'-"D J;~;auol1
., . :-\ ~e:;'" ";.ri~i.':"a;;;;;z;;':··;;~i·b'i1;;i:c·d\·'~iiJ~--

- ......
J:l(uebbokr.:", the' :,:4.ir iF"orcs!i. '~,'flying >: ,aU:cer~' d~tictitJe
Gtfency." . Left to 'right are Rup pelt, Rothstein. and 01,.
.on.

"A variation on a theme-this time a flying dishpan was reported in the Nashville area yesterday, over Stewart Air Force base.
"The saucer--er, oh, excuse us please, the dishpan didn't land at the airfield,
however, but according to A3/C Virginia Sheppard it zoomed straight into the air
and disappeared.

"The WAF said she walked from her barracks around 6 p.m. and spotted 'the
thing' descending from about 2,000 feet toward the ground.
"Then, she said, it abruptly changed course and went straight up until it disappeared. She said the 'dishpan' was going 'very fast.'" (xx.)
(xx.)

Nashville, Tennessee. Morning Tennessean.

31 July. Decatur, Illinois. (11:18 p.m.)
"Whateveritwas."

{-Seeclipping on page 121)

1 August 52.

"
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Wilateveritwas

Sighted Hele

Company Guard Now Believes in Flying Saucers

de-I

A n~'iQ8 ulli'tr~thenvise
scribed as "unidentified aerial phenomena"-was
reported over Decatur Thursday night.
Robert Kush, 1452 E. Prairie
Ave., said he saw it at 11:18 p. m.
Thursday when he was r~rting
to
'I wor k as I guard' at the Decsrur
Pump Co., 2750 Nelson .Plrk. Rd,
I
never thought. much ·.bout
II: them"I before,"
Kush said, ',"but,thi,
sure made I believer out of me,":
Kush described the whareverltwas
1 as a glowing yellowlsh-green
disc.
It was spinning,
Kush said, and
had I hump in the middle "just
like

I

31? July.
Buffalo, New York
(about
, 9:00 a.m.)

saucer."

It carne toward the Pump Com"

piny f!('tory from the IOUtheut, just

high enough to be seen over the
trees, made a sharp tUr-,OVCT Lake!
Decatur ancl flew away IO.the north- \
cast, Kush related.
I
l Ie estimated its speed at "twice!
. Iane. ,,~
I
as f HI an as an alrp
"It couldn't hive been a falling I
star," Kush said. "It wasn't burning, it was glowing .nd there were
no sparks falling from ft. It held
the same altitude and it turned and
Flew

2''''1\'.''

l':eith;r
he said.

~d

~\P

it mak¤ any noise,

II

.
I
tilted at about
I5·degrce angle as it new, he said. I
Kush estimated lh~ object was in
view for about a minute.
"I hope they find out what they
are pretty soon," he said, ''I'm cu,
The disc

WH

1\."

rious now."

"

*

Buffalo, New York
Courier-Express
I? August? 52.

..

Appendix:
Flying saucers neglected?
Amusement Editor Clifford Sage makes a cultural comment:
"These flying saucers didn't induce in us any more consternation than does the
annual report that the Loch Ness Monster had again been sighted off the coast of
Maine, But that was before we read about the official-sounding scientific gent,
backed up by the high-ranking military character, who vouched that he had recorded
The Things' impulses on radar.
"Of course, the flying saucers are no greater mystery to us than the theory of
radar, yet, somehow, we blindly trust the magic detector. And, in the same unreasoning fashion, we mistrust the other high-sounding, official individual who rationalized the radar activity with a statement somewhat to the effect that warm layers
of air between cold layers (or was it the reverse?) at certain times of the year cause
such radar manifestations. We are now just about convinced that the contraptions
exist, and we are fairly excited about our conclusion.
"However, almost as mystifying to us as the saucers and radar, is the fact that
Hollywood, Broadway and the novelist, remain comparatively complacent about
this thought-provoking normal or abnormal phenomenon. From the movie studios,
thus far, have come only three or four minor features on the fascinating subject; on
Broadway, nothing has been produced, and articles have been either reportorial,
earth-bound or scientific and dull.
"This flying saucer scare has been going on for quite a while. No! as long
perhaps as the prohibition era, or the underworld activities that accompanied it, but
remember what Warner Bros. and the others did during those dry and bloody annals.
And on Broadway everyone from Al Woods to Robert Sherwood was riding the
crime bandwagon. And, Lord, the books inspired by those times would not fit in the
projected Dallas main public library.
"As it is we haven't even heard about a good saucer song; a satire on the topic
in any medium, or even a rollicking children's book. Indeed, most of the latter, Jules
Vernean stuff has been produced by the cartoon strippers, and their treatment has
been necessarily fantastic, though intellectually unimaginative.
"More amazing than this is the fact that none of those radio and television shows
which go in for presenting the eerie type of fare, has offered their 'pilots,' or their origin. And as far as we know, the alleged observers of the saucers have been gathered

from all over the country and assembled on a single radio program to describe the

machines they claim to have seen.
"We don't know what's going on in the inner sanctums of the creators in New
"York and Hollywood, and, so we may yet be sorry that we brought all this up. For
there might come a rash of saucer theatrical and other literature that will frighten
even the saucers away forever." (xx.)
(xx.)

Dallas, Texas. Times-Herald.

30 July 52.

George Pal's movie masterpiece War a/the Worlds was in the wings, but could it apply to the
flying saucers, a phenomenon that may be, or may not be, alien invaders? If the saucer mystery
was to have any real meaning, it would have involve visitors from space. The American public

'<,

wasn't nearly ready for that concept. Entertainment fare with that theme at the time was quite
tame. There was Commando Cody in a Saturday matinee 12 chapter serial, and then there was
"Space Patrol" on radio and television, sponsored by a breakfast food company. Both were
strictly for kids. Its amusing to note that "Space Patrol" adventures took place in a future time
when travel between the planets was routine. In July 1952 the writers for the show produced a
script that had Commander Corry, his co-~ilot Happy, female crew members Carol and Tonga,
plus Major Robertson, returning to the 20 century in some kind of time warp to help track
down the flying saucers.

SPACE SHIP AT CLARK AND WACKF..R
It dOC3 have "truck" with reality.

Space Ship ~ighted

Here-sin: Park~ng Lot

,

With ~l!!:i.,..!ll..l1ZtLB.cttlng almost as familiar as streetcars, a Dally News reporter was not surprised Thursday to find
a space ship parked in a lot at Clark and Wacker dr.
The space ship, however, r
(In case they get hungry the
turned out to be a S30,OOO toy
space food locker Is full of the
being sent around the country
sponsor's products.)
by a breakfast food firm that
sponsors "Space Patrol" on radlo and television.
FIRST STOPS Friday will be
The space ship, mounted on a
benefit showings (no boxtops
special trailer, doesn't fly, but
needed) at the Shady Oaks
it's full of lashing llghts. knobs.
Camp' for Spastic
ChUdren,
dials. levers. buttons and other
Lockport, and Joseph B. Kencontrols for its hull magnetiz.
nedy.fr. (St. Coletta) mentally
ers, repeller rays and rocket
retarded children's school, Patubes.
los Park.
~ It will tour Chicago chain
The public will get Its first
, IItOrt'S for the next six weeks 50
look at 6:l5 p.m. Friday at
young space fans can climb
Thlllcns stadium, Devon and l
aboar:d and pre ten d they're
headed ror Man.
Kedzie.
J
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